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ÀBSTRÃCT

The estimates of the incidence of violence against women

is reported to be one in four. The shelter movement has been

set up as an attempt to put a dent in the problem of violence

against v¡omen by the provision of a safe and secure

environment for v¡omen when they leave a violent relationship.

The crisis intervention program at the Kenora Family Resource

Centre has stated goals which have not been reviewed since the

inception of the program. The purpose of this practicum is to

determine if the service provÍded by the crisis intervention

program mirrors that which is stated to be delivered.

The procedure known as Formative Evaluation was used to

accomplish the goal as outlined. A series of intervier¡rs were

conducted with representatives of the shelter staff and board

of directors and representatives of the community agencies

that interact with the shelter. Questionnaires were forwarded

to those abused women who agreed to participate.

An analysis of the information obtained revealed that the

shelter does provide a safe and secure environment in which

the women may take the time to review their future options and

reflect upon their present situations. Crisis intervention

services v/ere provided for the r,tlomen. The key components of

this service are the development of safety p1ans, options for

future action and referral-s to external resources.



The researcher is of the opinion that this program can be

evaluated and that the service provided does mirror that which

is stated in the program literature. The data collected and

analyzed assisted in the development of a comprehensj-ve Terms

of Reference. They wil-I be used by the program should they

decide to pursue a more indepth program eval-uation.



CHÀPT8R I

INTRODUCTION & OBJECTIVES

1.1 INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, family viofence has emerged from

its cloistered position as a private famiJ-y matter to a forum

of public concern. rn contrast to chil-d abuse, the issue of

wife assault has retained a private status and was not

socially defined as criminal- behaviour until- very recently.
The passivity of community response and a prevailing ignorance

of the nature of the problem perpetuated this forrn of farnily

violence, with its devastating effects on a1l- farnily members.

(Jaf f e , Vüolf e, Telf ord, Austin, l-98 6 z 37 ) .

Nationally accepted estirnates of the incidence of wife

abuse indicate that it is changing from, ât best, one in ten

women being assaulted by their partners, to one in four.

(Of f icial Report of Hansard, December 5 | l-990, p. 241"3) .

Further research into the issue of wife assaul-t identified

four rnajor community responses required in order to reduce the

incidence of battering and to reduce the potential for further
violence by present assailants and future generations. One of

the community responses so identified is that of self-help
services for assailants. This, combined with the three other

community responses, assisted in the development of Farnily

Resource Centres in the Province of Ontario.
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As a niddle manager with the Ministry of Community and

Social- Services, Province of ontario, I had the opportunity of

participating in the development of the noted Resource Centres

i-n the Districts of Kenora and Rainy River, ontarío. Since

the inception of this practicum, f have been designated as the

Iead Prograrn Manager responsible for monitoring both the

funding and programs provided in the Districts of Kenora and

Rainy River, ontario. It is at this time and combined with

prior experience, that I have developed a keen interest

regarding the crisis intervention/support program offered by

the Centre. My focus was on the question, rrlVhat irnpact does

the support service proqram offered by the Centre have on

those r¡tomen who are victims of the cycle of violence?rl

Analyzing the crisis/intervention service in an existing

shelter program required a broad scope of assessment.

Formative research, combined with evaluability assessment

provided the opportunity to gain greater experience and

knowledge of the operation and function of a community-based

resource centre. In order to gain an understanding of the

program, âD examination of the goaJ-s and objectives h¡as

necessary. A considerable amount of time was spent discussing

philosophy with the manager involved in respect to service

delj-very. Contacts \^/ere made with other programs operating

throughout the country, âs well as contact with persons

undertaking research. The principtes of least intrusiveness,
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protectj-on of confidentiality, minimizing possibility of bias

in collecting data, methods of collectj-ng data, and the actual

instruments to be used v/ere discussed. Due to the nature of
this program, much of the data collected may be deemed as

qualitative in nature, based on feelings expressed both

verbally and non-verbaJ-1y. This program area is extremely

sensitive to the needs of the abused $/omen. The staff
interviewed, by the nature of the program, are quite
protective of the information regarding v/omen who have availed
themselves to the service. The use of formalized instruments

$/as minimized and the method of interviews v/as used

predominantly throughout this practicum.

During the data collection process and based on ongoing

discussion with key stake-holders, it was determined that the

service offered was more of a crisis intervention/support
service than an in depth counsell-ing program. Further, it was

very aptJ-y pointed out to me that it is not the abused v¡omenrs

cycle of viol-ence--she becomes a victim of her partnerrs cycle

of viorence. rt hras with this renewed awareness that r
proceeded to explore the crisis intervention/support program

offered by the Kenora Family Resource centre. r wirr refer to
this service throughout the practicum report as the 'crisis
intervention service, .



T.2 OBJECTIVES OF PRACTTCUIÍ

There l¡rere a number of principle practice objectives.

They are:

1. To determine if the intervention service is evaÌuab1e.
In order to attain this objective, it is necessary to
engage in a review of the existing program to determine
if the service provided actually mirrors that which is
stated in the program literature. The intervention
service must be reviewed based on the perception of those
delivering the program; the Board of Directors
responsible for the program, agencies making referrals to
the shelter or becoming involved with the v/omen after
they leave the shelter, and the vromen themselves who have
accessed the service.

2. To develop Terms of Reference in order that the Board of
Directors may further develop an evaluation franework
that may be routinely put in place in order to complete
an effectiveness evaluation may be undertaken by the
agency itself or an external evaluator. fn order to
accomplish this task, it v/as necessary to analyze the
data coJ-lected, based on the interviews undertaken, and
to verify the stated objective. A further revi-ew of the
instruments used by other research groups/organizations
v/as completed in order to develop one that hras
appropriate for this practicum. Discussi_ons with
researchers at the Universities of Regina and
Saskatche\^/an were undertaken.

3. To provide reconrmendations for change to the
organization. The practicum report contains specific
recommendations concerning the organizãtionrs
development. The feedback t¡as based on analysis and
assessment of the data coll_ected. The recommendations
will suggest \Á/ays that the program may be able to
continually assess the service they are providing and to
ensure they are del-ivering a required service.



CHAPTER II

SETTING OF PRACTICU}Í

2.L üINISTRY OF COMMUNITY ÀND SOCIAL SERVTCES: TIIE CONTEXT

The researcher worked out of the Ministry,s District
Office located in Kenora and devoted a portion of his time to
the management of programs within his assigned area of
responsibility. The reassignment to the Family Viol-ence

program area allowed for greater fl-exibility in scheduling and

the opportunity to devote more tirne to the practicum. As the

practicum proceeded, and based on assigned programs, the

Fanily Viol-ence program in Atikokan requested a revi_ew to
address their present and future direction. The focus of this
practicum provided the researcher with the opportunity Èo gain

insight regarding evaluation of Fanily Violence programs and

to be sensitive to the principle of least intrusiveness.
Further, the opportunity \^/as made availabl_e to work with a

Board of Directors in reference to problem sorving and sharing

of possible models and process that could be reviewed in order

to undertake a program evaluation of their shelter program.

2 . L. L THE PROGRA}Í

The program studied for
intervention service located

Centre.

this practicurn is the crisis
at the Kenora Family Resource

Family Resource Centre: An eight to ten bed
residence for \4romen in crisis and their children,
located in smal-I, more isolated communj-ties. WhiIe
providing a variety of services for battered women
including shel-ter , f ood, enotional- support,



advocacy and counsell-ing, they are also mandated to
provide accommodation for women and children with
special needs, notably elderly and native groups.
The building is owned by a Municipality/Band and
the servj-ce may be operated by the
Municipality/Band or contracted to another service
group or women's group. Major capital to construct
the centre is provided by M. C. S . S . (Ritchie z 1-987
p.11) .

The fol-lov¡ing will serve as a brief description of the

program based on an initiaÌ review of available l-iterature and

provincial rninistry documentation. The primary counselling

service is provided by one resident counsellor. Her immediate

supervisor is the executive director of the program and the

clinical supervj-sion is provided by a staff member of the

adult community mental health program located in St. Josephrs

Centre, Kenora.

The program to be reviewed is identified as the crisis
intervention component which is a part of the community farnii-y

resource centre.

The program has two components; a residential component

which provides a safe environment for a woman and her children
in a tirne of crisis, and a non-residential- counsel-ling/support

component to assist vromen in determining a future course of
action. !,Iomen are expected to prepare their own meals and do

light housekeeping including laundry as necessary.

counse]ling/support services prirnarily focus on orienting and



Iinking v/omen to the services that they may need

them to return to a normal- pattern of living.

7

assist

The target group of the Family Resource Centre is
primarily focused on v/omen who have been threatened or

actually abused, whether it be physicalJ-y, mentally or

emotionafly, by their partners. rt al-so includes the chil-dren

of these r^Iomen with their special emotional needs and problems

in making the adjustment to the change in circumstances of the
family. As a second priority, the Faniry Resource centre
services other v/omen in crisis situations. As a crisis home,

the length of stay for residents varies from one night to a

maximum of six weeks, with average stay being three weeks.

Ma1es over the age of 16 are not allowed in the home.

The centre does have updated poricies and procedures

related to admission, re-admission, confidentiarity,
rel-ationships to community services incJ-uding porice,
security, visiting by partners, length of stay, child abuse,

resident guiderines, case management practj-ces, discharge,
foÌÌow-up, j-nternal- evaruation, record-keeping and personnel_

policies.

The basic orientation of the centre is to maximize the

use of the existing community resources and thus, it is linked
into many community support networks via the FamiJ-y violence

to



Network. The Centre does have up-to-date information

services provided by other agencies in the community

within its total catchment area.

This program is managed by a Board of Directors, who, f.or

funding, policy deveÌopment and operations rel_ate to the

funder--the Ministry of community & social services District
Office. A ministry staff person is responsible for
supervising the program and funding arranqements with the
program, based on existing provincial legislation.

2.L.2 CRTSIS TNTERVENTION SERVTCES

This program addresses counselling services to victims of
farnily vioÌence. The objectives, stated by the program, are

in reference to the provisj-on of a safe and secure shelter for
abused women and their chj-l-dren. During their stay, women

will be able to explore al-l- options avairable to them and make

the decisions they feel will- best meet the needs of themselves

and their children. The stated mandate is to offer a

supportive, heaJ-ing, non-judgementar environment where v/omen

may choose from the options made available to them.

The Kenora Family Resource centre has been in operation
since l-986. The funding source is the Ministry of community

and social- servi-ces. The geographic boundaries of the
catchment area the centre serves are south to Nestor Fa11s,

east to vermil-ion Bay and north and west to the Manitoba

I
on

and
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border. The occupancy rate has increased consistently since

the Centre opened and averages at l_30å, which is one of the

highest rates in the Kenora/Rainy River District. A total of
542 women and chj-l-dren \^/ere served by the centre during the

a99O-91- fiscal year. The staff is comprised of (10) ten

positions; one Director, one Counsel-Ling Co-Ordinator, four to
five House counsell-ors, one harf-tirne House co-ordinator, one

Child Care Worker and one Secretary/Bookkeeper.

As of June 28, 1990, the Kenora Famity Resource Centre

functions independentJ-y. prior to this, the program v/as

connected with the municipal-ity and then the Kenora Fellowship

centre. The operation and contror of the property is the sole

responsibiJ-ity of the Board of Directors. The staff and Board

of the sherter recognize this as a major accornplishment in
reference to functioning as an independent entity.

Figure l- describes the structure of the Kenora Farnily

Resource Centre.
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Mlnlstry of
Communtty and
Social Servir:es

Kenora ftmily
Resource Centre

Houslng Servlces

Management of Houslng Unlts (22)

Advocacy

Resldenüal (10 Beds)

Counselllng

Emergency Transport

---- Chlldcare

Adwcacy

Public Education

Figure 1 Structure of Kenora Fanily Resource Centre



CHAPTER III

REVTEW OF LITERATURE

3.1 CYCLE OF VTOLENCE - I}fPACT OF SOCTAL LEARNTNG THEORY

One of the best known theories that has been put forward

on the causes of thusband-wife violence' is that of the Cyc1e

of Vio1ence. The theory proposes that violent behaviour is

Iearned in the fanity and may be passed from one generation to

the other, from the famity of orientation to the family of

procreation, by v/ay of various socia] learning situations.

(Kincaid, 1-987, p. 86) .

The author goes on further to quote Stark et. aI.

regarding the definition of social learni-ng theory as follows:

An extension of differential association and
reinforcement theories, holding that social
sources, ey people with whom one interacts, are the
reinforcers that result in the learning of non-
deviant and deviant behaviour. The type of
behaviour that is most frequently and consistently
reinforced by people wil-I be the one most often
exhibited. (Stark/Kincaid L987, p. 86).

In respect to family violence as per a number of other

l-earned behaviours, it has been further suggested that

successful transmission of behaviour patterns is often

influenced by the degree to which behaviour is perceived to

have trfunctional val-uerr. (Kincaid/Bandura 1973, p. 87).

The family setting may well- serve as a training ground

for viol-ence. Based on social learning theory, if the fanil-y
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provides exampl-es of violent behaviour betv¡een spouses and/or

between parent and child, this may very well be the basis for

future acts of violence.

Pagelow states that the question of learni-ng sex-

appropriate behaviours al-so enters the social learning

picture. Children wil-l- Iearn rrwhat is and is not appropriate

behaviour according to their sex by reinforcement, punishment

and role modelsr'. (Pagelow, L978, p. 26) . It is possible

that sex-appropriate behaviour may then be closely allied with

the learning about the use of violence on family members.

This does not mean that every boy who witnesses
violence against \¡/omen wi]l- gro\^/ up to be violent
toward women; nor is every daughter accepting that
to be a wife means being assaulted by her husband.
Tf , however, exposure to violence and rol-e models
in the form of perpetrators and victims of violence
in the family are important components of learning
to be violent in the family setting, then the
potential exists for these children in violent
homes to learn to behave in v/ays sinilar to their
parents/ behaviour. (Kincaid, 1-987, p. 87).

The prevaiÌing social attitudes toward v/omen and toward

the useful-ness and rightness of physical punishment for
controlling others may well provide the support and

reinforcement mil-ieu for what many children see in violent
farnilies. It is not uncommon for some v/omen who have become

victims to state that it is their perception that aÌl women

(rnarried) got beaten. (Kincaid 1987, p. 87).
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rt is not a given that if children witness viorence in
their family that they will grov/ up to be viol_ent. It is
entirely J-ikeì-y, based on some theories, that there does seem

to be a carryover from one generation to the next. But some

will not behave in the same v/ay their parents did. rn

essence, it does not appear conclusive that if a chird
witnesses violence in the family they, in turn, will be

violent (Kincaid 1"987) .

The sociaÌ learning theory does postulate that the
possibility does exist for violent behaviour to be learned in
the fainily. Kincaid goes on to mention that research on chird
abusers has already shown that the family background of many

of those people included being abused as children.
At fnterval House in 1979, 44 (SSZ) of the husbands
of assaul-ted v/omen had been abused as chirdrèn, sozof them were reported to have abused the chi-ldren
in their present families. It must be noted that
50å had not abused their ch j_l-dren, but they had
assaufted their wives. (Kincaid, L987, p. 88).

Pagelow, in a paper presented at the rnternational
sociological Association seminar on sex Rores, Deviance, and

Agents of social contror (1977) outlined that social_ learning
theory provided the most reasonable explanatj-on for violence
between f arniJ-y members, and with ref erence to violence between

husbands and wives she said:

It is not inevitabl_e that al_l_ boys 1earn from
chil-dhood onward to be aggressive . and al_I girls
learn to be victims. But strict adherence to
dichotomized (traditional) sex roles, taught within
the home and reinforced by social_ structure, seems
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to provide the most potential for violence in
intimate rel-ationships. (p. 31).

The l-earning theory approach to famil-y viorence contends

that the family serves as a training'ground for viorence. rn
terms of moderling, the family provides examples for imitation
that can be adopted in later l-ife as the individual draws from

chil-dhood experiences to structure appropriate parent or
conjugar roles. Further, the farniry can also encourage and

reinforce assaultive behaviour in children by rewarding

aggressive behaviour, i.e.: sibling violence. This process

is often unintentional, but quite effective. (Gel1es/straus,

1-990, p. 44I).

It is possible, ho\,,/ever, that experience of violence
buil-ds not only a context in which violence may take prace,

but also a context where the desire for an escape from

viol-ence can both be nurtured and come to fruition. rt nay be

that the cycle has to move into its second. stage, that is:
the first repetition in the second generation
before the individual who experienced viol-ence inhis or her original family can recognize that
history is repeating itsel_f. The behaviourpatterns which one internal_ized as a child may notnecessarily be obvious until one moves j-nto asj-tuation which brings certain reactions to 1ight.
The r^/oman who witnessed her parents' viorence may not

have been aware of the irnpact of their behaviour on her ov¡n

attj-tudes towards viorence. rt is possibre that some may have

accepted what they viewed as normal while others may have been

chal-lenged by the viol-ence to seek heIp. Based on some
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research, hromen \¡/ho experienced violence, and had no desire to

have it continue in the family of procreation took steps to

put an end to it, such as going to a womenrs shel-ter.

3.2 THE CYCLE OF VTOLENCE TN A RELATTONSHIP

In her book, fntervening lrlith Assaulted Women: Current

Theorv, Research and Practice (1-999), pressman ci-tes lvalker

regarding the most popular explanation for the presence of
depression amongst a sample of abused s/omen:

Using the cycle of violence paradigrn with three
phases--tension build-up, acute battering incident,
and J-oving contrition phases--she has outtinea now
Iearned helplessness contributed to inertia in
Ieaving the relationships. lrlomen suf f ering
repeated abuse come to learn that they have no
control over the violence and l-ose motivation to
change their circumstances. A lower rate of
posit j-ve reinf orcement from the viol_ent mate
results in more passivity. The learned
helplessness contributes to depression that makes
it extremely difficult for v/omen to extricate
themsel-ves from the relationship. The breakj-ng
point supposedly comes when the cost-benefit ratiõ
changes and the positive reinforcernent decl_ines
following the acute battering phases. (pressman,
1_989 , p. 98 ) .

The cycre of viol-ence incrudes three stages. vühen the
cycle is repetitive, the rel-ationship is appropri-ately

label-1ed a "battering relationship'r. The f irst phase is the
initial or build-up phase consisting of reratively minor

incidents of violence which gradually escarate in their
severity and finally curminate in a phase Two or acute

battering incident. phase one may last only a short period of
time, a week or trvo, or it may last for months. phase Two

lasts no more than 24 hours and is characterized by an
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especially harmful, injurious or otherwise acute escalation of
the revel and intensity of the viorence. This phase is
followed by the so-call-ed 'honeynoonr! or phase Three, and is
characterized by the cessation of viorence, remorse on the
part of the man, promises never to be violent again and. rpeace

offerings" of gífts, affection, intimacy and gentreness. rt
is in this phase that walker feers the victimization of the
r^/oman is compÌeted since she is drawn back into berieving the
rerationship will change for the better and that the rrreal_

husbandt' is this one who is being sweet and loving. But the
cycle wil] begin again with phase one culrninating in phase

Three. The honeymoon period is arso variabre in length, but
as the cycle is repeated over a long enough period of time,
both Phase one and phase Three may Ìast for shorter periods of
time. The identification of this cycle by walker is extremely
useful- in assessing the nature and level_ of violence in a

relationship since it provides a standard agaì_nst which to
compare the reported viol-ence in any particular couple seen by

a counsel-l-or or a therapi-st. (cook & cook | 1-gB4:84-86).

The victim, or abused v/omen, displays the forlowing
characteristics (!,Iodarski, L9g7) :

l-. she frequently has been raised in an ernotionalÌyrestrictive home in which she has been encouraged to bá
passJ_ve.

2. she is socialry isolated and thus has linited feedbackabout her situation, i.e.: she assumes there is viol-encein a1l_ marriaqes.
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She internalizes the bl-ame for the abuse, assumingr
responsibility for the violent situations--as she blames
the victirn, she helps the batterer deny responsibility
for his own behaviour.

She further assists the batterer by her complì-ance--
victim views this compliance as a survival mechanism, the
batterer percei-ves it as agreement and, as such, it
provides the tacit approval- necessary for continued acts
of violence.

5. There is a fifth factor in the victirnrs profile that has
to do with her J-oyarty--core of this trait rerates to her
basic ambivarence and her deep hope that he will change.

Further characteristics that bear mentioning are that the

v/oman's sel-f-esteem i-s l-ow and that she is a traditi-onal_ist
about the home, family unity, and the prescribed feminine sex-

role stereotype. Although she has severe stress reactions and

exhibits physiorogical- complaints, she is abl-e to deny the
terror and anger she feels (walker Lggg, wodarski L}BT). The

factors that rise to the surface are that the hroman in an

abusive situation has low self-esteem, is dependent upon the

relationship and racks the resources (personar and externar)

to break out of the cycle of violence.

rn expanding upon the characteristics of abused women,

one of

remai-n

the most frequentJ-y asked questions is why do they

in violent rel-ationships? According to Sinclair
(1985), the statistics usually onry refrect those women who

are assaurted repeatedJ-y. There is no sirnpre answer to this
question, but rather a combination of comprex factors that
determine the stay or qo decision. Many of these women are

trapped by an immobirizing fear, the najority of the attacks
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happen in the home at night and there.is no pì-ace to go. The

fear of reprj-saI from her neighbours prevents her from running

to them (Wodarski, L987). A number of women cling to the hope

that things will- get better. ft is pointed out in a number of

studies, including the cycle of violence, that many husbands

or partners promise to reform. The vtomen often stay behind

with the children because they fear something will be done to

them if teft alone. The batterer tends to keep her

financially dependent, whether he is wealthy or not. The loss

of sel-f-esteem which occurs due to the battering,
psychoJ-ogicaJ- abuse, oy both, managtes to incapacitate her.

(Schlesinger, 1-980).

Wodarski (1987) makes further reference to a study

completed by Stacey & Shupe (l-983) which states that women

remaj-n in violent rel-ationships because of the following: a

sense of comrnitment; religious bel-iefs; domination, seen as

the equivalent of affection, and; leaving equals desertion and

f inanciaJ- hardship.

Cook & Cook (L984, 85, 86) rnake reference to comments

made by Wal-ker in addressing Seligmans' Learned Helplessness

Theory completed in 1975. Wa1ker's version of the theory

asserts that sex role socialization is responsible for women

believing that they do not have control over their oh/n

environment and therefore cannot escape from the batterer.
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rn an articre entitled, A svstemic Apr¡roach to trlífe

Batterinq, by David R. cook and Anne Frantz cook (LgB4:87),
reference is made to a number of emerging themes regarding
farnily violence and, more specificaJ-ty, wife assault. Their
summary addresses articres written by lrlarker, seligmans,
saunders, Margolin, col-eman & Hanks and Rosenbaum. The themes

are as follows:

1-. violence f ollows a cycl_icar pattern and is highlyresistant to change 'nless interrupted somehow bytreatment or circumstances.

2- viol-ence and the spouse's response to it are, in part at1east, J-earned.

3 ' Major systemic themes that enter into the maintenance ofa recurrent cycì-e of viol_ence are a lack ofdifferentiation in the spouses stemming rrom aifricurtyin separating from their farniÌies of órigin; a spousalrerationship characterized by an over-adequatewif e/under-adequate husband 
"omipl_"m"ntarily and theregulation of cl-oseness distañce and other sirnilarrelationship themes through the mechanism of viotence.

4. Men can rearn to control their viorent behaviour, and;
5. coupres can be taught Ì^/ays to reduce and contror-dysfunctional anger .nd violLnc" in their relationship.

Bringing about significant change in these patterns
requires not only work on controlling individual- behaviour,
but al-so interventions that will help to break the homeostatic
cycre that maintains the viol-ence. Figure 2 provides a

summarized overview of the cycle of violence and Figure 3
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TÏ{E CYCLE OF VIOLENCE

\

Life
without
violence?

rli"Xl-

Suicide or
Hornicide.

TENSION
BUTLD-UP

Figure 2 The Cycj-e of Violence

Battering behaviour usually follows a definite cycle. Understandingthis cycre is important in learning to help those in abusiverelationships. The cycre of viorence helps exprain why she st,ays.

Phase O¡re TENSION BUILDTNG STAGE

He attacks her verbally with insults, put-downs, accusations. Minorbattering incidents occur. she tries to cálm him, trying to anticipatehis every whim. As tension builds, she becomes rnor" pãs.-i.re, he becomesmore oppressive. She blames herself for not being able to control thesituationi she feels herpress. Tension becomes unbearabre.

Phase Two ACUTE BATTERTNG INCTDENI

Tensions that buirt up in phase one erupt into violence. Theincident is usually t,riggered by an external event or internal- state ofthe man, rather than by the woman,s behaviour. rt is during this stagethat the vroman is most likely to be sexually assaulted, injureä or killeã.
Phase Tbree EONEYMOON STAGE

After the acute battering incident, the man becomes extremelyloving, kind and contrite. He begs forgiveness and promises it will neverhappen again. As their relationship deteriorates, his loving behaviour isincreasingly important to her. Fof a time, he seems like thé man she feIIin love with. Guilt also holds her. they both believe she is responsiblefor his future werfaret or.t if she reaveL, for breaking up thã home. rfshe stays, it is not long before the Ioving behavio.,r !inè. way to smaÌÌbattering incidents. A NEW CYCLE OF VIOLENCE BEGINS.
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44. Using counselling to make
relationship nonviolent

\

48. Going in and out
of relationship

/

,/' \
l-t

I 
54. Remaining in the relationship I i 58. Ending the retationship 

I

//\

trigure 3 Stages in Battered Womenrs Experience

summarizes the stages in Battered lvomenrs Experience.

This was adapted from the booklet entitred 'Breaking The

Pattern--How Alberta Famil-ies Can HeIp Assaulted úitomen and

Their Families". The forlowing statement is extracted from

the booklet: "rn that spirit of herpfur co-operation, read.ers

are encouraged to photocopy and distribute any or all portj_ons

of this hand book. r' (Community Health Alberta, 1_985, p. 18. )
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3.3 POWER AND EIÍPOWERMENT

fn a paper completed by Hettinga (1-990) regarding the

role of foster parents, she makes reference to pinderhughes

and how he defj-nes pov/er and describes its interactive nature.

Power is the capacity to influence the forces which
af f ect one / s lif e space f or ones or¡¡n benef j_t.
Powerlessness is the incapacity to exert such
inf l-uence. Power can be examined from the
perspective of the process of interaction between
the parties invol-ved and the context in which the
interaction occurs. Understanding power must also
include identifying the person or persons who
exercise power and their motives, method.s, and
targets or victims and their nature. Lack of power
is painful to victims. No one wants to feel
powerless; people behave in ways that bring a sense
of por,,¡er. Moreover, power and powerlessness
operate systematically, transecting both
macrosystem and mi-crosystem processes. The
existence or non-existence of power on one 1evel of
human functioning affects and is affected by its
existence or non-existence on other levels of
functioning--for exampJ_e, intra-psychic, fami1ia1,
community-ethnic, cultural,
(Pinderhughes, L983, p. 332) .

and societal.

Susan Schechter, in her book entitled Women and Male

Violence--The Visions and Struggles of the Battered l.iomen's

Movement, puts forth the forlowing as a description for
empovlerment:

Self-he1p, closely related to definitions of
'enpowerment/, is described as a process through
which women, experts about their o\^/n lives, Iearn
to know their strength. r Empowerment' combines
ideas about internal- izing personaJ- and coll-ective
pov/er and validating womenrs personal experiences
as politicaJ-ly oppressive rather than sel_f-caused
or 'crazyt. In a feminist political context,
empowerment signifies standing together as a
community just as it means supportively enabJ_ing aperson to take risks. Its premise j_s to turn
individual defeats into victories through giving
women tools to better control their lives and
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joining in col-l-ective struggle. (Schechter I L982,p. ]-oe).

In order to remove the inevitable burden of guilt which

occurs to those who do not meet socj-etal- expectations, it is
crucial that people learn to see the effects of some of the

broader dynarnics. They must, in other words, learn to see the

sources of oppression which daily bear down on them. Irlhile at

first glance, this may only seem to further their feelings of

powerlessness, it can become the basis for achieving exactly

the reverse--a heightened sense of power and control. If
individuals perceive their situations as being caused by their
personal fail-ure to meet social obligations, the result is a

frightening form of isolation and guilt which drains away any

recognition of personal strength. By understanding that their
situations are directJ-y influenced by larger social patterns

affecting everyone, a basepoint is estabtished for working

differently with the obstacles they wiLl inevitably face

(cycle of violence and learned helpJ-essness theory).

It is assumed that empowerment invol-ves structuring the

environment so that individuals can qrov/ and learn. This

perspective suggests that a redefinition of roles enabl-es the

role occupant to conceptualize acts and attitudes which are

consistent with their revised status. Fundamental to this
approach is the belief that the people most effected most

often know what changes have to be made, i.e.: abused women

do not necessariJ-y break out of the cycJ-e by the development



of a safety pl-an, as much as by redefining what they expect

themselves as v/omen and as people (Mahaffey, Hanks, Lg82l

21_2 223) .

Theories viewing battering as an abnornal-ity within the

abuser, the rel-ationshipr oL the victim, promote treatment

strategies which do not challenge or al-ter the power system

which creates the foundation of battering behaviour.

V'Iith f ew exceptions, the more than two thousand
male and two hundred women who have been
incarcerated or court-mandated to treatment since
1981- in north-eastern Minnesota have articulated
strong bel-iefs that they have the right to control
or punish their partners for perceived hostile or
wrongful behaviour. The theory that battering is
caused by a culturalÌy supported belief that people
have the right to control their partners explains
almost all abuse described by thousands of victims
using shelters, and the hundreds of abusers
mandated to counselling in Minnesota. To confront
and change these beliefs, the community must first
examine and then cha1J-enge the cul-tural
facilitators of battering--belief in natural order,
the ob j ectif ication of hromen, cultural
reinforcement of forced submission, and tolerance
of overt coercion and physical force (Duprey,
McDonnell, Paymar, Rence, p. 2).

The abuser usualì-y operates from a belief system which

positi-ons hin over the victim as a disciplinarian or as

legitimately entitled to the victimrs obedi-ence or service.

The patriarchal farnily system has influenced mal-es to assume

the role of head of household, and has similarly influenced

women to accept a subordinate position in the fainily (pence,

p. 2). The concept that there should be a natural and

hierarchical- order is heavily reinforced in every aspect of

24

of

p.
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Iife which is, in fact, overwhelrningly governed by

hierarchical structures. Religious and educational
institutions, government and organized sports are arl
structured in this v/ay. For most families involving two

adul-ts, the father usualÌy assumes the head of the farnily by

virtue of his gender. The acceptance of male authority reads

many men to expect obedience and submission from their
partners and many v/omen to subrnit on some revel to male

authority.

rn a book entitl-ed, The Battered woman, by Lenore walker
(L979) , she states that battered v/omen are label-led as somehow

different from other women--they are believed to suffer from

an assortment of clinically defined defects including learned
helpÌessness. other maladies are attributed to them as well--
addiction to rerationships, co-dependency, and. a whole variety
of persona]-ity disorders. The attitude of some professionals
and parts of society is no more true than in the following
excerpt. This r^/oman was first rabetred as paranoid and later
as co-dependent.

My husband shot at me twice, but he was so drunk he
missed me. I l_ocked myself in the bathroom and
crawl-ed out the window. r ran through a field knee
deep with no shoes. The neighbours took me to thehospital. The next day I was adnitted to thepsych. ward for anxiety. f took several tests.
When the psychiatrist rnet with me, he said I scored
very high on the paranoia sca1e. I asked what that
meant and he said, t,It means that you have anirrational fear that someone is out to get yourr.
My anxiety turned to depression. I was releasèd to
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go back home a week l_ater with a prescription forvalium (Pence, p. 4).

rn response to the problem of victim brarning being so

pervasive, the roots of battering are so deep that to
eradicate the practice of ,wife battering', the imbarance of
porÂ/ers between men and women in this society must be

eliminated and the nature of intirnate sexual relationships
between adults redefined. rt would appear that victj_m bJ-aming

becomes the compromj-se to radical social restructuring.
Victirn blarning forces many battered v/omen to submit to the use

of violence against them

John Kenneth Galbraith argues that the imposi-tion
of one group's wiÌl on another group is based onthe ability to use three types of power. Coercive
þower wins submission through the imposition oF analternative to the presend circumsLances of theindividuar or the group sufficiently unpreasant orpainful that their preferences are abandoned.
comÞensatorv power wins submission through theoffer of an affirrnative reward. condit,ioned power
wins submission through cnangi@
persuasion, education or social commitment to what
seems natural, proper or right, causing theindividual to subrnit to the will of another or ofothers- This submission reflects the preferred
course because the submi-ssion is frequently not
recognized by the victin. (Galbraith, fSA:¡ .-

The three forms of power outrined above are experienced

by battered women, which forces thern to submit to abusive

control and domination. coercive power is used by presenting
signif icant negative consequences to a r^roman who does not
submit, including the ross of her children or the threat of
additional- physicaJ- viol-ence if she shourd press charges,

obtain an order for protection, or leave the rerationship.
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compensatory power is used when a woman is financially unabre

to provide for herserf and her children without the support of
her abuser. Tt is also used when she is unable to work or

advance in her education to obtain adequate employment (pence,

1e89) .

!,Iomen are further exploited when the abuser controls the

victim's education and employment status, combined with an

economy that further exploits women in the work force and

places battered women in a doubLe economic bind which becomes

a strong social faciÌitator of the violence used against thern.

The negative aspects of society and what may appear to be a

lack of understanding about the dynamics of violence by

sectors of the society serves as an enabler in the cycle of
violence. The following charts assist in displaying the

negative aspects of povrer and control. A comparative chart
dispJ-ays what may be considered a rhearthy, rerationship
characterized by give and take. (Figure 4 - power and control_
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ISOLATION
Controlling what she dr¡es,
who shc sccs and alks cq
whcrc shc gocs

EMOTONAL ABUSE
Putdng hcr dæ'n a making
hcr fcel bed about herself, -
calling her namô.
Making hcr think shc is
crazy. Mind games.

ECONOMIC ABIJSE
Trying ur kcep hcr fiom
gcft¡ngqkccpingaþb.
Making hcr ask for moncç
giving her an allolrancq
øking hcr moncy.

INTIMIDATION
Putcing hcr in fcar tryr
rusing looþ actions, gcsturcs,
loud voíces, smashínf thíngs,
desffoytng hcr propcÍy. POWER

USING MALE
PRIVILEGE
leating her likc e serv:¡aL
Making ell rhe big" decisions.
Acdng likc tåc nfnasrc¡ of ttrc
castlc n

SEX[,]AL ¡18I.]SE
Making hcr do sexual chiogs
ogaínsc hcr wíll Physically
atecking chc sexual parts
of hcr bodv. leatins her
likc a scx'objccr

THREATS
Making and,/or carrying
out ducats to do
somcthing co l¡urr hcr
cmotionally, Thrcatcn
to take the children,
commit suicida

Making hcr fccl guilcy
about thc cbildren,
u6ing rhc childrcn to
give mcssages, usiug
vlsrteüon es a wav to
hams hs.

Figure 4 Power and Control
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NEC,OTIATION .ÂND
FAIRNERS

Sccking mucuall! mcisfuing
rcsolucions to conflict

o accepting change
r bcing willing to

compromisc

NON-THRE.{TENING
BEHAVIOUR
Tàlking and âcrjng so thac shc
fc¿ls safc and comfortablc
erpressing herself and
doing things,

o bcinglmotionally ah
undersønding I raluing

ECONOMIC
P.{RTNERSHTP
Makíng money decísions
cogcthcr r making surc both
parmæ bcneñr from fimncia
anãngemcn¿s.

SH.A,RED RESPONSIBILITY
Mutullyagræingmafair
dísaibutioo of work o making
family dccisims cogcrher.

TRUST ÂND SIjPPORT
Supponing hcr gæls in lifc
. rcaflec¡ing her righr to her
orvn fcclinç, fricnds,o1ln lccüngs, lftcnds,
actirivities and opiaions.

RFJPONSIBLE
PÁRENTING

Sharing ¡rarental
rcsponsíbilicics

o being a posirive
non-violcnt rolc modeJ

for rhc childrcn.

HONESTY AND
ÀCCOTJNTABILITY
Acccpting rcsponsibility for \
self ¡ acknonrledgíng pasr use
of violencc r admitcing bcing
wrong . comrnunicating opcal'

Figure 5 Equality
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and Figure 5 - Equal-ity, Domestic Abuse Intervention Project,
Dul-uth, Minnesota, 1-989) .

The use of conditioned power agaj-nst victins is carried
out by individual batterers in a cutturally reinforced
environment. Submission to battering is forced despite some

people's cl-aims that they know women ,who l-ike it, or twant

it'. Constant attacks against the victim/s integrity and

sel-f-concept usually accompany battering. Over a period of
tirne, the abuser is abl-e to convince the victirn that the

physical attacks being suffered are as a result of her own

behaviour. The abuser/s behaviour is reinforced by some of
those professionals intervening in the case, i.e.: what did
you do to provoke hirn? This is further reinforced when the

woman is labelled as a co-dependent or the abuser's violence

is stated to be as a resul-t of a conflict in the relationship
by an uninformed therapist.

Submission is forced on battered women; it is
cuJ-turally and institutionally reinforced.
Submission to viol-ence is not the resul-t of an
inherent defect in the victim. (Pence, i-989, p.6).

3.4 FEI{INTSM

In its broadest sense, feminism means v¡omenrs
individual or coll-ective rights to autonorny, to
define their Iives as they see fit.. It thus
suggests equality between the sexes. For some, the
v¡omen's l-iberationists , f emini-sm is both an
analysis of how \,ì/omen are oppressed as a gender
category and a commitment to organizing to end that
oppression, gaining po\^/er and autonomy on many
levels. Non-hierarchicaJ- organizational structures
and interpersonal rel-ationships are the embodiments
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of feminist theory. For others--those who are part
of the v/omenrs rights branch of the movement--
f emi-nism primariry irnplies making soci-ety betterthrough winning concrete changes in the law andwithin institutions. In both of these largecategories, analyses varied; and $/omen did notnecessarily label- themselves as being in one or theother branch of the movement. (schechter Lgg2,p.4s) .

The terms 'powert and ,empowermentl formul-ate some of the
key underpinnings of the ferninist philosophy. The ferninist
approach to women battering can be traced to a patriarchal
society wherein men abuse \¡/omen in their own homes as they do

in other aspects of society in order to maintain control- over
them. Dobash and Dobash (J,g7g) state that because wife
battering is an expressi-on of a patriarchal poritical
organization, conscj-ousness raising and political- action are
required as one step in amel-iorating the probJ-em. susan

schechter, in an articl-e entitl-ed, Buil-ding Bridqes Between

Activists, Professionars and Researchers, states that prior to
the growth of shel-ters many people viewed battered v/omen as

passive, dependent or some sort of sociar devj-ant. The advent
of the battered v/omen's movement has caused. us all to see

abused \Áromen in a new J-ight. The atmosphere within the
shel-ter movement offered the supportive framework Lhrough

which v/omen turned 'personal/ problems into political ones,

rel-ieved themserves of self bl-ame, and called attention to the
seriarism that leaves mirlions viol-entry victirnized.

Ternporarily freed from threats of retal-iation anddanger, battered women in sherters could displaytheir long-ignored energy, raqe and 
"oþingabil-ities and reveal- their sini]arity to al-l woinen.
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Any theory of viol_ence against women that failed to
account for the
transformations that
distort the truth aboutp. zee).

fn an articl-e written by E1len Pence and Mel_anie Shepard

entitled Theory and Practíce-
chal-lenge of the Battered womenrs Movement, they make

reference to a project in Minnesota to ill-ustrate the impact
of the Ferninist Movement. rn the state of Minnesota,

activists from within the sherter movement began discussing
the need for an approach that v¡as qeared more towards the use

of cornmunity institutions to intervene act j-veIy with the
batterer themserves. The program v/as entitled the Domestic

Abuse rntervention project (D.A.r.p.) in Duluth, Minnesota.

The process of empowerment was activeJ-y engaged within the
context of the project. rn the organization of D.A.r.p.,
attention \¡/as given to ensuring that input from formerly
battered v/omen v/as obtained.

This $/as done in many v/ays, including hiringformerly battered \¡/omen for the program staff,
seeingr that al-l_ members of the governing policy
board hrere either formerì-y battered or had -liïed ina violent home as a child, going to women's qroups
three or four times a year to seek input forpolicies and procedures, involving sheÌter staff inall- the decisions about poÌicies and proced.ures,
and continually assessing the effectiveness of theprogram through anonymous interviews with battered
women whose partners came into the system...the
lack of grass roots foundation r¡¡as evidenced in theprocess used in the past for changing policies andprocedures in the locaL crirninal justice system,
which had excluded participation of -battered 

i¡omen.
During the forum where r/omen met to ì-nterpret datafrom the surveys, it became evident that the womenwanted to fol_low through on recommendations by

extraordJ-nary personal
occur in shelters would
battered r¡/omen (Schechter,
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meeting directly with Law enforcement and court
of f icial-s. Two meetings v/ere set up and were
attended by dozens of \^/omen who had been involved
in criminal justice cases during the past two
years. At these meetings, police adminlstrators
and chief prosecutors hrere, for the first time, put
in the position of being directly accountabl.e to
battered women instead of to only a smal-l group of
peopJ-e negotiating on their behalf (El1en pence,
Mel-anie Shepard, p. 293).

The outcome of the process of directly invol-ving battered
women in negotiations, âs outlined by pence and shepard,

resulted in two significant outcomes.

First, it became clear that in the past, staff had
been empowered through their participatj_on in theproject, but battered hromen had not. Organizing
strategies for implementing project reforms had
ignored the inportance of empowering battered vromen
by integrating then into the process. Second, the
need for broad based support and participation from
battered v/omen becarne apparent. The agenda
developed by v/omen during the f orum v/as more
comprehensive and meaningfuJ- than that which could
have been developed by staff in consultation with
battered women. (Ellen pence, MeJ-anie Shepard, p.
2e3-2e4) .

Pence and shepard very aptly point out in their summary

of the D.A.I.P. that in order to avoid stagnation in the
collective creative ability to transform and change society,
it is necessary to continue to refl-ect and base treatment
practices in femi-nist theory. rt is this theory that provides

the most exciting opportunities for those persons who continue
to work within the movement.

When we abandon or modify theory or philosophy, in
the interest of practicality, r,re move away from our
strength. It is the constant interaction of theory
and practice that keeps a movement dynamic,growing, changing and, most importantly, moving.
(Pence, Shepard, p. 297).
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3.5 TITE EFFECTS OF PROFESSIONALIZÀTION
TN THE SHELTER }IOVEI|ÍENT

I hrould like to concl-ude the literature review by

addressing the above-noted topic. The foundation of the

shelters and the services provided by the shelters for abused

v/omen are based on a staffing model- cornprised of mainly non-

professional-s. This is particularJ-y true in the program I

reviewed--the najority of the front-line staff are made up of

women who have either experienced abuse or haver âs described

by one staff member, a strong 'gut feeling' of the needs of

abused v/omen. It is important to note that the resident

counsellor who provides supervision to the staff and who is in

the beginning stages of establ-ishing v/omen/s groups outside

the shelter is a graduate 'social- worker'. She has acquired

training in ferninist therapy and ideology

In the shel-ters where the primary funding source is by

governrnent, the role of feminism plays a rninimal part;

however, its influence is fel-t by those individual feminists

who may join the staff and participate in the program

delivery. In some ways, the advent of full government funding

has served to breakdown or minimize the role of advocacy--an

underlying principle of the ferninist movement. Susan

Schechter further states (l-989) that the need for advocacy and

social change, especially to facilitate women's leaving or

ending viol-ent relationships, is acknowledged but often

minimized.
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Womenrs weaknesses, as well- as their strengths, arecarefully scrutinized,. These shelters oftenprovide decent counsellirg, advocacy, and group
supports, but place heavy ernphasis on the need foiindividual therapy with proiessional counsellors.
Frequently, male responsibility for violence isrelegated to secondary importance while a womanrspersonarity takes centre stage as the desired focusfor change (Schechter, 1989, p. 306).

The article further states that perhaps the premise for
the antj--professional feeling rnay be founded in the fact that
at the beginning of the movement, professional arrogance and

indifference toward battered women helped mold the biases that
are still operating in some programs. Feminists vrere the
first to analyze viorence against women as part of the power-

dynamic operating between men and. women in a sexist society.
The term 'battered v/omen' came about as a resu]L of the
persistent efforts of feminists and grass roots activists.
Professionals began to state that viol-ence r¡/as a mental- health
or criminar justice probrem which moved it away from political
analysis, a concept not familiar to the professional-. rt was

deemed by them as beyond their concern. Al-though the

'professionals' were not strong supporters of the feminist
ideology and grass roots movement, they came to depend heavily
on ferninist skil-l-s and information. The ferninist activists
had come to understand the needs of battered v/omen and the
type of supports they required in order to work towards

breakj-ng free of a viol-ent rer-ationship. professionals, ât
tj-mes, used the information obtained by f ernj_nists to acquire
funding to start programs without acknowl-edging the source.
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As professionals established ,famiJ-y violence, as
their realm of expertise, their feminist colleagues
\^/ere discredited as 'not professional enough, and
labelled irrelevant. (Schechter, p. 307).

A conpetition developed between professionals and non-

professionals in the shel-ter movement--the shelters were

placed in a position to lay their claims to expertise in order

to ward off cornpetition from the more trad.itional- agencies,

and obtain funding. The difficul-ty arose when the expertise
had to be defined as non-professional- in order to avoid having

standards placed on them that wourd alter egalitarian
relationships with battered hromen and destroy a democratic

movement for social_ and poì_itical change.

Adding more difficul-ties, funding agencies, boards,
and some staff advocated or demanded the híring of
professional directors or counselJ_ing staff in
order to acquire the expertise needed to survive
and help battered v/omen. To provide services,
staff need to accrue and teach advocacy,
counselling, and 1egal skitls. As time went oD,
the directors of most battered women's programs
were hired from the ranks of the legaI and social
work professions, and movement leadership became
increasingly professional. Sometimes,
imperceptibly, staff l-ost their connecti-on to a
movement j_n the process of learning their
complicated jobs and becorning experts. (Schechter,
p. 307).

In an article entitled rrCredential-s vs. Life Experiencê",

Anne varentin (1,987), she states that the movement towards

mandatory hiring of credential-ed staff not only discounts life
experience and self-education, but denies access of many

formerry battered \^¡omen to positj-ons in which they can acquire

training and organizational- skills towards ì-eadership

potential. she goes on further to state that this models the
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experience of many battered women when, through the power and

control of their abusers, the battered \Â/omen are denied access

to educational opportunities, jobs (economic independence) and

social- skil-ts, primari]-y due to the isoration in the home.

A prirnary and positive aspect of empowerment within
the movement has been the availabitity of job
training and skills development at all levels of
our organizatj-on. . . it is essential to enlist and
maintain formerly battered women as workers and
leaders...Irle need to remember that out of a small_group of r{¡omen came a ma jor movement. When vre
deval-ue the expertise of battered women--discount
that our 'credential-st to do this work come fromour lif e experience--\^/e in kind, dilute ourcentral, essential values of what is important inthis movement. (VaJ-entin, l-987, p. 13).

The strong advocates of the ferninist movement clearly
state that, within the domestic viol-ence network, programs

have equal responsibi]-ity to be accountable to the voices of
battered women and their children. They further advocate that
poricy developrnent and enactment must ínvolve formerly
battered women at all- l-evels within the organization,
including leadership and on boards. The forum for comment and

criticisn by battered women should form a part of the ongoing

development and operation of the programs. varentin goes on

further to state that the existence of such programs grev/ 
.from

the creativity of battered wonen, and that the programs are j-n

place to serve battered women, not to treat and cure them.

An underlying ferninist principle is that the

recognized as a male-dominated model based in
economics, race, culturaJ- status, heterosexuaJ_,

hierarchy is
privilege:

cl-ass , dgè,
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A basic premise or
politic in the battered v/omen's movement is to address all of
the above privileges as issues of oppression. A number of
ferninists clearly state that by varuing credentials more than

human experience a hierarchy is formed--the work and value in
the women's movement is based in tife experience. rt is
necessary, as stated by valentin, to value the commitment of
equality and empowerment of battered v/omen in order to deat

with the oppressive society that now exists.

A power struggle has developed between the professj_onars

that have recentry entered the movement and those battered
v/omen who have been a part of it since its evol_ution. susan

schechter (1,987) states that the struggle grows increasingly
complicated as more professionarly trained v¡omen join the
movement at the same time more battered v/omen try to assume

pov/er within it. The struggles inside the shelter movement

also mirror the change in the poritical- climate. she states
that during the l-980,s a more reactionary federal government

has been intent on restoring the traditional, maÌe-dominated

famiry, starting social werfare programs and redistrj_buting
wealth upwardly. The backtash against women, clearly stated
in this agenda, has again been a catalyst for those eager to
attack feminist organizing and poriticar proqrams. The

outcome is still unclear.
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The actions of the conservative agenda have provided the

opportunity for ferninists and professionals to unite and

demand more services for battered v/omen and their chil-dren.

This includes greater funding for sherters and services,
increased welfare grants, jobs, more social services and day

care. Feminists and professional-s have lobbied for laws that
have extended police and judicial por¡rers to protect abused

I^/omen and stop the assail-ants, viorence. (schechter, L9g7 , p.

304).

The politicar disagreements between the two groups have

effectively been put aside so that battered women can gain the
rights and resources they are entitfed to. rt is anticipated
that the effective coalition-building efforts should continue.

At the same time, feminists, battered v/omen and
professi-onals need to begin a dialogue that anshrers
critical questions: How can professionals within
institutions like hospitaJ_s and mental_ health
centres act to empo\^/er battered women? What socialpolicies and practices do battered $/omen, âs agroup, want? I,that interventions do they define as
dang'erous or harmful? (Schechter, 1997, p. 309).

There is a greater thrust on the part of battered women

as they unite in task forces, frequentry connected to a

provincial- coalition. The task forces provide battered vromen

with a forum through which they gain support and the courage

to make demands upon shel-ters and community institutions. The

uniting of battered women removes the tokenized Laber as they

reach for the po\^/er to change their rives individually and

collectj-vel-y. Their presence al-one portrays that they will
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and cornmunity

organizations that cl-aim to speak for battered r¡/omen. ft is
the task of professionals and ferninists alike to listen to

those voices, share power, and place battered rá/omenrs services

in the hands of battered women. (Schechter, 1,987, p. 310).

3.6 CRT1rIOUE OF LITERÀTURE REVIEW

fn completing a literature review of the Battered Womenrs

Movement and Family Vj-olence programs, two bodies of
literature r^tere consulted. Both traditional social work,

which refers to those theories lacking a feminist perspective,

and feminist literature were researched for articles which

provided the theoretical base for the completion of the

practicum. As weIl, conversations took place with persons who

are presently operating shelters, have been engaged in
research and those women who are feminísts advocatJ_ng for
battered r¡/omen. The sources provided me with sample

instruments that couÌd be adapted for questionnaires and

interview formats. I wish to make specific reference to the

Battered Women's Support Services in Vancouver, University of

Regina, Sample Survey Department (Ms. Pamela Smith), Ms. Gerri

Dickson, R.N., M.P.H., College of Nursing, University of
Saskatchewan, Ontario Prevention Clearing House, Toronto and

Ottawa, lrTomen/s Centre (Grey & Bruce) fnc. and the directors
of the women's shel-ter programs in North Bay and Hamil-ton.

This information and j-nformal dial-ogue proved to be valuabl_e

both as a sgurce of information and recommended direction as
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well as for my personal learning. The literature review

focused on material- which supported the completion of
objectives as outlined in the practicum proposal. As a result
of the serective process, the literature that was chosen was

specific to the requirements of the practicum.

A broad spectrum of material_ v/as surveyed in the

completion of the riterature review. rt was found that much

of the literature concernJ_ng shelters and the

counsell- íng /crisis intervention services provided v/as

deficient in analysis of the effects the services had on those

v/omen who have accessed the programs.

The social work literature addressed the human factor
regarding intervention, but did not address, in significant
fashion, the necessity for the input from battered women

themsel-ves and the essential- role that they play in the

continued advocacy for service. The articres by schechter

(1987), Val-entin (L987) and pence and Shepard are

representative of the necessity to involve battered r{¡omen. It
is important to note that the reference to battered \Àromen

refers to those women who lived in a ,battering rel-ationshipr,
but have since left and are involved in the ongoing advocacy

for services and deÌivery of services to those rdomen presently
living in,battering reÌationshipsr.
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À series of articles by Kincaid (L987) , Pagelow (1-978) ,

Pressman (l-989), Cook & Cook (L984), !,Iodarski (1987), and

lrlalker clearly outlined the impact and signíficance of the

theories attached to the cycle of violence. Initialty, the

general concept was that a v/oman becomes 'caught up' in the

cycle of violence based on the behaviour of the partner she

co-habitates with. The general comments of society at large

states that she, the woman, is responsible for the abuse she

gets and that in different \ô/ays she solicits it. Hov/ever, key

components outlined in the literature reviewed states that the

cycJ-e of viol-ence belongs to the batterer and the htoman

becomes a victim of this cycle and that the cycle is al-so

inter-generational where abuse has been evident in either
partner's family life. References to social work literature

address the theoretical base for the cycle of violence and the

research regarding family violence clearly outlines the

linkages between the theoretical base and violence in the

fanily. It is at this stage that major thrusts in public

education must take pIace, particularly with the young, in

order to ensure that our younger generation is more aware and

can begin to recognize the early signs of the irnpact of the

cycle of violence on their Iives. This is addressed in the

text, The ornitted Realitv, by Kincaid (l-987).

The articles regarding power and empowerment

(Pinderhughes 1983, Schechter L987, Mahaffey, Hands 1982,
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Duprey, McDonnell, Payman, Pence, I.lalker I979, Galbraith l-983

and Pence 1989) clearly outline the power j-mbalances that
exist in society today and., in part, are responsible for much

of the abuse that occurs. This literature adequately outl_ines

the Learned Helplessness Theory (Schlesingier, L979) that
battered women are a part of a how the continuance of this
imbalance perpetuates violence against u¡omen.

The fact of po\^rer imbal-ances as a major factor in wífe

battering is further reinforced in the articles by Dobash &

Dobash (1979), Schechter (l-989) and Pence & Shepard, which

state that men contj-nue to attempt to gain control over !.¡omen

both in the home and in the work setting. The reference to
the D.À.I.P. in Minnesota illustrates that there is the

necessity to continue to base treatment practices in ferninist

theory.

The concept of empor^/erment, as a inajor component of the

feminist approach Lo dealing with battered women is addressed

in the articles by Schechter (1987 ) and Valentin (1987). It
is at the grass roots level, through involvement of women who

have been battered, where input and direction must be provided

to the progirams. The literature further attests to the fact
that the shelter movement is there to serve battered women and

not treat them. For the most part, it is the male batterer
who reguires treatment. The battered woman, through
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empovJerment, becomes a strong potitical_ force in advocacy and

does act as a conscience for the many professionals that are
becoming invorved in service der-ivery and, for the most part,
may not be cornmitted to feminist philosophy. The cautionr âs

outl-ined in the literature, is not to a1low professionarism to
override or destroy the feminist premise of empowerment but
for both to work together and advocate for the continued
betterment of the delivery of services to battered. women.

The researcher felt there r¡/as a 1ack of specific matería1

available both in social- work and feminist literature that
adequately addressed the 'workings' of the shelters,
particularly in reference to the crisis intervention services
provided. This is, in part, due to the lack of funding and

tirne on the part of the f eminj-st movement to engage in
research with reference to documenting how battered women are

active on their ov/n part, how they creatively avoid and

survive the viol-ence, and the conditions under which they
ultimately leave. Schechter states that few researchers have

documented the comprex steps through which v/omen pass as they
make positive changes in their lives. she further states that
the shelter movement has found most academic researchers in
the f iel-d of f amiry vior-ence to be indif f erent, if not
hostil-e, to its posing these questions. The necessity to both
involve and engage those persons sensitive to the issues
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underlying family viol-ence, namely feminists and battered

\'ttomen, is attested to in the li-terature reviewed.

For the literature review, the feminist literature
relating directly to family violence provided the best source

of understanding and clarity addressing the underlying

causations of violence against lromen. The social work

literature, Ín respect to theoretical base, seemed to lack the

sensitj-vity to the feminist approach and recent developrnents

towards treatment. It was more of a traditional approach.
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CHÀPTER IV

4.L DEVELOPIiTENT OF SHELTERS - NORTHWESTERN ONTÀRIO

The history of the Battered Womenrs Movement in
Northwestern Ontario beJ-ongs to area v/omen. Behind
this history l-ies the joint personal efforts of
committed v/omen, some dedicated to attending to
irnmediate needs, establishing a transition house,
some dedicated to irnpacting policies and
legislation which often offered women choices
between cruelty or poverty. The history of the
Battered Womenrs Movement is a combination of
political action and the development of services
from the grass roots level. Communì-ty v/omen
speaking from their experience, utilizing their
shared knowledge, and sharing thej-r skil_ls to
achieve a common goal.

It is a story of struggle, achievement, tears and
celebration.

Each women,'s group had a dream, simplistic in its
approach. STOP BATTERING. PROTECT WOlfEN. As
r¡/omen in each town addressed the tip of the
problem, the iceberg rose from the water. The
numbers and probl-ems of battered v/omen overwhelmed
the vi-sion in reaJ-ity. As each organization toyed
with the idea of opening a transition house, tfräir
battered sisters demonstrated that there v/as no
turning back. Women hrere in this issue for the
long haul. (KarJ_stedt, Untinen, 1989, p. 1) .

Catalyzed by a variety of lobby groups over a number of
yearsr âs well as strong political- will, the actualization of
a specif ic Provincial- cabinet portf ol-io with priinary

responsibility to address \,vomen's issues was real-ized in j-983

with the appointnent of the Honourable Robert lrletch as

Minister for women/s rssues. This mandate continues to exist
under the newly formed N.D.P. government within the portforio
of the Attorney General for Ontario, Howard Harnpton.
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Inlhat can be said quite definitely is that there is
nehl awareness, cornbined with a new wil-I to bring
the available resources to bear on the problem.
This a\¡/areness has risen from the work of many
v/omen's groups that are large and well funded, and
most importantly, from the smal-I grass roots groups
that provided some of the first direct service
exclusively for battered \¡/omen in the form of
transition houses. In no smal_l measure, the
current direction of the work of governments,
social- ag'encies and researchers is due to the
ground-breaking activities and persistence of those
women--Honourable Robert l{elch, Minister
Responsible for Womenrs fssues. (Untinen, 1_9g9, p.
25) .

specific to our Ministry, a number of presentations put

forward in the l-ate Tots and earl-y go's by such g.roups as the
ontario Association of rnterval and Transition Houses, and the

Decade council for Northern ontarj-o, postured the need within
this Ministry to address short term emergency housing for
rnlomen. specifically, for those who required sanctuary and the
need to be apprised of avail-able options and alternatives
after having been forced to leave a spouse who had inflicted
forms of abuse upon thern and/or their children.

The emergence of this violated group within our society
became evident to voluntary shelter providers across ontario
only after a number of years of having to address the

temporary housing needs of women and their chirdren who

appeared to be homel-ess without always apparent reason.

such service providers eventually formed a united front
dernanding redress, not onry for the housing needs of women

forced from inhumane and often tirnes life-threatening
si-tuations, but to a more deeply rooted cul-tural inalady within
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society which appeared not only to accept, but to condone

inflicted abuse by one partner upon the other.

The announcement on June 14, 1-983 , by the Honourable

Frank Drea identified that shel-ters would be constructed and

funded in small communities and remote areas of Northern

Ontari-o addressing short-term housing needs for women, their
children, the frail- and elderly and native \Áromen in
particular, as the first of an ongoing series of steps to be

postured by our Ministry in addressing the issue of Farnily

Violence, the pJ-iqht of the victimized and the responsibility
of the perpetrator. This action, then saw the emergence of a

network of fourteen shelters across Northern Ontario to be

known as Family Resource Centres offering single vromen and

those with chil-dren shel-ter and counselling for individual
direction setting, fortified with community resource and J-egal

options.

Transition Houses and Family Resource Centres provide

safe and secure emergency shelter to battered women and their
children. Shel-ters of f er time, space, protection and

emotional support, to victims of wife beating in a non-

judgemental environment, in which she can make decisions for
her future and the future of her children. Resources and

referrals are provided to ensure that women are aware of all
appropriate alternati-ves and appropriate advocacy support is
done where necessary.
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At the shelter, the v/omanrs strength is recognized.

Shelter personnel bel-ieve that the ultirnate decision regard.ing

her future must be made by the r¡/oman and wil] not infl-uence

that process but will- support the woman in her decision.

Transition Houses and Farnily Resource Centres liaise with
other community agencies in order to provide a united effort
of support to victims/survivors of battering.

Transition Houses, absolutely vital though they are, are

a response to the resul-ts of battering. unless the root
causes of battering are addressed, the response to violence
will- have to be an ever expanding development of services

specifically for battered v/omen. (Untinen, j,ggg, g).

on the heers of this announced direction, our Ministry,
in November of l-983, assured the avail-ability of funding to
previousJ-y existing shel-ter operators whose historic basic

operational funds v/ere generated by voluntary or community

agency contribution. Within the North Region, M.C.S.S.

direction hras to begin by stabiJ-izing on peterson and

Beendigin House in Thunder Bay; Atikokan crisis House; sault
ste. Marie women-in crisis ,' EJ-liot Lake l{omen r s Group

rncorporated; sudbury crisis shelter for women, Nipissing
Transition House of North Bay and Habitat rnterlude of
Kapuskasing. These sherters hrere part of 43 existing rnterval
or Transition Houses across the province whose crient base

knowredge and recognized community service gave reason for
Ministry support.
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Although this commitment by our Ministry to provide a

form of 'bail--out, funding for these specific shelter
operators v/as remedial, our basic commitment to ensure no

sherter fl-oundered due to inadequate operational funds

generated Provincial/Municipaì- agreement ín February 1984 for
the recognition of Transition Houses, Family Resource centres

and specific Murti-Purpose sherters as hosters as defined by

the General lVelf are Act. Further, Municipalities hrere

encouraged to support direction findings for the residents by

honouring counselling agreements with the operators of
Transition Houses.

To assure true Ministry direction and an avenue for input
and consultation with external concerned giroups, the
operational division of the Ministry of community and social
services created a unit of that division specificarly for
FamiJ-y violence rnitiatives. Regional coordinators were

assigned to orchestrate Area/Regional- prans and to be the tink
to corporate operations Division. specific program

supervisors within Districts/Areas were assigned Family

Viol-ence fnitiative responsibiJ_ity.

It should be noted that both the strategy for the

development and operational-ization of Family Resource Centres

and the stabilization of Transition Houses r^/ere based on the
promise of optirnum Municipal/Band and community participation.

During the fiscal period L9B4/Bs, additional enhanced

direction to fortify the efforts of the shelter network were
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introduced and implemented by the Ministry of community and

social- services . specif icarJ-y, each shel-ter was provided

funds to assist prospective residents with transportatj-on to
the closest shelter and whil-e within the shelter,
transportation funds to access community support servj-ces such

as legal advice, hospital- treatment, c.A.s. ïnterviews, court
prelimì-nary interviews, etc. rt was seen as vitar to assist
prospective residents with access to shel_ters from a source

other than her mate. Al-so, âs this is a discretionary itern

under the General- lrlel-fare Act, an: provision of these funds

from the shelter bypassed the need for women to 'go public/
within some small- municipal-ities or bands with her intention
to leave her spouse

Further, during this same period, each shel-ter was

provided funds to defray the cost of instal_l_ation and

operation of Zenith or watts rines into the shelter. This
assured any woman vital communication rinkage to a shelter, be

it to arrange for admission or to have counsellj_ng from a

distance. This component was seen as important in expanding

the radius of access as werl as assuring no birling notice
would appear on a client/s phone bill_ shourd she be in the
earJ-y stages of decision making. All- shefters now have this
twenty-four hour servi-ce and al-so accept coll-ect calls.

Both of these communication enhancements are funded by

this Ministry and are at no cost to the shelter or cl_ient.
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Public education and staff development training are two

other ful1y funded thrusts that emerged about this time.

Front tine staff and supervisory personnel- in all shel-ters

received training from a sel-ect group of individual-s. These

trainers provided a wealth of knowledge and sensitivity gained

through practical experience and their personal- involvement as

shelter providers. TimeJ-y topics for shelter workshops within
Ministry defined District or Area boundaries are being funded

as well- as annual- meetings for alJ- operators within the North

Region's geographic responsj-biì-ity as a means of update and

service training

As no network can exist in isolation, pubJ-ic education

funds are provided to shelters to ,spread the word, of their
services as well as to sensitize the community at large to the

issues of farnily violence and the need to create changre.

These funds are also avail-able to umbrella groups who wish to

address the specifics of this issue within a cultural or

ethnic context.

The provision of counseÌIing to \Ä/omen, be they a
sheLter resident or other, is yet another Ministry-
funded approach which serves to fortify the stance
that the responsibility for viol-ence ties not with
the victimized but with the batterer. As battering
assumes many forms from the physical to the
somet j-mes less obvious emotional, it is critical
that women understand the responsibility centre;
the nature of the cycJ-e of violence and the options
which she may choose to exercise. Counselling for
\À/omen is postured to fortify self worth; to enhance
her faith in an abiJ-ity to map her own destiny; to
fortify the concept that v/omen are not the property
of any other and that society has assured this
through legaJ- right (Ritchie, 1-987, p. 15).
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counsel-ling services are not restricted to the abused

v/oman.

As a rnember of the family unit, counselling,
specific to children, is also provided by thlsMinistry on the belief that children i; the
household are indeed secondary victims of familyviolence. We are ar¡rare of both physical and
emoti-onal- scars to these chil-dren with fortifying
statistics which relate that secondary mare vicLirnã
are often the future batterers. Female children
may well- seek out batterers as mates due toinappropriate early chil_dhood role models.(Ritchie, 1997, p. 5) .

During 1986/87, further funds v/ere provided on all_ of the
above lines as wel-I as the introduction of a specific support
staff person within each shel-ter whose role it is to see to
the needs of children while in residence. The introduction of
this position largely came about when it was recognized that
over half the resi-dents in shelters vrere children and that
upon admission, some \¡/omen v/ere too traumatized to carry on

parenting responsj-bility. The existing staff ratio in most

shel-ters did not all-ow specific attention to children during,
what for them is at the very least, an upsetting and confusíng
stage of their existence. The

having taken a major step in her

parent resident is viewed as

life and must be afforded not
just the tirne during which she wirl be required to make her
future determination, but the t j-rne in a secure setting,
knowing that her parentj-ng charge is being addressed. The

provision of this support service hopefully will accomplj_sh

this end and put to rest any guilt feelings or feelings of
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inadequacy a mother might feel- if she viewed herself in
derel-iction of her responsibiì-ity.

Community commitment and participation in support of the

shel-ters is necessary in order to effect change in social
norms which create and fortify the i11. Because not a1l

communities or pockets of settlements have existing within
their l-ocal a shelter, the notion of extending the network by

creating within every pocket of ontario anonymous private
homes who woul-d provide immediate access to a secure place at
al-] times of day or night until transport to a shelter coul-d

be arranged v/as proposed by this Ministry. As the model had

worked within certain communities in southeastern ontario, it
was postured that similarly this concept courd be applied to
our Region. Given our tremendous geographic responsibility
with a proportionately small population, this model vras

suggested as an option to enhance the network within several-

communities. Feasibility studies were ret in l-985 to non-

partisan parties to test the model/its acceptance and perhaps

identify communities who may wish to participate.
There was a resounding rejection of this model across the

north and for the most part, the province, for a whole host of
reasons. primarity, however, the ability to protect the

anonymity of safe home providers from intrusion and/or

reprisal by spouses, as well as the inability of any entity to
guarantee the securi-ty of the private residence and the women

being sheltered, together with the lega1 risks and potential
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implications on insurance rates, appeared as the reasons for
rejections. on review, parti-cu1arly in very smal-I comrnunities

or settlements, the concerns voiced appear valid. fn

retrospect, it also appears that the timing for the study may

have been off as there still- existed a large segment of the

public who either were unaware of the existence of family
violence as an issue in their community oy, indeed perhaps

refused for a number of reasons to recognize its existence.

The strong advocacy nature of $/omen's organizations

fought against the governments direction to duplicate the safe

home network of the eastern portion of the province. A safe

home may be described as rra private farnily residence that is
used to provide short term emergency shelter to battered r¡/omen

and their chil-dren in areas where no transition house existsrr.
(Untinen, L989, p. 9).

In 1-986, Thunder Bay district shelters supported
the position of O.A.I.T.H. and Decade Council, that
Saf e Homes are not an al-ternative to Transition
Houses; that the Safe Home concept be util_ized onJ_y
in extreme emerg'encies until the v/oman and her
children could be transported to a shelter; and
that availabl-e monies shoul-d be directed at Safe
Access to existing shelters and at ensuring that
women in the district and referring agencies be
aware of options for battered women. (Untinen,
1-989, p. 9).

Nonetheless, by late l-985, the concept of extending the

network of shel-ters via physical safe home plants as the only

option was deemed invalid. Assuming a proactive supportive

stance, each Area Office \,üas provided contract funding for the

facil-itation of consul-tation within the network outside of
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Ministry influence to determine their best view of how they

perceive the network as being effective; what gaps to service

are apparent; and what strategy they night recommend as

correctj-ve measures. With this grass roots orientation, it is
perceived that not only will future direction be acceptabl-e to
service providers, particularly shoul-d their recommendations

be implemented, but gaps not readily apparent to Ministry
staff may continue to be identified.

It should be noted that some shelters have already

utilized outreach posi-tions to not only follow up with former

sherter residents who require some community support whirst in
transitional- accommodation, but also to visit outlying
communities creating an awareness of the shelter, its purpose

and program both to individual rÁ/omen as well as potential
support/referral agents. Although this activity is not to be

viewed as part of the core residential- service offered in
shel-ters, it does appear an effective means of expanding

sherter impact on a greater number of the population over a

wider radius. This in itsel-f may create a receptive

environment should the specific District/Area management, in
concert with \¡/omen,s advocacy groups, wish to readdress the

safe home development.

Concurrent with M.C.S.S. activity around fanily viol_ence

that of other Ministries who also wish to extend services

famj-1ies experiencing family violence.

is
to
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The Ministry of the Attornev General has taken large

steps in addressing v/omen's rights as they relate to the

Divorce Act and the Family Law Act and their pieces of
legislation. Specific to matters of Family Violence, that
Ministry has effected changes in law which rnake it an offence

to batter; encouraged law enforcement officers to Iay charges

in instances of battering even if the offended party objects;
encouraged offices of the Crown Attorney to provide specific
Crown for cases of battering; encouraged Crovün Offices to
provide intensive pre-court interviews with victirns of
battering to be well fortified with pertinent information
prior to a court hearing; encouraged Crowns to enÌighten local
lawyers and peace officers as to the cycre of violence as well-

as community resources which may be available to abused women

or the batterers. Recentry, the first of several information

sessions for Crowns v/as held in Sudbury for all northern court
jurisdictions. our fulr network of shelter operators was

invited as participants to both understand the current efforts
of that Body in representing the battered at court
proceedings, and to share with the Crowns their first hand

experience of the trauma, reservations and perceptions women

who have been battered seem to exhibit.
Legal Aid, as a service provided by the Law Society of

Upper Canada clearly accept applications by women who have

been battered and who wish legal opinion and/or assistance to
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proceed with court action. Applicatj-on forms are made

availabl-e to shel-ter operators for interested residents.

The Ministry of Housing has recentJ-y effected amendments

to their point system which determines the priorization to
which applications for Ontario Housing Units are atlocated.

Identified residents of our shelters are now deemed as one of
the highest priority group. Applications are accompanied by

supportive need recommendation from the shel-ter supervisor.

Also, the concept of a unit(s) specific for residenËs of
shelters who wish to move into the community but may not yet

be ready to be on their own without some peer group support

has received favourable consideration and support from

Ministry of Housing. This notion of second stage housj_ng is,
of course, dependent on the ability of shelters to fund

operating costs. Housing wishes also to be apprised of our

shelter forecasts for future residence needs rel-evant to long

range oHC unit construction prannj-ng with their communities.

However, based on some concerns arising from newly deveJ-oped

programs there is a need for continued public education $/ith

the Ministry of Housing in respect to priority access for
victirns of violence.

The Ministrv of Education has

curriculum covering Grades 1 - 1,2

Viol-ence. As this package only

consent, Ìocal Boards should be

approved in principle a

on the subject of Farnily

recently received formal

apprised that such a
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ofcurricul-um exists and is avail-ab1e for the Ministry
Education at a nominal cost.

The Ministrv of Northern Development and Mines recently
received funding for Farnily Violence programs of prevention

and education. Our Ministry has encouraged the use of such

funds within our shelter network. You are ar¡/are that some

minor capital funds lrere made availabl-e to each of our

shel-ters as a result as well- as at least two major capital
commitments. Further, they have agreed to fund a one year

pilot posj-tion out of the Nipissing Transition House who

specific role will be the provision of pubtic Education

exercises with North Bay and a large surrounding radius.

There continues to be the provision of one time funding

to shel-ter programs, \^/omen's organizatj-ons, and other program

involved with the derivery of services to victims of viorence.

The funds are used to undertake research, engage in public

education and, to ensure that staff training and developrnent

takes p1ace.

the Ministry of Agricul-ture and Food recognizes that one

of the resulting effects on farmers who are experiencing

economic insecurity may welÌ be incidents of family violence.
Our cooperative program, Farmer in Transition, wherein

M.C.S.S. provides supportive counselling programs to farmers

and their family unit who may be experiencing forecLosures or

an inability to make adjustments to changed environments and
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economics, may hre1l address specific counselling techniques

for family violence within the farrning community.

In summary, then, Farnily Violence as a social issue, ot

indeed, as a social ill with deeply rooted cultural- biases, is
receiving address and encouragement to changie from many

avenues. Motivation to continue to do so will most certainly
be expected to come from not only those traditional lobby

groups, but as educatj-on continues, from the population at

Iarge. There is a move afoot amongst the shelters to begin to

re-evaluate their direction in respect to their original
objectives. As more people becorne involved, particularly on

the Boards of Directors, they bring with thern their own

philosophy regarding service del-ivery and methods of

operation. Some programs are requesting formal- reviews in
order that they may assess their growth over the past five
years.



CHAPTER V
ITÍETHODOLOGY

5.1 }ÍETHODS OF INTERVENTTON FOR PRACTICUI.Í DÀTÀ GATHERING
There hrere a number of probJ-ems to overcome in the

gathering of the data. In attempting to analyze the
intervention service provided, I utilized an expÌoratory
approach.

The 'probing aspect' of the exploratory approach allowed

the researcher to l-earn and modify preconceived concepts. As

well, it provided the forum for an open learning experience

between the researcher and the staff involved. This approach

was seen as a stronger method for obtaining the required

information as well as achieving the principle objective of
the practicum.

The preference \¡¡as to analyze the intervention service

with the intent of producing information that woul-d make it
more evaluable. The researcher has acquired experience as a
middle manager and is familiar with the general intent of the

proqrams being delivered. It was necessary for the researcher

to spend a considerable arnount of tirne meeting with the staff
and Board of the Resource Centre in order to dispJ-ay to them

that the information obtained would not be abused and that he

has a genuine interest and sensitivity to the issues of

violence against v/omen. The researcher has substantial
knowJ-edge of organj-zational- functions and practices.
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The methods sel-ected for the data gathering process v/ere

the interviewing process, review of existj-ng documents and

past recording and historical documentati-on.

5.1.1 THE TNTERVTEVTS

In the najority of program analysis and evaluation, the

interviewing process is the rnost common v/ay to capture the

needed informatj-on and data. In programs such as this,
formative research rel- j-es heavily on , soft data' such as

attitudes, felt needs, and personal opinions.

SirnilarIy, while formative research borrows the
basic social science methodologies, in comparison
to evaluative studies, it places heavier reliance
on such ,soft, approaches as participant
observations and unstructured interviews. (Rutman,
1976, p. 16).

Interviewing provided the researcher with a wide range of
frexibility in being able to probe and pursue other l-eads to
expand his knowledge base. Due to the crisis nature of the

program, a combination of the structured and unstructured

approach was used. rn some situations, the interviewer asked

those being interviewed to relate their experiences in various

situations.

Due to the high degree of confidentiality in this program

area and the somewhat protective nature of the staff, review

of written material \^/as not always accessible. Survey and

mail-out questi-onnaires \,Jere not used extensively as they may

be viewed as somewhat intrusive and, as a resul_t, there is
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greater likelihood that they woul-d not be compteted and

returned.

It is important to outl-ine how interviewees were selected

and contacted. There was discussion with the Board of

Directors and direction was given to the Executive Director to
meet with the researcher to determine how members of the staff
v/ere to be selected. ft r,'tas agreed that one senior fuIl-tirne
staff and one senior part-time relief staff would be

j-nterviewed along with the Resident Counsell-or. The Board

requested that those members of the board that chaired

committees be interviewed. This also represented those

members who had been involved on the Board for the longest

period of time. It r¡/as further agreed that the Executive

Dj-rector, in concert with the researcher, would identify those

agencies and suggested personnel that directly interact with

the shelter. A number of suggestions r¡/ere also put forth by

members of the practicum committee.

The next step was contacting the identified interviewees.

The Executive Director aqreed to contact the staff involved

and the researcher would. undertake fo1low up contact by

forwarding an interview package to them. The researcher

formally contacted .the Board members to be interviewed by

letter. The researcher prepared an introduction to the

project along with an overview of the shelter program

containing the phiJ-osophical- statement, objectives and goa1s.
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Pri-or to sending out the interview package, correspondence

requesting their participation and confirmation of
participation v/as sent to identified representatives of the

agency. A schedule of interview times v/as developed and

interviewees were slotted into these times as confirmation of
their participation was confirmed.

The researcher does recognize that the process used to
select interviev/ees was open to bias on the part of those

having responsibility for identifying the l-ist of contacts and

on the part of the individual charged with the responsibility
for contacting identified interviewees, i.e. : identification
of and contact of staff to be interviewed and identification
of agency personnel. Recognizing the potential weakness of
the procedure used to contact interviewees, it i_s the opinion
of the researcher that the final- interview list provided a

good cross section of perceptions and provided a variety of
viewpoints.

The interview formats lsere developed based on inforrnation
provided by the National- Clearing House on Family Vio1ence,

ottawa and by reviewing existing Ministry operational- Review

Formats. A separate interview format r¡ras developed for the

Executive Director, Resident counsellor, House counsel-lors,

members of the Board, Program Consul-tant and Community Agency

representatives .
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The length of interviews varied, depending on the

location of the interview and the number of distractions. On

average, each interview took between one and a half to two

hours to complete; the shortest interview lasted three

quarters of an hour and the l-ongest interviews took three and

a half hours. These interviews were with the Executive

Director and the Resident Counsellor and the length was based

on the necessity to complete follow-up interviews due to

workload pressures and distractions.

Sarnples of the interview schedul-es f orwarded

intervie\¡¡ees are included in Appendix A.

The objectives of the interviews were to:
. provide a description of the participants,

understanding of the current philosophy and goals
of the crisis intervention service provided at the
shelter;

. provide a description of participant perceptions of
the fit between the stated goals and philosophy and
what actually exJ-sts;

o determine if, in the perception of the
participants, the program is meeting the
requirements as outlined in the stated objectives
and, if not, identify what the areas are in which
this is not occurring and in what areas this could
be irnproved;

o determine what, according to participant
perceptions, the future direction of the crisis
intervention service is with respect to services
for abused women within the jurisdiction of the
shel-ter and whether they perceive the directj_on to
be positive or of concern and why;

to
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o al-Iow participants the . opportunity to make
suggestions as to how to enhance the program and
the organizational functioning in order to improve
the del-ivery of service to abused women;

o identify other relevant issues as perceived by the
participants.

There rÂ¡ere a total- of 21, interviews conducted, including:
o four shel-ter employees (fuI1 time/casual); the

Executive Director, Resident Counsellor, House
Counsel-1ors--one permanent and one part time
counsellor r'

o four Board members; Board Chairman, Personnel-
Chairman, Finance Chairman, Vice-Chairperson;

o one external Supervisory Consultant (purchase of
service) ;

o twelve community agency representatives; Alcohol
Recovery Residential- Program for Women, Native
Court Worker, Male Batterers Treatment Program,
Legal Aid (Family Law Lawyer), Victim Witness
Program, Native Child Welfare Service, Crown
Attorney's Office, Children;s Mental Health
Program, Non-native Chil-d Welfare Agency, Municipal
Police Force, Provincial Polj-ce Force and Rape
Crisis Centre.

A questionnaire was sent to a number of abused women who

have accessed the service in an attempt to determine if the

crisis intervention service program has had a positive impact

on their lives. Further, it may serve to confirm whether or

not the stated objectives are consistent with what is
delivered.

The researcher worked closely with the Executive Director

and members of the Board to ensure that proper procedures were

followed in contacting residents and forrner residents of the

shel-ter. The Director agreed to contact up to forty women who
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had consented to have fol1ow up as a part of their safety
pJ-an. The shelter staf f provided the r¡/omen with a brief
overview of the questionnaire and the research project prior

to sending it. to them. The researcher, as intended, had no

formal contact with the women who agreed to participate. The

completed questionnai-re \^ras returned via stamped, self-
addressed envelope to a female board member who agreed to
receive the questionnaires. This v/as done in an atternpt to
minimize bias. During this process, every atternpt vras put

forth to be as sensitive as possible regarding the privacy of

the shel-ter, âs requested by the Board of Directors.

A review of the limited number of available
questionnaires r¡/as undertaken in ref erence to accessing

information from those abused r¡/omen who have been resident= of
the shelter. The researcher elected to proceed with the

questionnaire received from the Sarnple Survey Department of
the University of Regina, Regina, SaskatcherÂ/an. The

instrument was prepared for the Regina Transition House to be

used by women at the tirne they left the shel-ter to express

their views about the service del-ivered. Permission to adapt

the questionnaire hras given by Ms. Dianne Elias-Henry,

Director of the Regina Transition House.

A total of fifty (50) questionnaj-res v¡ere sent out to the

abused r¡/omen and only twel-ve G2) were returned.
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At the tirne the questionnaires vrere being sent out, the

program vtas experiencing a manpower shortage due to the

resignation of the Director and the Resident Counsellor as

they could not devote the necessary time to follow-up with the

lromen requesting a response. Further, the questionnaires were

sent out just prior to the 'Christmas rush' and the researcher

does not feel that they \¡/ere treated as a priority. The

process followed regarding the contacting and nailing out to
the women in respect to the prevention of confidentiality nay

have been too rigorous.

The researcher wishes to emphasíze the irnportance and the

val-ue inherent in collecting data from those v/omen who have

accessed the services of a shelter. This is referred to in
detail in the section entitled literature review. A revised

format for coÌLecting data from the women should be considered

in a future evaJ-uation, i.e.: use of interviews in person and

by telephone

5.1.2 REVTEW OF EXISTING DOCUI,ÍENTS AND RECORDS

I.Iithin each Ministry-funded agency there is usually a

detailed record-keeping system that is used for tracking

client deveJ-opment and the reporting of statistics to the

Ministry. fn order to establish a process for fol-low up with

v/omen who have accessed this service, it rÀ/as feLt that the

records that the agency retains wou1d be of assistance. Only
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tothose documents whj-ch contain information directly related

the intervention service were reviewed.

It v/as found that all intakes hrere recorded and, for
those v/omen who elected to remain at the shel-ter and seek the

assistance of the counsellor, more detail was contained within
the file.

During the practicum, the method of records analysis did

not prove to be as important as the interviewing process.

There r¡¡as a great deal of co-operation provided to the

researcher in respect to accessing the intake form that is
used in the program for purposes of gathering basic data.

However, due to the confidential- nature of the program and the

expressed need to protect the identity of the client, a formal

review of client files r¡ras not undertaken. Retiance was

placed on discussion of records and what was contained on the

noted files. The reluctance to openly share the files on the

part of the Program Director was not perceived or interpreted

as unco-operative by the researcher. The confidential nature

of the program hras respected.

5.1.3 PAST RECORDTNG AND ITISTORTCAL DOCUMENTATTON

A review of the previous and present problems encountered

proved to be an irnportant part in understanding the shelter
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movement in the Province of ontario. Historical- documentation

was the source of much of this information.

A review of l-iterature and docurnents from other provinces

provided the researcher with greater insight. It is further

noted that it. is only within the past few years that

evaluations of these programs have been done and the National

Clearing House on Family Violence, located in Ottawa, has been

quite co-operative and receptive to requests. This same

source has requested that I provide a summary of my findings

upon completion. The historical- documentation is integral to

providing insights into the poJ-itical lobbying processes that

are evident throughout the country.

5.1.4 PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTTVES IN DATA GATHERING

Formative research is mainly aimed at
discovery and rel-ies mainly on the inductive
approach. The study of a program affords a
learning opportunity with research used as a tool
for collecting data to assist in the
conceptualization and operationalization of a
program, J-ts goals , and the assumed causal
rel-ationships. (Rutman, 1981-, p.69) .

fn many lrays, the practicum served as an effective

learning tool-. The researcher T¡Jas made more a$/are of the

issue of violence against women and became more sensitive to

the principle of least intrusiveness as the practicum

proceeded.
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There r¡/ere moments of confusion encountered in reference

to the counsel-ling program and preconceived ideas on the part
of the researcher. rrWhere there is some uncertainty or lack

of clarity about the program, formative research can be used

to articul-ate it, identify effects, and shed light on the

problem being addressed.r' (Rutman, !98L, p. 61). A qeneral

knowledge of evaluation procedures was acquired, a review of
the differing evaluation designs and their applicability were

touched upon, defining lirnits and parameters for research on

a specific topic were worked on and the opportunity to work

with a Board of Directors and key staff in a forrn of probtem

solving was available.

The problems encountered in the course of the practicurn

were primarily related to the original proposal. As the
practicum proceeded it was necessary to redefine the focus and

chang,e it from research of the counselling program to research

of the crisis support/intervention service. The staff and

Board of Directors of the Centre were quite co-operative in
adjusting to the change in focus. This change necessitated

the researcher undertaking further literature review.

Further, the design of the questionnaire to be used in forlow-
up with the women who had accessed the service was changed.

A probJ-em was encountered in reference to records

reviewed at the Centre. As previously stated, the
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adrninistrative staff vlere quite protective of client-related

inforrnation that is kept in the files and did not feel

comf ortabl-e with an initial request to review f iles ' All

other program documents related to the crisis intervention

service v/ere made available upon request. A 'dummy file/ vlas

provided to the researcher

Problems encountered with interviewing of staff were

minimal . vlhen an appointment vtas made, they v/ere quite

prornpt. on the occasions that the researcher hlas in the

shelter, it \Àras somewhat hectic due to crisís and other

interruptions. The researcher sensed some discomfort on the

part of staff with a male presence in the shelter' The timing

of the interviews with community agencies and services was in

the middle of summer and, understandably, holidays took

precedence. AII those interviewed v/ere very co-operative and

quite willing to share information' The researcher

encountered problems in staying 'on track' with some of the

interviews. Due to the eagerness to learn and the willingness

of the respondents to share information and personal

encounters, strict adherence to the interview format was

necessary. During the month of November l-990, the Acting

Director of the program resigned due to relocation to

vancouver. Further, during the month of December, the

Chairman of the Board, Mr. B. Faraqher, resigned due to
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relocation to owen sound and, at the same time, a ner^¡ Director
was recruited.

The problems encountered were not i-nsurmountabre. A

general feering prevailed that the practicum achieved its
objectives. rt v/as fert that a fair review of the crisis
intervention service provided was completed.
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FINDINGS OF PRÀCTICUI.T

6.1 ANALYSTS

The analysis is descriptive in nature and is based on

qualitative data coll-ection methods. The standardized open-

ended interview format v¡as used with staff, board and

community ag:encies in order to obtain their understanding of

the program based upon stated goals.

Analysis is the process of bringing order to the
data, orgianízing what is there into patterns,
categ:ories, and basic descriptive units. (Patton,
]-987 , p. 1-44) .

The informatj-on gathered from the interviews r¡ras examined

against the stated goals of the program; i.e.: Where is there

congruence, contradiction and/or room for enhancement? Is
there any particular group (staff, board, community) whose

perceptions are generally consistent with the program

expectations and goals as outlined in the Program Profile? Is
there any group whose perceptions generally contradict these?

fs there consistency between and within groups. For example,

are there differences in perceptions regarding the mandate

(stated goals) of the program expressed within the Board

group, staff group (managers/non-managers) and community

group? Are there differences in perceptions vis a vis the

philosophy of the service delivery expressed between groups?

Are there differences in perceptions vis a vis Èhe program

delivery/service provision expressed between groups? Are
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there dj-fferences in perceptions vis à vis the anticipated
results expressed between groups? What are these differences
and how do they impact upon service del-ivery? The following
i-s an example. The assumption is made that one of the

programs' stated goal-s is to promote self reliance and

independence. Do staff refl-ect this in their philosophy of
service delivery; i.e.: use of an empowerment-based model?

Does the board support the use of an empoh/erment-based model

or do they endorse a ,medical, model---diagnose and treat? Is
the woman using the service perceived as 'helplessr, incapable

of making decisions, or possibly to 'bl-ame, for her sj-tuation,

or is she perceived as a capable individua] and given support

and an opportunity to live in an environment without fear of
abuse, able to make choices for hersel-f . lvhat do the various

stakehorders understand to be the causes of viol-ence against

women? What do they see as possibÌe solutions?

Differences of perceptions within and between the various

groups interviewed vüere noted and examined against the

following areas of analysis (themes): stated program goals,

program philosophy, program delivery/service provision and

anticipated resul-ts. The researcher addressed the

impJ-ications of these differences and the degree to which

program goals are being met or not being met vis à vis service

delJ-very--does the service provided mirror that which is
stated in program literature. The findings were then
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summarized and recommendations made. As weI1, terms of
ref erence r¡/ere deveJ-oped that wil-1 assist the Board of
Director.s in contracting for or undertaking (on their own) an

effectiveness evaluation.

6.1.1 AREÀS OF ANALYSIS

The areas of analysis (thernes) were arrived at by

reviewing the data collected with the stated objective and the

goaÌs of the program. The researcher reviewed the program

i-nformation available in the agency and Ministry documents,

consulted with the staff and board in order to verify the

documented information and reviewed the data coll-ected from

the interviews for the purpose of isolating the central
recurring themes.

The j-nformation gleaned from this process v/as organized

in such a v/ay as to arrive at the themes explained below.

Based on a review of the data collected from the interviews,
sirnil-ar quotations and observations rel-ated to the interview
questions hrere l-isted. For example, one question in the

interview format related to the intervieweers perceptions of
the program's philosophy. the researcher pulled together al-l

the data related to the issue, then subdivided the data into
patterns and categories. Upon completion of this task, the

l-ist of intervier¡/ees \dere divided into categories; namely

staff, board members and community representatives aÈ which

time their perceptions and understanding of the proqram's

philosophy were compared with each other within the categori-es
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and against the other categories in respect to similarities,

differences and potential areas of confl-ict. This procedure

was repeated for each of the listed themes and the results are

addressed in the section entitled findings.

Proqram Goals:

The analyzing of the goals and objectives of the

program \¡/as felt to be the most critical aspects of the

practicum. Every program must have defined and explicit

goals since they refl-ect the reasons for the existence of

the program. There must be data collected to support

these goaÌs. The accuracy and integrity of that data is

of concern.

It must be understood that it was not the objective

of the practicum to ascertain whether the goals of the

program \^/ere being met. This would require a radically

different practicum proPosaI. This practicum v¡as

concerned with the use of the information collected from

data in support of the stated program objective and goals

and to enhance the evaluability of the program.

The researcher assessed whether Staff and Board

Members clearly understood the objective and goals of

their program and what their actions \^/ere in support of

them. Repres.entatives of several community agencies that
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tointeract with the shelter were interviewed in regards

the stated goals and objectives of the program.

Staff, board members

fuIly interviewed in this

any and aIl viewpoints.

Ministry documentation was

and community aqencies were

area and encouraged to relate

The program literature and

researched for its goaIs.

2. Program Philosophv:

the obj ective and goals f l-ow out of a stated

philosophy. The statement for this program, as extracted

from the program literature, is as follows:

Every \^/oman has the right to l-ive without fear
or threat of abusive behaviour. The abusive
behaviour can be either physical, emotional or
sexual-. Resul-ts of this behaviour can ranqe from
physical scars to long-lasting emotional
difficulties; to death. Once violence has started,
it wil-l- not stop spontaneously.
intervention is required.

Active

The establishment of shel-ters are as a direct result

of the strong advocacy efforts put forth by feminist

organizations as attested to in the l-iterature reviewed.

one of the underlying premises of the feminist ideology

is that there is a pov/er imbalance between the mal-e and

female in society and this contributes significantly to

the abuse experienced by \Á/omen.

As outlined in the literature review, the feminist

approach to wife battering can be traced to a patriarchaL
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society wherein women are abused in their own homes where

men can maintain control- over them and this is extended

to other parts of society as wel-l-. Further, the

atmosphere within the shelter a1lows v/omen to turn

personal problems into poJ-itical ones in respect to

empo$rerment.

The shelter environment provides the opportunity for

women to make choices and review options regarding their

future. This is addressed within a violence-free

environment and the process of empowerment is actively

engaged.

Proqram Delivery/Service Provision (Cycle of Violence)

The rnain reason for women entering the shelter is to

escape a violent and abusive environment and

relationship. The violence that women faI1 victim to is

Iabetted as the Cycle of Vio1ence. It is stated that

hromen may experience a number of cycles prior to making

a decision to enter the shelter.

The basic tool of intervention used by the staff

within the shelter is outlining to the women what the

cycle is and the indicators to watch for. It clearly

points out that it is the mal-e's cycle and not the

woman's--she fal-l-s victim to this cycle.
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4.

The identif ication of this cycle by l.Ial-ker is
extremely useful in assessing the nature and level
of violence in a relationship since it provides a
standard against which to compare the reported
violence in any particuJ-ar individual seen by a
counsellor or a therapist. (Cook & Cook , 1984, p.
84-86).

Ànticipated Results

The interview format was developed based on a review

of the h j-storical data with a primary focus on the

objective of the program as stated. An integral part of

the interview process s/as to gather data that would

reflect the intervie\¡/ees perceptj-ons which, in turn,

would assist in pointing out possible issues,

discrepancies and potential areas for improvement.

Pror¡osed /Suggested Directions

The data col-Iected at this stage was analyzed in an

attempt to determine what the future directions of the

program could be, based upon the perceptions shared.

6.2 FINDTNGS

The findings are presented under the following
themes/head j-ngs : l- ) Stated Program Goal-s ¡ 2 ) Program

Phii-osophy; 3) Program Delivery/Service Provision and;

4) Anticipated Results.

5.
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1. Stated Progren Goals

Description - The program goals are outlined in the
analysis section of the report and refer
specifically to the provision of a safe, secure
environmenti provision of a non-judgemental
counselling; provision of a comfortable healing
environment to allow r,romen to review options and
make choices about their future.

Discussion: Perceptions of Staff
The goals and objectives are clear in the present program

literature. They appear to be understood and practised by the

program staff. The managers and staff of the program are

committed to a simi-Iar underlying philosophy which allows them

to achieve the objectives. The operational standard goal of

'providing a healthy, secure environment' wherein the !'¡oman

can receive support, information and assistance in reviewing

her life situation and eval-uating the options available to her

(Kenora Family Resource Centre) is the strong motivating

factor for staff. There is evidence that many aspects of the

program are being delivered in accordance with the stated

goaI. this comment is based. on a review of the perceptions

shared by the staff during the interview process.
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one of the najor questions contained in the interview for
staf f and identif ied resources r¡/as in regards to goals. The

staff interviewed openly stated that all attempts are made to
ensure that there is a safe and secure environment available
for the \^/omen once they are admitted. The discussion of the

goals are continually reiterated at the weekty staff meetings

and in reference to services provided to the individual women.

The staff stated that they attempt to instill- in the

v/omen accessing the service that the home is safe and secure.

The two front-line staff interviewed stated that giving them

a tour of the home upon adrnission and pointing out the

security features assists in giving the r^/omen a feeling of
security. The house rules also address the security issues.

Of major importance is the necessity to believe the womanrs

story and clearJ-y communicate to her that it is believed. If
children are involved, they are linked with the chil-d care

worker so the v/oman has the opportunity to be assured that the

children are safe. I,Iithin a defined period of time, âD

overview of the cycle of violence is outlined to her and the

warning signs are identified. ft is at this time that the

\^¡oman is informed that she does not deserve to be abused.

Discussions about the irnpact violence has on her and her

family are shared with her by the staff at the shelter. She

is made a$/are of some of the options she has and the staff
work towards the creati-on of an environment in order that she
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may reviehl options presented to her and make choices if she

elects to. The Resident Director stated, ttlV€ provide a safe,

secure shelter for women that all-ov/s thern the opportunity to

reviev/ their situation. CounseJ-J-ing is avail-ab1e to assist

her in putting her situation in perspective and to recognize

there are alternatj-ves to living in a abusive relationship.

Whether a v,loman chooses to explore the abuse issues or other

related issues j-s largely dependent on where she ís at on her

own continuumrr. An example may be her desire to seek further

counsell-ing or pursue action v/ith the. court. The necessity of

a safety plan is pointed out to her and, if she is receptive,

a plan is developed with her. Further, her choices are

supported and she is not forced to make a decision, i-e. the

staff interviewed were concerned that they are not sensitive

enough to the native culture. They openly expressed their

concern about a Ìack of knowledge about First Nations

communities and $ihat resources are availabJ-e, if any. They

expressed a feeling of helplessness.

Perceptions of Board:

The primary goal of the Centre, âs stated by the Board,

is to ensure that a safe and secure environment is provided

for the abused women; an environment where she vtill feel

comfortabl-e in making choices and discussing options for

future moves. The Board has vested the authority for deÌivery

of the program to the executive director and her staff, with
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the expectation that regular monthly reports wiIl be

f orthcoming. rrThe Executive Director has a cl-ear j ob

description and she reports to us on all aspects of the

program--it is a good working Boardrr, âs stated by one of the

Board members interviewed.

The board members interviewed view their primary function
as that of an advocate of the Centre with the funding agency--

the Ministry. Further, they expressed an ar¡/areness of the

need for public education and anticipate it will be undertaken

in a number of ways, i.e.: annual Board meetings and election
of Board members from varied sectors of the community. They

are also involved in advocacy activities with other ministries
such as the Attorney GeneraL and Solicitor General.

Perceptions of Community Agencies fnterviewed:

The majority (10 out of LZ interviewed) of cornmunity

agencies interviewed identified crisis intervention as the

primary goal of this program. In combination with this, they

commented that the safety and security of the woman is of
paramount importance. A further goal is to provide education

to the woman in respect to the cycle of violence and how they

become victirns. Those agencies directly involved with
services to women, i.e. : lVomen's Place, Clarissa Manor, Legal

Aid program and Other lrfays Now (prograrn for male batterers) ,

v/ere very explicit in stating that the program goals are to
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support women, v/ork on thej-r self esteem, treat their stories
in a confidential manner and to support them as they begin to
make choices and review options. The recurring statements

from agencies regarding safety and security as one of the

primary goals were: rrimmediate response in a crisisrr, rrdo not

turn anyone arøayt!, Itoutline that r¡/oman is not to blame for
abuserr, and rran environment free of abuse is providedrr.

A further cornment that v/as repeti-tive during the

interviews was the need for the program to engage in public

education activities with other community services and

agencies in respect to the phiJ-osophy of the program and

methods of intervention. Further, the shel-ter should access

external- resources on a more regular basis in respect to
referrals and communication about what is happening to the

I¡/oman. one community representative stated the following in
respect to communication with external resources: rrRecommend

that the staff at the Centre liaise with community resources

regardi-ng clients for follow up and a protocol should be

developed. This foll-ow up couLd provide a cl-ient with the

information that someone is concerned about them and their
support network is developing/growing',. Of the twelve

community agencies and servj-ces interviewed, onÌy two were not

aware of the program goals.
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SUM}ÍARY ANÀLYSIS

on a very broad basis, there is congruence between the

groups regarding the goals of the program. The staff,

however, particularly the Director and Resident Counsellor, do

identify some differences in their understandings. The

Director's responses focus prirnarily on the provision of a

safe, secure environment utilizing crisis intervention as the

primary focus or approach. She does address the needs of the

individual in reference to assisting her (abused woman) in

understanding what is happening to her--the goals for the

women are determined by their short-term stay and their

acceptance of supports. The Resident Counsellor focuses more

on the 'political' aspect of the goals and the perceived

phiì-osophy of the shel-ter, i.e.: premise that the person is

political--it is 'I' , not 'she'. rrThe component of personal

versus political is very important but must be done in a non-

abstract way. For example, linking violence against women to

connect to all women and broadening the term violence to see

the political ramifications not to obstruct the violence

further by being labelled societal violencerr.

The concentration is on assisting the $/oman to become

more aware of the impact viol-ence is having on her by the

provision of safety plans and encouraging the woman to review

options. Similarly, the impact of the counsel-ling service is

dependent upon the amount of time v/omen remain in the shelter
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and their desire to accept the supportive counselling that is
provided. The house counsel-lors portrayed an image of being

very supportive and sensitive to the needs of the women while

they v/ere in the Shelter. They wouldr âs opportunity
permitted, discuss options and possible choices the women

could make regarding their future. Based on the data

collected, the front-Iine staff j-nterviewed appear to be very

committed to the provision of a safe, secure environment in
which the women may review their future plans--provision of a

!,tarm, healing environment.

Of the Board members interviewed, there did not appear to
be a shared understanding of the program goals. The comments

varied from provision of a safe, secure environment,

management by crisis, to a request for a review of the

existing goals and phil-osophy. The variances in responses

becomes more clear as the findings related to the other themes

are presented. rt is interesting to note that some of the

board members interviewed stated that they understood the

goals due to their ,professional involvement, in the

comrnunity. A recurring comment from the four Board members

interviewed hlas that the goal-s have not been reviewed since

the program started and that a formal review has never been

pursued.
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The community intervie\^/ees displayed a keen a$/areness of

the goals of the proqram. This could be due, in part, to

their involvement on the FamiIy Viol-ence Network Committee.

As they v¡ere expressing their understanding, there $¡as also

comments regarding expectations of the program in respect to

the legaÌ systern, i.e.: 'v/omen have an obJ-igãtion to lay

charges'; 'we should be al^/are of the progress being made with

the women in the shelter', and /\,r¡e should have access to

contacting them for fol-l-o\^I up while in the Shelter'. Àlthough

their is a general understanding of the goals of the program'

representatives of the Board did not relate to the specifics

of the goals. The community agency representatives tended to

be more specific and related their understanding to their

expectations.

Recommendations :

1. That the variances in the understanding of the
goals amongst the key stakeholder be identified.
This may be done by way of a 'retreat' involving
staff and board in order that they may share their
understanding and differences regarding the
irnplementation of the goa1s. It is further
recommended that a neutral facilitator be recruited
for this task.

That the Board of Directors assume a more active
role in the overall management of the program in
order that the mandate given to the Executive
Director may be consistent with their understanding
of service delivery. This will- also ensure a
consistent message to al-l- staf f within: the program.

2.

That the Director and
the use of outside
appropriateness. It

Resident Counsellor monitor
ref erral-s vis à vis their
is recognJ-zed that it is

a
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beyond the scope of this review to assess the
guaì-ity of the referral services without knowing
more about those agencies referred and the
specifics of the individual cases.

4. That a process be put in place that will allow for
the regular evaluation of the services provided.
This may be addressed by ensuring that a format is
developed to ensure that infornation is collected
from these abused women upon discharge, directly
related to the services provided.

2. Prograrn Philosophy

uescription: The basis of the philosophy within the shelter
network is vested in the feminist movement. The philosophy of
service is reflected in the following statements extracted
from the program literature and consultation with staff
involved:

. to offer crisis counselling so that women may gain
a perspective on their situations and consider
alternatives and options.

. to support whatever decision a woman makes.

. to offer practical help and information'so that she
may make realistic plans about her Iife.

. to provide alt of the above (a11 services outlined
in the program profile) in a non-poIitical, non-
proselytiz ing philosophy.

The foll-owing beliefs, derived from the program

literature, form the basis for the philosophy:

. it is everyone's human right to live without fear
of ernotional or physical abuse.

. all- people have the right to decide for themselves
the directíon of their lives according to their own
values and needs.

. trvomen in our soci-ety, when relieved from the
pressure of an abusive home environment and given
the opportunity and encouragement, can develop
their ful-1 potential to live a full and rich life.

The statement reiterates the specific services as
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outlined in the program literature and program Iegal ag:reement

including the offer of assistance, the support for her

decisions, and the provision of services of a non-

proselytiz ing philosophy.

Discussion: Perceptions of Staff

In respect to philosophy, the focus is primarily on the

woman regarding support and advocacy. The underlying premise

is that there is definitely a power imbalance between men and

women. Those hromen who have accessed the services provided at

the Centre are aware of this irnbalance and the following

examples are cited; male earns more money and as soon as the

woman leaves the relationship she usually becomes a poverty

statistic; male expectations regarding sex; necessity for

r{oman to continually ask for money for basic needs such as

groceries and; in respect to native women, how they are forced

to drink and engage in other actj-vities. Figure 4--Power and

Control, contained in the literature review outl-ines the power

imbalance.

one of the key issues inherent in feminist philosophy is

that of empowerment, both the individual and the group. It is
part of the program to support women as they progress from
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their present state to one of making choices for herself. The

individual sessions and interactions with other residents
assj-sts in pointing out that she is not to bl-arne--to begin to
work on rebuilding self-esteem. rt is further outl-ined to the

\^/omen that these incidents may recur in their tife, but each

tj-me they wil-l be that much stronger and the sel_f-healing

process begins--they begin to recogrnize their inner pov/er.

The front-Iine staff adapt some of the principles of
feminist philosophy in that everyone should be treated as

equal--mare/ femare--and the present barance of power does not

arrow this to happen. This is particularry so for abused

women and it is pointed out that it is one of the underlying
causes of abuse. The fact that she is not responsibre for the

abuse is continually reinforced., i.e.: the h¡omanrs choices

have been minimized. rt is important to receive recognition
for the decisions made. The concept of empowerrnent is
rej-nforced by ensuring that a person is an individual with
rights and the pov/er to make decisions about their own rife.
The consulting supervisor states that, trThe staff are fu1ly
a\¡/are of the philosophy of the program in respect to the poh/er

imbalance that exists between men and women--the work towards

empowerj-ng the l¡romen through education and assisting thern to
regain their self esteemrr.

Percept,ions of Board Members:
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The board mernbers interviewed indicated that the delivery
of the program is based in feminist philosophy. The primary

principì-e is that of addressing the power differential that
exists and the necessity to empol^/er r¡romen. The environment

must be created in which women feel comfortable in rnaking

choices and revíewing options available to them.

They further comment that the deveJ-opment of shelters,
particularly the one in Kenora, is a direct resul-t of the

ferninist movement and their strong methods of advocacy and

empowering individuals to act on behal-f of abused women.

There is an increased sensitivity to the issues abused women

are confronted with and the necessity for society to develop

more programs and participate in major pubric education

activities. The Board members did recog'nize that there are

still large sectors of society that do not understand the

issues of farnily viorence--j-t ranges from citizens at large to
social services staff

Perceptions of Community Agencies:

The understanding of the feminist philosophy varies from

a l-ack of a\¡/areness to an in-depth understanding. The main

theme that runs through this discussion is that of the power

imbalance that exists in society between men and v/omen. A

number of those interviewed viewed the program at the centre

as one that attempts to break down the barriers that exist and
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r^/ork towards the ernpowerment of the hromen within by supporting

their decisions and providing them with the information to
make choices and review options.

The feminist approach is based in the politics of power-

assisting h¡omen in rnaking the connection between the personal

viol-ence they experience and the violence towards $romen in
society. The concept of professional versus grass roots is
very real within this shelter as perceived by other agencies.

Those persons who have experienced abuse in their lives and

worked it through may be the best persons to provj-de ongoing

support and assistance.

SUI,ÍIÍÀRY ANALYSIS

The data col-Iected reflects a general understanding

amongst all the groups interviewed regarding the philosophy of
the service delivered. There was considerable discussion as

to what the philosophy of the organization was with respect to
service delivery and whether this v/as shared by Board and

staf f . Some intervie\^/ees indicated that they v/ere not sure as

to what the philosophy of service provision is (i.e.: rrgood

question"). rrI am uncertain as to what service is provided by

the shelter in respect to philosophy because once a woman

enters the shel-ter, communication is cut off and fol_Iow up

does not always take pJ-acer!.
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A number of intervievüees indicated that there vtere

divergent philosophies and attributed much of the externaL

expectations of the service to differing philosophies.

fnterestingly, when asked what the philosophy of the agency

T¡/as, their comments indicated the foJ-lowing: t'giving l¡/omen

choicesrr , ttletting them know they are worthwhile human

beinq's'r , " Ietting her determine what her needs arerr,

'rproviding her with inforrnation about the range of options she

has to choose fromr', I'supporting her through those decisionsrr,

etc. The comments from the community agencies general support

the fact that they are uncertain about the actual service

delivery due to the closed nature of the program. Hov/ever,

they readily describe what they perceive the basic concepts of

the feminist philosophy to be. rrI am uncertain of underlying

philosophy, but I believe it to be a service provided by women

for women. f am comfortabte with the feminist philosophy. As

a mal-e working with the program, my roJ-e is somewhat counter

productive and reinforces the dilemma of a por^/er differential
between male and femal-ert.

People's understanding of issues wil-1 normally affect
their philosophy of service provision. The rnajority of

interviewees rel-ated wife assault as a |tpower and control-rt

issue. Further reference was made to their being a rrpower

i-mbalancerr between men and \,ùomen. !Vife assault was also

attributed to a number of other factors incl-uding the level of
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violence against women generally in our society and witnessing

violence in the home as a chil-d and l-earning how to deal with
conflict that way. Some of the interviewees related violence

against !üomen to the lack of economic eguality in our society.
A select few of those interviewed urere quite adamant in
stating that the responsibility for the abuse rests with the

offender and not the woman. Further, the philosophy addresses

the personal versus the political--the woman's inner power and

provision of the resources to al-low her to release that power.

The sirnilarities in the interviewees' understanding of
the issues and the philosophy of service is interesting. It
conflicts sornewhat with the perception of many of the

ínterviehrees in that their understanding of the issue and the

philosophy of service delivery was widely divergent. Although

they articulated their understanding differently, it became

clear that the differences are not as far apart as people

thought. It is important to note that a number of those^

interviewed expressed an interest in learning more about the

issue of wife assaul-t, i.e. seven of the twelve intervíewed.

The researcher concluded that, generally, services are

offered on a non-proselytizing philosophy. The major

discrepancy that exists is that, although the community

intervie$¡ees presented an understanding of the philosophy,

they did not appear to relate this to the operation of the
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needs and indirect stated

This wil-l- be addressed more

IN

Recommendations :

That the Executive Director and Resident
Counsellor, in consul-tation with the Board and
staff, develop an ongoing orientation for
Board and community agencies (interacting with
the shelter) and a list of material-s (books,
videos, etc. ) which they could use to enhance
their av/areness of violence against women and
the underlying feminist philosophy. It is
recommended that oríentation of Board members
take place at Board meetings and durj-ng Farnily
Violence Network meetings for comrnunity
agencies.

That staff provide constructive feedback to
their co-workers in order to continue to
encourage them to present a non-proselytizing
phj-J-osophy, i. e. : assist abused v/omen to
probÌem solve and arrive at her own decisions.

Program Delivery/Service Provision

Description: The program description provided by the

Shelter and shared with the community at large, outlines
the crisis intervention service (professional- and peer)

as follows:

The objective is to provide a supportive, healing,
non-judgemental environment to assist r¡/omen to work
through their victinization and facilitate the
opportunity to revj-ew options, make choices
acceptable to them and assist them in gaining
control of their Iives.
The above description indicates that crisis counselling

is of f ered so that a r^/oman may gain a perspective on her

situation and consider alternatives and options. Practical-

5.

6.

3.
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help and information is offered so that she may make realistic
plans about her life. A further role of the shelter is to
provid.e appropriate referrals and establish contact with

community agencies and resources. The method of intervention
used at the shelter is the Cyc1e of Violence Theory. This

section will further address the program delivered at the

shelter. It is noted that the Cycle of Violence forms the

theoretical framework in order that the women may understand

what is happening. From this, âh intervention strategy is
developed.

DiscussÍon:

The cycle of violence is used as a process to explain to
the woman what is happening to her. The primary focus at the

shelter is the irnmediate cycle of violence based on her

present relationship and reference is not made to the inter-
generational cycle as outlined by Kincaid (L982) and Saligrman.

The staff felt that the inter-generational cycle is better
appreciated in ongoing group/individual sessions. Shou1d the

$roman elect to participate in group sessions or individual
counselling programs, reference is made to the inter-
generational cycle and learned helplessness theory.

Figure 6 outlines the cycle of violence and this
diagram is used as a tool in the explanation of the women. It
is pointed out that it is the partners' cycle and not the

woman's. This chart forms a map. An overview of the critical
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Man .blames. woman
nprovokingr abuse as an
excuse for the vlolence;

Woman .blames" self for
¡ot'prevent¡ng' abuse.

THE BATTERING ACT

May last a few
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several da)¡s.

THE CYCLE
OF

VIOLENCE

Man ftequently qulet
snd c€lm. He feels
rellef from tenslon.

Woman feels dazed,
frozen with shock

and fear.
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of control and power
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intensity and

frequency of abuse.

Man ls sorry and
tries to 'make up'
to woman, begglng

for forgiveness;
promlses not to
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powerless, fearful and
hopeless as she does

everythlng she can
to avert a violent

lncldent.
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Figure 6 The Cyc1e of Violence

junctures in the cycle are pointed out to her. At this stage,

an overviehl of a safety pl-an is outlined and, if the vloman

accepts, one is developed v/ith her. This is part,icularly

critical for those women who elect to leave the shelter within
a few days of admission. A description of his cues is
presented and the feeling of walking on eggs becomes

more understandable. It is uncertain if a woman ever feels a

sense of power at any particular stage whil-e she is in the
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relationship. An example of a safety plan may be very basic--

l-ist of telephone numbers in a secure place, agreed upon

fol-low up by a staff person at agreed upon times and

locations, source of immediate funds, if she drives, hide an

extra set of car keys, etc. It is important at this stage

that the discussion be presented in very simple terms,

respecting the woman's state of crisis/shock or a language

barrier. The staff will often request the woman to repeat the
/safety plan' that she has developed. The plan addresses her

immediate and future security.

The staff interviewed indicated that some of the v/omen

are aware of the cycle of vj-olence, particularly the honeymoon

stage. As stated by one of the front line workers, rrThe

'wal-king on eggs, syndrome is explained as the times when the

\Âroman tries to please her partner in order to avoid the

viol-ence. The husband is viewed as the catalyst for tension.

The woman, at tirnes, wiJ-I bring on the violent attack in order

to get it over with and she is hopeful things witl return to
/normal' for a whilett. It is at this stage that the woman

feels both guilt and extreme anger for a1Ìowing this to
happen--the self blame is predominant and her self esteem is
broken. It may be identified as the l-earned helplessness

theory outlined in the literature review.
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By the time some \^/omen arrive at the shelter, the staff
indicated that it is possible that the cycle has decreased

from three stages to two--it moves directly from tension

building to the violent epj-sode. Staff further stated that
there are a number of r¡/omen who are repeat admissions as a

result of a decreased cycÌe of violencer' i.e.: go directly
from tension building to violence and bypass the honeymoon

stage

The fol-l-owing chart (Figure 7), adopted from the Thunder

Bay Sexual Assaul-t & Crisis Intervention Program, forms the

framework of operation at the shelter in respect to admissions

and service provided. Each of the staff, from the Director to
front line, participate in the services provided to the $/omen.
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ls She Safe?

NO

sds to lalk
someone

I

I

supportlvs. Try
fnd out more
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cuss opüons.

Can we call the Pollce?

YES I NO

Calllng for
lnformalion

Needs I

to som¡
I

I

Be sup¡
to fnd
abod h
Discuss

I

Glve
Appropriate
lnformation

Try to lalk about optlons.
Are chlldren fnvolved-

Encourage her to
contact us lf she
wants counselllng
or lnforma$on on
communlty resources
or lf shs fac€s
harassment, etc.

Brlng her in for prescreening

',ll
lf appropriate and lf not approprlate,
there ls room begin make thé
lntake appropriate røfønal

lf thls ls only têmporary
arr¿rnge to prescreen.

lf urgent, a
resident from
the house wlll
have lo take
or¡tslde

lf less urgent
she wlll have
lo go on ho
waíting llst
unlll wo have
an openlngaccommodation

overnlght

Does she have family
or frlsnds for support
and accommodations?

lf appropriate,
but house ls full

Figure 7

The foJ-lowing

cal-l- is received.

refused service by

is an overview of what takes place once a

It is important to note that no rüoman is
shelter staf f . The onl-y restrictions to
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admission are those women with a severe drug or alcohol

problem; suicidal- tendencj-es or a severe psychoÌogical problern

such as schizophrenia. It is often difficult for staff to

determine if any of the above are present, particularly over

the telephone. They often rule in favour of the woman and, at

admission, decisions are made regarding referrals to hospital

or detoxification centre. The premise that everyone's story

is believed underlies the decision of admission. The call-s

received regarding housing requirements are referred to

external- agencies or services. The following information was

gleaned from the interview notes with staff and is somewhat

consistent with the information outlined in Figure 7.

o Crisis call is recei-ved by front Ìine worker and a
decision is made regarding possible admission.

o At the same time, a decision is made as to whether or not
police are required or if a taxi will suffice.

. Upon arrival at the Centre, â[ immediate assessment is
made in reference to her requirement for safety, medj-cal
attention, hospitalizatj-on, etc

o If admitted, continued crisis intervention is provided
and basic data is recorded, i.e.: name, extent of
injuries, contacts, etc. This amount of information
gathered at this stage is dependent upon woman's state of
shock (reinforced that the abuse is not her fauJ-t) .

¡ Commence the empowerment process by allowing her the
opportunity as to whether or not she wants to stay. If
she decides to leave, a safety pJ-an is developed.

. If admitted, the woman is given a brief tour of the home,
at which time the security components are pointed out and
an overview of house rules is provided.

o lrloman is taken to her room and given a few personal items
and informed that staff are availabl-e when she wishes to
tal-k and that more information will- be requested when she
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they are made

o If woman decides to stay, dependent upon the degree of
abuse she has suffered, she is put on a tchore chart' and
assigned certain household responsibil-ities, i.e.:
cleaning, preparation of a mea1. This provides for an
opportunity for discussj-on in a non-threatening
environment.

. When children are put to bed, v/omen have an opportunity
to sit and chat, which assists thern in feeling
comfortable. Front Ij-ne staff are always available for
the residents if they wish to talk.

o The resident counsel-Ior becomes invol-ved the next day by
setting up an appointment with the r^/oman in a
confidential setting.

. Dependent on woman's choice, referrals are made to
external agencies and services, individual counselling
sessions are established, referral is made to community
group sessions and referral is made to external
counsellor. The goal is to match the woman with
available services in the community based on assessment
completed. Foll-ow up servj-ces are established with her,
if she el-ects, when discharged f rom the shel-ter and a
safety plan is developed.

Once a v/oman leaves the shelter and does not want foIlow

üp, provision of service to her is stopped. This is done in
order to respect her choices. Service wil-l- resume when and if
she contacts the Centre again. Discussion of cases takes

place at the weekJ-y staff meetings. Further contact takes

place with the clinicat supervisor on a weekly basis. Upon

contact from external- agencies, farnily or partners, [o

i-nformation is shared unless the r,/oman has outli-ned to the

staff what she wants shared or communicated to identified
persons. This is the point at which agencies become

frustrated and are of the opini-on that the Shel-ter has a

responsibility to report to and respond to requests for
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inf ormation. The cl-inical- supervisor acts as an external

support to the resident counsellor and front line staff and on

a number of occasions, she is a shoulder to lean on as well as

acting as an interface with community agencies.

PercepÈions of Boards

The cycle of violence places vromen in a dependent

relationship, both on a social- and emotional basis. One Board

member referred to the cycl-e of violence as inter-generational
and as a resul-t of dysfunctj-onal- famil-ies. The shelter
assists women in recognizing the irnpact the cycle has on their
life and that of their immediate families. It is used to

assist women in identifying the danger signs and the necessity

for personal safety plans.

Perceptions of Community Àgencies

There was a consensus amongst the agencies that the

shelter does provide safety and security to the women. They

validate their comments by stating that after the women enter

the shelter, communication regarding their progress and future
decisions is non existent. They do become aware of the

service provided when a referral is made to their particular

agency. fnteraction with the Family Violence Team provides an

opportunity for update, rez service provision in general. No

direct reference is made to the abused \^romen who have gone

through the shelter. The protection of the woman's identity
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and plans while they are in the shelter is evidenced through

the Lack of client specific communication to external agencies

and services. One community representative stated that as a

resul-t of the cycle of violence theory, "...she runs on his

agenda and it is his cycIe, not hers...rr

SUMI{ARY ÀNALYSIS

The staff within the Centre are believed to provide a

safe and secure environment where women can review their

options and make choices. This is evidenced when those v¡omen

who have been in the Centre pursue referrals made and openly

begin to discuss their situation with the external agency.

Informal- interaction with staff of the program provides the

forum for outlining the services provided. This is based on

the opinion of the researcher.

The agencies are not fulIy a\^¡are of what happens within
the program due to the highly confidential nature of the

service provided. A familiar comment vtas that after a woman

enters the shelter, she is somewhat isolated from the other

services. ItI am uncertain if the needs are being met due to a

lack of communication with me once a referral is made and she

is adrnitted. We only hear about it if the woman contacts us

after she leaves the shel-ter, as it does not happen very often

while she is in the shelterrr.
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The program attempts to incorporate a number of the key

concepts of feminist counsell-ing with particular emphasis on

respect, equality and empowerment. The underlying premise is

in creating a non-judgemental, supportive environrnent where

$¡omen can feel safe in disclosing their feelings and

expressing their fears. Considerable emphasis is placed on

allowing $¡omen the time and space which encourages them to
make choices according to their needs.

The staff at the Centre state that there exists a power

differential between the mal-e and femal-e in a rel-ationship.

The mal-e is in a more powerful position to invoke violence--

other theoríes appear to view men and women in a marriage as

equal partners with problems, the feminist philosophy view it
as a polrer dynarnic !'rithin the marriage with males having the
tupper edge'.

It is with the key concepts of assisting r{romen to develop

a sense of personal and political power that the counsellor at

the Kenora Family Resource Centre attempts to fol-l-ow. rrThe

term empowerment is a key issue in Feminist approach--taking

a woman frorn where she is now and assisting her in recognizing

what is happening to her--a part of the process of healing is
that things will- recur in her life and each tirne she becomes

stronger. A further goaJ- is, in the rol-e of a facilitator, to

encourage a 'self search' to address strengths and weaknesses
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in an attempt to ensure they find their inner pov/er and the

power of interconnectedness, i.e.: the violence she is
experiencing and the violence towards women in societytt. It
is stressed that a v¡oman be given the necessary supports in
order that, she may make choices dependent upon her needs at

the time. The researcher is of the opinion, based on

information shared in the interviews, that the crisis
intervention service provided Ís reflective of the information

contained in the literature review. Reference is made to
figures 2 and 3 and accompanying text in literature review

(subsection 3.2) .

The counselling service provi-ded does not follow a set

pattern, nor is there a uniform period of time that each woman

would spend in individual or group sessions. The averagie

length of stay, based on comments received from the staff and

a review of the agency rnonthly reports, is three weeks or

less. This amount of time does not allow for a great deal of

intervention. The primary focus is to assist the hromen in
understanding what is happening to them and that the violence

they are experiencing is not their fault. The woman,s sharing

of the assault that took place is the catalyst for beginning

the discussion as to what is happening. As one staff person

stated, ttWê are confident that we provide a safe and secure

environment because the women appear comfortable in disclosing

their story. This provides us with the opportunity to engage

in discussions about the irnpact of the cycle of violencerr.
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The staff at the shel-ter are interacting with the women

twenty-four hours a day, and are available at any time they

wish to discuss their particular situation. If the woman is
receptive, and she does so by verbally indicating she is
prepared to talk, the staff support the woman in rnaking her

choice. If she chooses to return to an abusive relationship,
they assist in the development of a safety plan. ft is stated

to be a non-judgremental environment, as the staff are aware of
her anxiety and feelings of shame for coming to a shelter.
They attempt to establish a comfort zone with the woman in
order that she may begin to feel- she has the right to choose

as weII as the freedom to choose--freedom from violence.

The information shared with the researcher by staff
indicated that the women coming to the shelter may have a

number of problems, including alcohol- and drug dependency.

The focus is on the viol-ence and the overview of the resources

avail-ab1e to the woman. rrOften times there are contributing
problems such as drugs and alcohol and our first priority is
to deal with the violence they have experienced. If they are

receptive, we identify community resources that may assist
them in dealing with the other problemsrr.

It is important to state that one of the principles of
operation, expressed by the staff interviewed, is that the

overall objectives of the crisis intervention program are
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relayed to the women by the nature of the atmosphere within
the horne--the overal-l comfort and attitude of the staff in the

acceptance of all- v/omen who are experiencing the societal
problem of violence.

It is the intent of the staff, due to the short-term

nature of the $¡oman,s stay, to provide a safe and secure

environment and to reassure the woman that her story is
believed and, when the opportunity presents itself, to
reassure her that the violence experienced is not the result
of her behaviour--it is not her fau1t. Further, it is
important that she is made av/are that she does have choices in
respect to her future and that during her stay in the shelter,
her safety and security is of priority.

The researcher feels confident that the staff
(interviewed) do attempt to provide a service consistent vrith

the stated goals and this is done by folJ-owing the cycle of
violence theory. Their efforts are somewhat compromised due

to the short stay of some of the v/omen within the shelter.
The opportunity is not there, nor is it realistic to expect

that a r¡¡oman wil-l- be made to feel comfortable and secure, or

to review and choose an option, or to have a safety plan

developed if she is only in the home for a short period of
tirne, i.e.: overnight to two weeks. The staff did state, and

it is supported in the l-iterature, that an abused woman, upon
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entry to the shelter is in a state of shock and her major need

may be to escape from the 'worl-d at largTe' for a period of

time.

Although representatives of the Board stated that they

have a general understanding of the service provided in
respect to the cycle of viol-ence, it is somewhat presumptuous

to think or expect that they would have a thorough

understanding. There is clear evidence of their desire to

understand in that each of the femal-e Board mernbers take a

turn of emergency on call should the Director or Resident

Counsellor be unavailable. As one Board member stated, rrlt is
not a curing centre. We onJ-y provide short-term crisis
intervention and the theory of the cycle of violence is the

major intervention used. However, I do not have an in depth

understanding of the theoretical- base of this interventionrr.

ft is critical- that there be a thorough understanding, on

the part of the Board, regarding the service provided and the

underlying philosophy of the shelter. An example may assist
in cl-arifying--a staff person on the evening shift receives a

cal-I from a law enforcement agency requesting that they be

allowed to serve a summons to a v/oman in the shelter. In this
example, the v/oman in question does not want external contact

and is very fearful- of men, particularly those exhibiting
pohler. The staff person refuses contact. Pressure is then
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exerted on members of the Board to deal- with this issue

because, in the opinion of the law enforcement agency, the

program has an obligation to co-operate. ff the Board is not

fuJ-ly av/are of and supportive of the service provision within
the shelter, a major conflict may arise between Board and

staff which can, in turn, create an unsafe environrnent within
the home, i.e.: any external agency/ individual rnay be given

access to the shelter without the consent of the v/oman in
questj-on. The researcher realizes that, in the case of this
shelter, this is an extreme exampJ-e, but it does identify an

area of concern that must be addressed, namely--consistency in
the understanding of the service delivery within the shelter
by the Board and staff.

The representatives of the community ag'encies interviev¡ed

did not appear to have an understanding of the service

provided within the shelter, particularly in reference to the

cycJ-e of violence theory. The general comment received hras,

frOnce a \^/oman enters the shel-ter, wê have no idea what

happens--aI1 attempts at contact are discouraged'r. Although

the interviel¡/ees expressed a general understandj-ng of the

expected service delivery, they coul-d not relate it to

concrete examples. Only a few were made generally aware of

the program if a v/oman foll-owed through with a referral to

their particuJ-ar aqency.
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The l-ack of awareness of what happens within the shelter,

as stated by community representatives, is an indication of

their inability to relate their understanding of the program

goals to the secure nature of the shelter and the protection

of the vromen's security by the staff. This addresses a

further concern that there is a need to ensure that external

agencies and, to some extent, representatives of the Board,

are made av/are of what happens within the shel-ter once an

abused v/oman is admitted. The question to be pursued is, rrWho

has the responsibility to educate regarding the shelter

operation and how should this be done?rl

The above comments indicate a range of opinions about the

quality and consistency of the crisis intervention service

provided. The researcher concludes that, although the staff

within the Centre are providing the services as outlined in

the goals contained within the program l-iterature, the clarity

of understanding by the Board and external agencies of the

service provided needs to be addressed. It was beyond the

scope of this review to determine the quality of the services

provided. This must be addressed in a more detailed

evaluation framework.

Recommendations:

7. That the Executive Director, Resident Counsellor
and representatives of the Board meet to develop an
orientation package for both internal and external-
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of the

That the Board and staff consider the option of
rneeting together over a two-day period (retreat) in
an attempt to re-address the underlying philosophy
and goals of the program. During this process, the
information gathered can be used to assist in the
undertaking of a more detailed program evaluation.

That a further training package be developed that
witl outline the cycJ-e of violence theory in
respect to service provision and a forum be created
that will allow for the opportunity to discuss why
some of the conventional social work theories are
not appropriate within the shelter, i.e.: referral
to outside agencies is not necessarity a bad thing,
the referral is dependent on the service the agency
provides (appropriate is the key word). It is not
appropriate to refer a v/omen to rnarital_ and farnily
counselling if she is living in an abusive
relationship.

4. Ànticipated Results

Description: Upon determination of the stated
perceptions of the parti-cu1ar giroups in reference to the
underlying philosophy and goals of the program, it is
important to review their respective expectations. The
information gathered in this section al-lowed the

8.

9.

researcher
contributed
addressing

to
to

an

clearly isolate some basic issues which
the devel-opment of the terms of reference
in-depth evaluation of the total program.

Discussion: Perceptions of Staff
The anticipated results on the part of the staff varies

and it is somewhat dependent upon the point of intervention in
the cycle. The success of the intervention is dependent upon

the abused woman's particular physicar and emotionaL state at
the time of initiar contact and admission to the shel-ter. The

provision of counselling or understanding, oD the part of the

woman, regarding services provided occurs when she is ready to
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accept same and feels safe within the shelter environment. As

one staff person stated, rrWhen a v/oman enters the shelter, she

is usually in a state of shock and, as a result, can only

absorb so much information and she will let us know when she

is readyr'.

There is not much variance between the expectations of

the front l-ine staff, the Resident Counsellor, the Executive

Director and the Cl-inical- Supervisor. The degree of

difference is directly related to their l-evel of interaction
with the abused v/oman. The target group served is abused

\^romen from all sectors of soci_ety, rangring from the youngter

\¡/omen between the ages of sixteen to twenty-five and a further
group up to their nid-fifties. There are not many vromen over

the age of 55 who access the shel-ter. The rÁ/omen represent the

different class structures of society and, arthough a portion
of the middl-e to upper cl-ass women do not access the shelter
for accommodatj-on, they do phone regularly for support and are

beginning to participate in group sessions facil-itated by the

shelter.

As one staff stated, rrEach iÀroman is at a different place

on the long road to recovery and the rebuilding of their j-nner

strength and powerrr. Generally, the staff want to reassure

the women that they are safe and secure while they are in the

sheLter and that their story is believed. rhey further state
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that they want to ensure that the women understand the cycle

of violence and how it is effecting them individually and

their family. In concert with this, they are hopeful- that the

environment within the shelter is one which allows them to

make informed choices about future developments and to

identify options to break out of this cycì-e.

At the initial- intake, the staff are very much in

control, but upon admission, the staff work towards shifting
ttthe control- of her life situation[ to the l{Ioman herself in a

supportive, healing environment.

They are also very realistic in their views and

expectations and are cognizant of the fact that any progress

made is dependent on the woman's ability to choose and develop

options for herself--einpowerment. rrWe move at her speed and

wiLl only discuss the cycle of violence and safety plans when

she is ready and not before. Some women l-eave before any

formal discussion takes placerr, as stated by one of the staff.

The front l-ine staff contacted based the measurement of

the success of the program on the number of readmissions to

the home, degree of follorn/ up upon discharge, degree to which

the \^/omen open up and express a desire to take control of

their lives and, their request for servj-ces and participation

in group sessions. They feel it is difficult to measure
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success. The prirnary measurement is the staff's judgement of

the \doman's increase in sel-f esteem. The measurement of

success is somewhat complicated by the fragile ernotional state

of the v/oman combined with the short time in the shelter,

which limits the degree of intervention.

The Executive Director and Resident Counsellor regularly
review case pl-ans/Iogs, assess general comfort within the

shelter, assess the discussions at regular staff meetings and

di-rect interaction with the \¡/omen who have agreed to
participate in foJ-Iow-up counselJ-ing. As weLl, interaction
vrith external agencies and services informally provides

information regarding the woman's continued involvement with

these services.

The interaction with staff and a review of the data

collected through the interviews indicated that there is no

formal review process in place regarding the crisis
intervention service provided. The staff have identified the

need for a follow-up process with vromen in order to

effectively monitor the irnpact of the service in respect to
gaps and future program needs. rrlt is difficul-t to assess the

impact we are having with the women and it is important for us

to develop a comprehensive discharge form that will- provide us

with some valuabl-e information that may be used to enhance our

servicert.
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Perceptions of Board

The Board expects the program to provide a secure

environment for the women. They view their role as one in
which they continue to advocate for services and participate

in public education programs. Further, it is their

responsibility to ensure that the service is delivered in a

fiscally responsible manner.

A major concern expressed by the Board $/as that their
program must become more sensitive to the varied needs of

hromen from different cul-tures--particularly native women.

At this stage in development, there is no formal review

process in place. The information or assessment of success is
dependent upon information provided to the Board at monthly

meetings and informal contacts between Board members and

staff. The rnonthly statistical forms submitted to the

Ministry indicate that the program is wel-l utilized. The

financial statements inform the Board that they are

functioning within all-ocation but the needs of the program

surpass the existing budget. The Board would tike to see a

formal review process in place that would involve the Board,

staff and, of major importance, the abused women that have

utilized the service. As one Board member stated, rrOur Board

has not regularJ-y addressed our goals and objectives and it is
our hope that \^/e can use the information contained in this
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directionsrr.
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review of the phiJ-osophy and future

Perceptions of Cornrnunity Agencies

the comments from the communj-ty agencies and services

varied in respect to expectations from the program. Up to

this point, the researcher v.las generally satisfied that data

collected from the interviews confirms the overall goals and

philosophy of the program. The comments shared do support

their overall understanding of what they perceive the program

has to offer, referring specificalJ-y to statements such as:

safety and security for the women once they enter; provision

of a heating environment based on the premise that in order to

heal others, one must heal themsel-ves first; accessible to

$/omen twenty-four hours a day; enable the forum for freedom of

choice; reinforce the fact that the violence is not the fault

of the woman; development of safety pl-ans in concert with the

r¡rromen; provision of a non-judgemental' non-partisan

environment; educate r¡Iomen to be ar¡/are of and deal With

dynamics of viol-ence and; ultinately to assist l¡tomen and

facilitate information that wil-l all-ow thern to achieve a non-

viol-ent lif estyle.

The interview format and

allowed the researcher to Probe

the initial expectations. It

use of open-ended questions

the respondents in respect to

is quite infornative in that
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they expect the Centre to ensure safety and security,

facilitate choice and generally to provide a supportive and

nurturing environment as outl-ined in the philosophy. The

fol-l-owing expectations seem to speak more to the needs of the

agencies and services than that of the centre, speci-fically,

referral of the abused r^/omen to other agencíes and services;

expectation that the Centre wil-t follow up with aqencies,

i.e.: courts, when women leave the shelter; public education

to others regarding dynamics of violence and services (rnost

agencies did not feel that they required any public

education); Centre has a responsibifity to become

knowl-edgeable about the court/legal system in order to advise

\¡/omen of their rights/obligations to foll-ow through and; an

expectation that the Centre will develop and ensure close

working relationships via enhanced networking.

The community expectations are not consistent with the

communities' expressed understanding of stated goa1s. It is
the researcher's opinion that the agenci-es' needs for
information for their o\¡/n means surpasses the shelterrs desire

and commitment to ensure the safety and security of the women

once they enter the shelter. A representative of the legal

community stated the following, rrThere is a rel-uctance on the

part of the staff at the shel-ter to al-1ow me to contact a

v/oman at the shelter or even to confirm she is there. I
require that contact in order that the court process (charges)
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shecan be fol-l-owed through.

is? rl

Why can't they tell- me where

Safety and security is an all-encompassing phrase that

does ensure the protection of v¡omen while they are in the

shelter. The researcher is cautious not to make a judgement

about community agencies' concern for the program. The above

comments are based on a review of the information contained in

the interviews.

The fol-towing diagram (Figure 8) may assist in explaining

the basis for the community agencies' expectations of the

program. The source of this diagram is based on discussions

with shelter staff and Board members of other programs

throughout our district, âs well- as with the former Director

of this program. It reflects the researcher's perception and

it is alluded to in the Iiterature reviewed regarding

safety/security

There is consensus between the community agencies and the

shelter in respect to suggested methods that could be used to

measure the effectiveness of the program. The common theme is

to involve the abused women in measuring the effectiveness of

the program. This is supported by the literature reviewed.

the methods that are proposed by the community are discharge

monitoring forms, documenting the number of
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admissions/discharges and re-admissions, survey those vtomen

who have been through program, application of standardized

instruments that will address $/omen's feelings, such as Beck

Depression Inventory, Cì-ient Satisfaction Survey and Index of

SeIf Esteern Scal-e. A number of other suggestions are very

general in nature and address the collection of qualitative

soft data such as interviews that may contain the following

questJ-ons: rrAre you stilI in a violent relationship?tt, rrHas

program made a difference in your life, employment?rr, etc.

The community representatives did state that monitoring

and follow up should be with all- women who have been through

the shelter. This comment does further address a lack of

understanding on behalf of the community, in reference to the

freedom of choice the women have and necessity of staff to

accept their decisions and not to irnpose a foll-ow up process

on those v/omen who choose not to participate. In some cases,

unannounced follow up could set off a violent situation,
particularly if the v/oman has returned to a violent

relationship. As wel-l-, if the women elect to either return to

the violent relationship or start on their own in the

community, this independence rnust be recognized.

One community representative posed the question, rrl^lhat is
the viability of measuring this type of proqram with such a

short stay in the residence and how can wê, as an example,
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determine the success if we do not know what actually happens

within the secure environment of the shelterrr. The

measurement of success or faiture of a program does speak to

the need for a more in-depth evaluatj-on.

SUMMÄRY/ANALYSIS

Based upon a review of the information contained in the

interviews with staf f , there r^/as consistency in their

expressed feelings that they provide a beneficial service and

that the shelter is a safe and secure pÌace. The expressed

atmosphere in the home is one of mutual support and teamwork.

Their commitment is evidenced in their desire to enhance their

counsel-Iing skiIls and advocate for services external to the

shelter. They do recognize that they 'wa1k a fine line' and

must be cautious not to slander the woman's abusive partner

nor to make decisions for the woman--usurp her authority.

The staff do real-ize and openly state that the service

they provide is only one service required on the spectrum of

service provj-sion to 'abused women'. It is their strong

desire to put a dent in the problem of abuse and to ensure

that the v/omen that access the service are made av¡are that

they have choices in respect to their future and the choices

witl be respected and supported while they are j-n the shelter.

The Resident Counsellor put it this wâY, ItAs I see it, the

specific goal is to put a dent in the crimes against women'
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educate the public and community agencies, provide direction

and supervision to Centre staff based on the feminist

philosophy--person is political-, it is 'I' , not 'she'.rr

The staff openly stated that in order to engag'e in an

effective review of the services provided it is essential that

those v/omen who have accessed the service participate in the

review and are assured that their input will be listened to

and incorporated in the ongoing delivery and enhancement of

services. This is supported by the literature review,

particularly articles authored by Schechter.

The Board mernbers interviewed stated that they are

comfortabl-e with the services provided based on information

they receive. They did identify a concern in respect to their

involvement and that, âs a voJ-unteer, attendance at nonthly

meetings does not ensure that they are fully avrare of the

program. They identified the need to become more invol-ved in

understanding the services provided. The lack of expressed

understanding by some Board members puts additional pressure

on the Executive Director to engage in public education

activities with them. A comment shared by a Board member !ìtas,

rr. . .that orientatj-on and public education shoul-d become a

regular agenda item at monthly meetings in order that r^/e may

become more famitiar with the issues.rl
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The Board commends its members and the staff for the

effective networking that takes place in the community,

particularly with the Family Violence committee. The issue of

Farnily Violence is not easy to promote and, for a number of

reasons, people avoid contact with the service unless they are

personaJ-1y invol,ved

One of the key questions that was posed to community

agencies and services was their general feeling as to whether

or not the crisis intervention service was meeting the needs

of abused v/omen.

Are the abuse-specific needs of the v/omen being
adequately met by the Kenora Family Resource
Centre; if not, what needs go unmet?

Àmongst those intervietred, there was general consensus

that, based on their understanding of communicated goaJ-s, the

abuse-specific needs of the \^/omen are being rnet. A summary of

the consisLent comments refl-ects the following: the Resource

Centre is not set up to deal with drug and alcohol problems;

there is the necessity of the program to become more sensitive

to the needs of native \4romen; general concern regarding need

for long-term fol-low upi necessity to plan for and ensure

referrals to other agencies, re: treatment plans for children

and ongoing services for children. The service is limited by

the amount of time the \,romen remain in shelter, i . e. :

overnight to three weeks is not a great deal of time to

develop a plan or ensure in-depth services.
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The researcher found that the service provision in

respect to immediate shelter for abused v/omen within a safe

and secure environment is generally provided. The concern

appears to be what happens when they leave the shelter, which

is further complicated by the agencies' perceived individual

expectations of the service provided at the shetter, i.e.:

expressed necessity for foJ-Iow-up with courts and need for

secondary housing and ongoing intervention.

Questj-ons seven, eight and nine of the interview format

r¡/ere included in order to solicit inf orrnation from the

respondents regarding potential options. The information

contained in the following summary (Figure 9) further assisted

in drafting the recommendations and the terms of reference

addressing a more in-depth evaluation.

7. In your opinion, what do you perceive as the most serious
difficulty facing the program in terms of meeting it's
objectives? What are the barriers?

8. In your opinion, what are the most serious issues or
questions that you beJ-ieve an evaluation should answer,
i.e.: what components will indicate to you that the
program is successful-?

9. What are your views on required counselling proqrams for
abused women/children; community development/public
education; Iiaison with other services? What components
would you propose to meet these needs?



l-ack of a$rareness of
native culture and the
abused v/omen,s home
community re: l-ack of
security, closed nature
of native. \^/omen prevents
discJ-osure; culture
shock for native
famil-ies when they
relocate to large
community

communities,
misunderstanding of what
service provision is at
the Centre, i.e.:
support of a patriarchal
system amongst community
agencies--program is
criticized before
community understands
it; funding to expand
residential component;
issue of comrnunity
agencies wanting control

QUESTTON # 7

FIGURE 9

difficulty in measuring
success with native
v/omen r' enhanced
networking re: this
concern is required

UESTION # 8

how to effectively
engage in future
evaluation re:
effectiveness, ensure
input from abused vromen
re: enhanced self-
esteem and desire to
Ieave viol-ent situation.

include components of
program that are
sensitive to native
culture, i.e.: include
a native elder (female)
to assist in healing
process ; consuJ-tation
with native communities
(wornen) r Lê: needs and
possible options.

major requirement for
networking amongst
agencies to share and
understand servíce
provision, re:
necessity for
confidentiality of
v/omen--hrork towards a
l-evel of trust; uniform
protocol for
intervention in family
violence amongst
agencies; clarity, re:

9UESTToN # 9
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underlying philoso



public education of
Iegal community, re:
dynamics of violence
against vromen

QUESTToN # 7

staff motivation,
enhanced funding

FIGURE 9 (cont'd)

almost impossible to
attain objectives due to
prevalence of violence
in society;
responsibility of social
system to take an active
role in public
education, i.e.:

education of Resource
Centre staff, re:
avail-ability of service;
responsibility of
shelter staff to legal
system

UESTION # I

education systern

provision of
support/security in a
sma1l community is
difficult for a number
of reasons.

liaison with community
agencies by shelter
staff to ensure a
network of supports are
available for women if
they elect to access
services, i.e. : message
that someone is
concerned

enhanced advocacy once
\¡¡omen decide to leave
shelter and pursue an
alternative life styte

necessity to reinforce
amongst public the
position of Ferninist.
Philosophy, particularly
empo\^terment and pohrer
imbalance, re: roles

QUESTION # 9

L28
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The community agencies appear to have expectatj-ons of the

Kenora Fanily Resource Centre beyond both what they are

capable of and what they are mandated to provide. As

indicated in the findings, the shelter is expected to act as

a resource to the court system by working with the women and

impressing upon them the need to fol-low through with charges.

As weI1, a number of those interviewed stressed that the

Centre should advise the staff of agencies as to whether or

not the women have been adrnitted and provide progress reports

whj-le they are residents. This is not true of all- servi-ces,

but of a representative number of those interviewed. This

does address the communities' general lack of a\Â/areness

regarding the actual- workings of the program and the necessity

for the highly confidential nature on the part of the staff in

an attempt to ensure that a safe and secure environment is

available for the woaen. It is important to stress that the

agencies do not criticize a lack of intervention on the part

of the shel-ter, but do openty express their uncertainty of

what happens within the shelter and exactly what is the crisis

intervention service that is offered.

A rnajor expectation of all those interviewed was that

their is a necessity to deveJ-op and/or provide a program that

is culturalty appropriate is of paramount importance. The

information obtained from the staff indj-cated that, ât times,

six of the ten ü¡omen in the shelter are nati-ve. The comments
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shared by staff revealed their desire to access appropriate

resources. rrI believe that we should encourage a native elder

(female) to come to the shelter and visit the lsomen to assist

the women in feeling comfortable enough to open up and discuss

the violence they are experiencing. It woul-d certainly assist

me in my role as a counsellorrr. The front line staff

expressed their lack of knowledge about reserve life by

stating the following, rrI am sometimes at a loss to assist in

the development of a safety plan for these women as f do not

know what resources exist in their home community--they live

in a male dominated cul-turerr. Representatives of the

community agencies who are themselves native made the

following comments, rt...the staff face a rnajor barrier due to

their lack of knowledge of the native culture and are una$¡are

of their home community in respect to resources. In most

cases, native rromen return to their home community due to a

lack of acceptance in a 'white cornmunity'. It is diffícult to

counsel native rüomen due to their closed nature as they keep

a great deal insider'.

Recommendations:

10. That the key stakeholders within the shelter engage in a
process of public education that will serve to provide
those community agencies and individuals interacting with
the service, a clearer understanding of the crisis
intervention program provided within the shelter.

That a process be put in place that will facilitate the
continued advocacy for culturally appropriate services to
other cuttural groups, particularly native v¡omen.

11_.
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L2. That future evaluations must include input from the
abused women who have accessed. the service ãnd who agree
to folÌow up in order to ensure services are reflective
of needs.

13. That community agencies/services be given the mandate to
advocate for services for abused women that cannot be
provided by the shelter.

1,4 . That the program Board of Directors continue to have
annual public rneetings and incorporate a process for
recruiting persons who are both sensitive to and
cognizant of the issues of family viol-ence.

l-5. That the Board and staff review what the immediate and
Iong term public education needs are in the community and
l-ook at what resources they have available to address
these in the short term and develop an appropriate
strategy.

Proposed/Suggested Directions :

ft was stated at the outset that the ownership of this
report rests with the program and the student researcher. The

input of staff and board regarding this report is critical,
particularly as it refers to implementation. Further, it is
equally important that staff and board input be solicited in
reviewing the recommendations, identifying priorities,
developing an implementation plan and acting upon it. Without

the joint effort of the identified stakeholders, there will be

no assurances that chang:es to the organization wilt be made.

The need for team building has been al1uded to in this
report. Working together on implementing the recommendations

will demonstrate a commitment by both Board and staff to work

together to improve the services to the r¡/omen and children who

use the Centre and to work towards improvement of the overall
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organizational functioning. To this end, it is recornmended

that there be a committee struck to review this report and to

determine what recommendations the shelter wishes to act on.

The committee would be responsible for priorizing the

recommendations and for developing an implementation strategy,

i.e.: action to be taken, target dates, accountability centre

and resources needed.

A further critical task of this committee would be to

review the proposed terms of reference that will address a

more in-depth eval-uation of the program. It is recommended

that this committee consist of the following:

Staff representation - N - 3
o Executive Director
o Fu1l time staff person who works directly with

T¡/omen and children (to be elected by other
staff)

. Casual relief worker (to be elected by other
staff)

Board Representation - |i[ = 4
o Chair of Personnel
o Representative from Native Comrnunity
o Two other Board members to be elected

Recommendations:

l-6. That a staff Board committee be struck as outlined above.

17. That there be a workshop for staff, Board and, if deemed
appropriate, volunteers. It is recommended that the
staff and Board review the o.A.I.T.H.rrStandards and
Ethics" document individually prior to this workshop to
provide a framework. The prirnary purpose of the workshop
would be to provide an open and friendly forum to
stimulate discussion and sharing regarding the findingrs
of this report.
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18. That using the information glganed from the above
workshop, a draft rrGoals and rObjectives Statementrr andttPhilosophy of Service Provision and Frameworkrr be
developed. Upon review and acceptance by the Board, it
can form the basis of an in-depth evaluation.

l-9. That a training program be developed that wil} address
the needs of present staff and that can be nodified for
Board participation. It should include the following:

overview of wife assault (causatíon, community
response, services) and its impact on hromen and
children (lecture sty1e, fiIms, discussions, etc. )
related issues (safety, Iegal, poverty, sexual
abuse, housinq, medical, culturalty sensitive
services) .
role of Resident Counsellor, house counsellor and
c. c.w.
crisis intervention and crisis counselling
technigues practical application through role
playing, observation/discussion
empowerment model versus medical model versus
traditional social service model.
roLe of abused v¡omen in defining their needs and
goals
services in community referral sources
stress manag'ement

20. That continued atternpts be made to work in concert with
other agencies, particularly members of the family
violence network and the education system.

5. ÀBUSED WOMEN'S PERCEPTTONS OF PROGRjA}Í DELIVERED

Description: The primary purpose in contacting abused
women who have accessed the service is to determine if
the crisis intervention service program has had a
positive impact on their lives. Further, it will serve
to confirm whether or not the stated objectives are
consistent with what is delivered.

Discussion:

The following reflects an analysis of the responses

based on the questionnaires returned (I2 out of 50).

will be reported as twel-ve individual case studies.

They
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It is critical to point out to Èhe Board of Directors

that the findings outlj-ned in this section should not be

interpreted as being reflective of all Lhe women who have

accessed the services of the shelter. The responses provide

an overview of the opinions of the twelve ttomen only who

responded. The researcher had no control over the selection

process of the respondents and the method undertaken by staff

at the shelter could be interpreted as bias. À future

evaluation project must address a more objective methodotogy.

Based on the small sample size and an analysis of the

data gathered, it is not possible to generalize and state

that, those abused r¡/omen who have accessed the shelter, a

safe, secure and non-proselytizing environment exists with the

Kenora Farnily Resource Centre.
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1. opinions of the House as a P1ace to Stay

Eiqht hrere satisfied with the Resource Centre and

what it had to offer in reference to physical features.

Seven of the respondents with children felt that

additional play space would have been beneficial for the

children. About six respondents found the house was too

crov¡ded or did not provide enough privacy. This v/as,

based on the v/omen's response, primarily due to hiqh

occupancy, which also contributed to generaJ- untidiness

in the home.

The shelter was highly rated as a safe, secure place to

be; six felt safe all the tiine and four most of the time. The

remaining two felt a little unsafe and their stated reasons

\^/ere general concern about the partners of some residents,

based on known reputations and because they did not feel- safe

when they \^/ere out of the residence on a pass.

As with a number of shelters, the house is smalI and when

the occupancy increases, it becomes quite crowded. The

significant finding in this section of the questionnaire is

that the residents confirm the general findings of the

interviews in that it is a safe and secure facility
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Opinions of the Staff

Ten of the women appeared very satisfied with either

the shelter staff/s helpfulness, friendliness or

frankne,ss, or the support the staff provided to the women

in making future plans. About nine of the $/omen did not

feel that they were being pushed in a direction they did

not want to go in or by taking control- of their lives;

two of the women indicated that they sometimes felt that

they r¡¡ere pushed in a direction they did not want to go

and one felt that she had pJ-ans imposed upon her. In

reference to personal questions, ten of the women

indicated that they v/ere comfortable with questions asked

by staff and two felt uncomfortable at the beginning.of

questioning only. Seven \^romen feLt that staff v/ere

generally honest with them most of the tirne, four felt

that the staff were always honest in their discussion and

one indicated that staf f hrere honest only a minirnum

amount of the time. There \¡/as a consistent split amongst

the residents regarding feelings of comfort in talking

with the staff ; five \ô/ere comfortable aLl the time and

five most of the time. The remaining two hlere comfortable

'very often'. fn reference to feeling intinidated by

staff, five indicated that they never felt intimidated,

six were intimidated onJ-y in the initial discussj-ons and

only one felt intimidated most of the time. Eight of the

women felt that they were honest al-l- the tj-me in talking
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r^rith staff and the remaining four stated they v/ere honest

most times in their interactions with the staff. Eleven

of the women (gOZ) were comfortable with the staff in
respect to goal setting and did not feel pressured and

only one of the women stated that the discomfort

experienced in goal setting was just at the beginning.

The data coll-ected in the questionnaires supports the

fact that the abused women accessing the shelter are generally

comfortable with the staff. Findings reported here about the

most highly valued staff characteristics are consistent with

another investigation (Bowber, l-981-) which emphasizes the

vj-tal role of para-professionals in assisting victims of

famil-y viol-ence. (Snith, 1984, pp. 135) .

3. Use of the Satisfaction with
Referrals to Community Services

I^iith the exceptions of referrals to legal services,

eight or more of the \^/omen had been referred to other

community services. A total of thirteen agencies vrere

Iisted in reference to this question on the

questionnaire. Interviews \^/ere held with representatives

of approximately 7OZ of the agencies/services listed.
There is a variety in response regarding satisfaction
with ref erraÌs r' some women were satisf j-ed with all
services used.
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The most frequently used, in respect to

satisf action, \ÂIas legaI aid services and Women in

Transition; a community support service directly linked

to the shelter. It would appear that there \,/as a f air

amount of referral-s made for these l¡/omen and, based on

responses received, a number of them were not accessed.

It may be that the women elected not to follov/ up on the

referrals. A number of the women indicated that they

would use services they lÂ/ere referred to when they were

ready. For those women who accessed municipal welfare

services, they expressed some dissatisfaction with the

way they v/ere treated (1).,\
Resource Centre in Meeting Needs of Residents

A1l- the v/omen that responded to the questionnaires

indicated that they $/ere very satisfied with their

experience at the Centre during their stay. Further, all

of the respondents indicated that they would use the

shelter again if necessary, would refer a friend or

someone in need of protection, and would continue to want

follow up or occasional- calls as per agreed upon follow

up p1an.

The following is a list of some of the comments received

the women:

\^/as treated with dignity and $/as af f orded irnmediate
privacy until I was ready to face other tatomen;
encourage home visits by staff in place of telephone
calls (for Ì¡/omen who have l-eft their partners);

from

a

a
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. assistance in obtaining furnishings and household items
when f moved out on my own was appreciated;

o satisfaction with the sincerity expressed by the staff,
and was not pushed into a decision. I feLt at ease;

. \¡/ould appreciate the development of support groups when
I leave the shelter;

o staff were always availabl-e to assist with the children
and let me be al-one or have a good cry ìo the staff showed me respect, despite ny drinking problem;

o just being there for people like me is great.

When asked v/hy they lef t the Centre, one of the ï¡¡omen

returned home, four felt they had some good plans to follow,
two fel-t they jtlst coul-dn't stay any longer, four just felt it
was a good tirne to leave, and one left for /other reasons',

such as she found housing.

5. Personal Information

the length of stay varied somewhat with the average

being from one week to three weeks; one of the

respondents T¡/as there for less than five days and four
T¡/ere residents for more than four weeks (30+ days). There

was quite a spread in ages of the respondents; four were

between 25-29 years of age, four v/ere between the ages of

35-39 years of age, and four \^/ere between the ages of 40-

49 years of age. The majority of the respondents, ten

indicated that they had some high school- education of

which four completed Grade 12 and six indicated that they

had some university education, and one indicated that she

had a Bachelors Degree.
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This data is somewhat supportive of the fact that the

average stay varies between 3-5 weeks with the average age

being between 25-39 years.

The stated reasons for leaving their partners varíed with

the most mentioned responses being, rrI gras very much afraidrr,
Itf wanted to get a$/ay from himrr, ttI hoped leaving him would

make hirn changerr, ttÏ wanted time to thinktt, and, ttI wanted

time to think about specif ic opti-onsrr. It is interesting to

note that four of the v/omen had decided to separate or divorce

and a further two women wanted to 'set up' on their own. One

respondent indicated that she rÀ/as 'tired of lif e and

everything she was continually experiencingi'.

The inforrnation contained within the questionnaires

indicates that the women who responded are generally content

with the service provided and they do feel safe and secure

within this shelter. They further indicated that they r^¡ere

comf ortable with the staf f and f el-t that they v/ere being

honest and open in respect to their present situation. Options

were outlined to the v/omen and they indicated that they did

not f eel pressured into making decisions they r¡/ere not

comfortable with. The external resources v/ere accessed by the

$romen and they stated that the ones used, in general, met

their needs and they \¡/ere satisfied with information shared

and service provided. The one agency that a percentage of the
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with was the nunicipal welfare

SUI.ÍMARY ANALYSIS

The researcher is aware that the return rate of the

questionnaires v/ere low and, perhaps does not reflect a

substantial view point. However, this form of data is quite

sensitive and difficult to obtain due to the degree of

security provided to abused women within the shelter movement.

The results of the questionnaires returned to support the

perceptions shared by staff and the rnajority of community

agencies that their is a safe secure environment provided at

the Kenora Farnily Resource Centre. Within this environment,

the respondents state that they are respected, their story is

accepted and the choices and options they select are

supported. Further, the responses provide a reassurance to the

Board as to what is occurring within the shelter, particularly

for those members who expressed an uncertainty of the service

provision.

The generaÌ perception of the agency representatives

interviewed is that the shelter does provide a safe secure
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environment in which the \"/omen have the opportunity to view

their life situation. The responses received may be used to

address the agency's concern regarding the closed nature of

the facility and to reaffirm the necessity for the secure

nature of the facility

A further evaluation should address an improved strategy

in order to increase the response rate while not jeopardizingr

the conf idential nature of the \^tomen's identity. The

information obtained does support the necessity of obtaining

feedback from those women who have accessed the service. This

is addressed in the li-terature review.

Although the number of responses received r,üere low, the

information obtained is regarded as valuable in providing

insight into the women's experiences while in the shelter. The

cotlection of this type of data is difficult due to the highly

sensitive nature of the program offered. Further, the

collection of information from the $/omen will- serve to both

cÌarify and identify the services provided.
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CHAPTER VTI

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

7.L CONCLUSTONS:

The goals of the practicum r¡/ere to determine if the

crisis intervention program delivered mirrors that which is
stated to be delivered and to develop terms of reference that
may be used in order to facilitate a more in-depth evaluation.

As well, the recommendations put forth, when acted upon, will
assist in ensuring the program is more evaluable. Based on

the j-nformation contained within the findings, the program

delivered does mirror that which is stated to be delivered,
that it is evaluabl-e and the recommendations contained within
the findings will only enhance the eval-uability of this
particular program component.

As the practicum proceeded, the information obtained from

the many respondents frequently identified more questions than

it answered. The staff and Board clearly state their
understanding of the program and did identify a number of
common areas such as safety and security, on-sight counselling

if women erect same, intervention based on cycle of violence
theory and the underJ_ying phiJ_osophy based on f eminist

ideology. They further state that they do provide a secure

environment in which the woman may 'escape, from society at
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Iarge and, if she elects, pursue foì-Iow-up services based on

referrals. The representatives of comrnunity agencies share

their perceptions of what they bel-ieve the servj-ce to be.

They are very crear in stating that they do not know what

happens within the shelter and how the stated intervention is
applied. This does support the staffrs and the Boardrs

statements of the provision of a safe and secure facirity.

7.2 BENEFIT TO SHELTER

The resurts or findings of the practicum provided the
Board of Directors and key staff with the opportunity to
reassess their direction and take a second look at their
mandate. A general confirrnation of services provided by the
crisi-s intervention service are evidenced in the resul-ts of
the interviews with the community agencies, staff and Board.

The results of the questionnaires returned by the abused women

confirm that the shelter offers a safe secure facility and the
freedom and comfort to review options is present within the
shelter.

The Board is in a better position to crearly articulate
the overall program j-n respect to phi]-osophy and mandate.

There is evidence in the findings that not arr program staff
and Board interviewed shared the same philosophy and. mandate.

The recommendations, once implernented, will- provide the forum

for discussion and consensus, rê: program goal_s.
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A further benefi-t in reference to the clarity of service
provision is that the key stakeholders within the program may

engiage in the deveì-opment of specif ic policy changes and

program enhancement. They are more av/are of where they tf.íL,

in the spectrum of servj-ce deÌi-very and the limitations they

are faced with in meeting the demands/expectations praced upon

them by other service providers. rn essence, the findings
provide them with information they require in order to
advocate for enhanced delivery within the community.

within any Board, there are members who are not fu1Iy
a\Á/are of the servi-ces provided by the agency for which they
have responsibility. The interviews with the Board members

served as a cataJ-yst in addressing the needs of service
traÍning and the necessity to engage in a sel-f-learning
process. The literature revj-ew provided some basic orientation
for them in respect to feminist philosophy and the necessity

for shelters.

The joint ownership of this evaluation contributed to the
Board's commitment to reassess their direction. They wilr
undertake this task by i-mprementing a number of the
recommendations contained in the report. The Board has

tentativery agreed, dependent on avair-abIe resources to
request a more indepth evaluation in concert with the Ministry
of Community and Social- Services.
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There are a number of activities that they may engage in
order to enhance communication between staff and Board.

Specific reference is made to recommendations #16 and j_7. The

practicum report has assisted. in isol-ating a number of issues

that exist internalJ-y and with outside service providers in
respect to communication and public education.

Figure I I Schematic of Shelter Operation, graphically
displays the operation of the shelter and articutates the

reasons for the difficulties experienced by external- agencies.

The Board may use this schematic in identifying the further

'points of entry' to be addressed in an indepth evaluation.
The Board and staffr âs a result of this diagram, are more

ar¡/are of the necessity for involving abused hromen in future
reviews. They are more ahrare of the frustration experienced by

external servj-ce providers regarding the closed nature of the
shelter. More importantly, the Board is ar¡/are of the necessity

for same.

The terms of reference provides the framework for
negotj-ating a future evaluation.

7.3 PERSONAIJ LEARNING GOALS

Formatíve research ís mainty aimed at
discovery and relies mainly on the
inductive approach. The study of a
program affords a learning opportunity
¡rith research used as a tool for
collecting data to assist in the
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conceptualization and operationalization
of a proçtrân, its goals, and tbe assu¡ned
causal relationsbips. (Rutman, 1981r p.
69).

fn many r,rays, the practicum served as an ef fective
learning tooI. tn" researcher r.Jas made more aware of the
issues of viol-ence against women and became more sensitive to
the principle of least intrusiveness as the practicum
proceeded.

There were moments of confusion encountered in reference
to the crisis intervention program and preconceived id.eas on

the part of the researcher. ItI¡Ihere there is some uncertainty
or lack of crarj-ty about the program, formative research can

be used to articulate it, identify effects, and shed light on

the problem being addressed.r! (Rutman, L9B1_, p. 61). The

personal learning goals !ì/ere crearly met in this practicum.

A generar knowledge of evaluation procedures was acguired. A

review of the differing evaruation designs and their
applicabitity hrere touched upon. Defining linits and

parameters for research on a specific topic v/ere addressed and

the opportunity to work with Board of Directors and key staff
in a form of problem solvingi hras available.

As the practicum proceeded,

the focus and changie it from

program to research of the

service. The staff and Board of

it was necessary to redefine

research of the counselling

crisis support/intervention

Directors of the Centre were
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quite co-operative in adjusting to the change in focus. This
change necessitated the researcher undertaking further
literature review. Further, the design of the questionnaire to
be used in follow up with the r¡/omen who had accessed the
service was changed. This provi-ded the researcher with the
opportuni-ty to contact other resources in order to access

instruments that have been used.

The researcher became more sensi-tive to the secure nature
of the facility and protection of autonomy of the r¡romen. The

administrative staff are quite protective of client-related
information that is kept in the fires and did not feel
comfortabl-e with an initial request to review fi1es. Al1 other
program documents related to the crisis intervention service
v/ere made available upon request.

The researcher became more av/are of the significance of
the interview process. üIhen an appointment was made, staff and

agencies $/ere quite co-operative and r¡/ere prepared for the
interviews based on the preJ-irninary information that was

shared with them. on the occasions that the researcher was in
the shelter, it v/as somewhat hectic due to crisis and other
interventions. The researcher sensed some discomfort on the
part of staff with a male presence in the shelter. All- those
interviewed were very co-operative and quite wilring to share
information. The researcher encountered problems in staying
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'on track' with some of the interviews. Due to the eagerness

to learn and the wirl-ingness of the respondents to share

information and personal- encounters, strict adherence to the
interview format was necessary.

The importance of synthesizínq a vast amount of
information into a readabre format was reinforced by way of
the nurnber of revisions requested. This procedure provided the
opportuni-ty for the researcher to appreciate and understand

that an eval-uation report is viewed by a large audience. rt is
necessary, therefore, to ensure that their i_s a flow to the
report and that goals of the evaruation are clearly addressed

in the written report.

The practicum provided the opportuni-ty for working with
the Board and key staff in articul_ating areas of concern. The

negotiation of the practicum, in reference to agreement of
purpose as well as the ownership of the report, contributed to
the partnership in conducting this eval_uation. They became

quite av/are of what was taking place and the necessity to
address the recommendations. The importance of their role in
the evaluation process lras reinforced and a degree of trust
developed between the researcher and the Family Resource

Centre Board and staff.
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The researcher, through interaction with staff, Board and

representatives of the community ag,encì_es, became more ahrare

of the issues faced by Native r^¡omen experiencing abuse. The

program personnel readily state that they are not able to
adequately address the need.s of Native v¡omen in reference to
language, safety plans and cultural a'¡rareness. They did not
have any knowledge of the resources that may or may not be

available in the home community.

ft is imperative that
utili-ze instruments that
particularly Native v/omen.

a future evaluation procedure must

are sensitive minority groups;

The following personal ì_earning goals r,\¡ere addressed
during this practicum:

1. To engage in a rearning process to undertake effectiveevaluations in an organized and systenatic manner andbecome more cognizant as to their validity in the ongoing
?:t-t":_"y of sociar services programs. es ã niddre manag:erln a government agency, more often than not, evaluatiãnsare undertaken only because of a rnajor crisis or due toan unsolvable problem encountered by the program. rnorder to assist programs to develop and 

"r,-n.nó" theirservice derivery prior to a rnajor crisismethods/procedures for ongoing evaruatio-ns must bedeveloped;

2- 19 begin to acquire the skirt of beconing more self-disciprined in addressi_ng a parrticurar tópic area byengaging in a structured eval_uãtion framewoik. rt is rnj,intent to be abl-e to transfer this rearned or acquireâskill to rny work settingr.
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To _enha_nce my. skirls in probrem sorving by working witha Board of Directors and key staff o? tne iaenËitieaagency by assisting them in clearly articulating areãs-orconcern and to work towards a process that wilr a110wthem to engage in a process of froblem resor-ution, ãtra;
To learn how to effectivery synthesize the vast arnount ofinformation that.was a"qui."ã during tñis practicum andto translate it in a neáningful and-focuseã report.

Rather than provide extensive commentary, by s/ay of
conclusion, upon the findings of this practicum, the
researcher has el-ected to provide a summary of some of the key
findings in the appendix. This choice was made in order to be
consistent with the practice throughout the report and to
recogrnize that the inf orrnation !üas shared in an open and
honest fashion by the staff and community agrencies.

speaking onry to the crisis intervention program
component of the Family Resource centre was difficult,
particularly due to some of the information shared by the
respondents--there appears to be a crimate of indifference
that generally exists in the cornmuni_ty. The findings of the
practicum not only address the stated goal, but also lay the
qroundwork for a further evaluation should the program erect
to do so.

3.

4.
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APPENDIX

SU!.ÍIíARIZED FINDfNGS - PROGRAIÍ STAFF AND BOARD

The documented goal of the progran is outlined in prior

statements within the practicum report and is outl-ined in

specific detail .in the.Appendix. The interviews t^/ith staff

and board revealed their understanding of the delivery of the

goals of the crisis intervention program which is reflected

betow. It is understood that the following poínts do not

pertain to a]t women who enter the shelter--it íã- aependent

upon the length of staY, 
,

o þrovision of inmediate crisis intervenlion servíces to
' tne vromen who enter the shelter by ensuring an imrnediate

assessment is done on theÍr physical st'ate and emotional
stater âs well as immediate telephone response to those
women who contact, the shelter

o provision of a safe and secure environmenÈ in both a
physical and emotional sense.

. provision of a non-threatening and non-judgemental
ãnvironrnent in which the women can review their options
and seek clarification upon request.

c provision of a thealing environment' in which there is
ãontinued support and acceptance of their story, combined
with reinforcement that they are not at fault for the
abuse

o provision of an expJ-anation of the cycle of violence,
i.e.: the 'walking on eggs syndrome, and that the woman
has fallen victim to her partner,s cycle of víolence. A
map is provided to her which points out the critical
behaviour patterns and cues to be aware of.

¡ if the woman elects, a safety plan is provided to her in
order that she may be more prepared when violence recurs,
particularly it Jfre returns to the violent environmenL;
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the healing environment provides the opportunity for the
v¡oman to interact with other rüomen and share in sinilar
experiences and through each other they can grohr
stronger, i.e.: empovrerment within a home in which they
are accepted, believed and supported;

when the v¡oman is ready, information is provided that
outlines the power imbalance that exists between men and
Ì^¡omen and how this is ef f ecting their lif e, i . e. :
personal vs. political. The tinterconnectedness' amongst
vromen in the shelter assists them in recognizing their
own strength and the strength. of the group--the person is
political;

during their stayr âD overview of the external resources
is shared and assistance in making referrals is provided
if they so e-l_e_c!._

a recognition of and support of choices made by the women
in respect to follow up upon discharge or closure of
file

A separate series of interviews with key .agencies

confirmed and supported that which was outlined by agency

staff and board. The foLlowing represents a brief summary of

their perceptions:

c the Kenora Fanily Resource Centre does atternpt to provide
a safe, secure environment based on the limited number of
referrals made and folloiÂ/ up contact with women who elect
to utilize the resource

r provision of imnediate crisis intervention service to
$/omen who contact the shelter or agencies making
referrals, i.e.: no one is turned away.

o agencies generally felt, based on their knowledge of the
program and inforrnation shared with thern, that women are
'ed,ucated' regarding the issue of violence and that they
are not to blame for what is happening to them.

o the Kenora Family Resource Centre is generally recognized
as the primary service provider for abused women.

. it is assumeä that they provided a safe, secure
environment to the degree that once a hroman entersr Do
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formal contact takes place with a referral agency or an
agency requesting a status report unless the woman elects
to give permission, i.e.: Figure 8.

by nany, the assumption is made that clarity is provided
regarding the cycle of violence and the danger points are
outlined to her, i.e.: the abused !,roman truns on his
agenda'.

amongst the agencies, there does not appear to be a
clearly stated understanding of the ferninist philosophy
and how it is interpreted in the shelter.

arnongst the agencies interviewed there was declared
support for the approach used in the shelter regarding
the overview provided to the women, rê: the povrer
imbalances that exist in society and in . violent
relationships, particularly their own.

agencies feel thatìentre staff do advocate for the vromen
in a supportive manner by attending court with them and
accompanying them to agencies and services such as legal
aid, police, alanon, etc. 'r --- - 

.;:;l
supportive of philosophy of service provided for women by'
v/omen and the ínherent sensitivity, even though they do
not ful1y understand it,

recognition that this is only one service provided to
abused women and it is an immediate crisis intervention
service only

needs are met in a supportive environment where the
children are allowed to remain witn the rnother.

recognition of the linitations of what can be provided
depending upon the pace the women elect to move and the
length of tine they are in the shelter.

the community agencies expressed a desire to understand
what occurs within the shelter once a woman enters, this
may assist in modifyíng their expectat,ions of the
shelter.

The integrity of the crisis int"rv.nt,ion program is
supported by the data collected and reported. The delivery of

a service within a safe,

contributes to its success.

secure healing environment

At, the present tirne, the data
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be trusted and used as a contributor to a
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questionnaires, can

future evaluation.

ST'MI.ÍARY OF RECOUI.ÍENDATIONS

There are no easy recommendations that wilt bring about

a quick change in the overall understanding and delivery of

the crisis intervention program. The present program does

meet the imrnediate needs of the wornen accessing the service

and the perceptions of the key community agencies confirm the

goals as set out. The recommendations'were put forth to

address some of the misunderstanding and stated future program

needs. Listed below is an overview of the'salient points
- .;-

addreséing key recómmendations followed by a summarized tist

of all recommendations

1. Stated Program Goa1s:

Although there v/as unanimous support regarding the need

for and value for the service that exists, a lack of awareness

about the actual service provided to the vtoman was evident.

This, in part, is the responsibility of the shelter to clarify

and outline those components of their program that support the

highly protective nature that exists. On the part of the

comrnunity agencies, the onus is upon thern to reassess their

expectations in respect to what, they perceive the program

should do for then. Specifically, provision of information

about shelter residents, mandatory follow up on discharge from
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the shelter and reinforcement, by staff, of the women's

responsibility to foIlow through with the court system.

This program, as stated by the staff and Board, is a

shelter program established to provide safety and security to
women in need in order that they nay review the options

available to the¡n. The staff do not assume any greater role
than that which is stated. This reflects the necessity for
and commitrnent to the negfls of the residents. It is when this
message is not clearly communicated to external resources that
difficultíes occur and expectations increase. Agency and

community ar^/areness of this program can only contribute to its
''/success.

It will be necessary to readdress underlying

philosophical principles of Ferninism, i.e.: povrer imbalances

and to clarify the critical stages of fanily violence when a

woman decides to leave the violent relationship and seek

safety and security. As a map of the critical developments

are provided to the abused v¡omen, it is necessary to develop

a map for the external resources in order that they nay

understand the stages an abused woman goes through while she

is in the'shelter.

The professionals b¡e contacted seemed to see the
question of famiJ-y violence from a global
perspective. In fact, their approach to farniLy
violence is more and more a holistic one. No
matter what the professional-,s field, the
individual is no longer compartmentalized, but is
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seen as a whole person, whose physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual needs are considered
sirnultaneously. He or she is no longer treated as
a tcase' in pathology, but as someone who has inner
resources. Still, not aII professionals have
adopted this attitude and the fact, unfortunately,
may encourage secondary victimization (the
emotional injury felt by vÍctims when they realize
that their needs and rights are not recognized).
Fortunately, there is reason to believe that more
and more mentaL health professionals are increasing
their personal av¡areness, knowledge and
understanding of the various problems involved in
farnily violence and, by working together, can treat
both victins and perpetrators appropríately. (Vis-
à-Vis, L988, pp. 7).

2. Program Philosophy:

The staff within the shelter very openly and honestly

acknowledge their }ack of awareness of the native culture in

respect to service delivery. Direct reference is rnade to a

Iack of understanding of the language and the inherent nuances

as well as â lack of. knowledge about their home communities,

particularly if it is a reserve comrnunity.

Às identified in articles, urgent action is required to

address the needs of aboriginal wornen and children in the area

of family violence. Government agencies, conmunity agencies

and the shelters are struggling with the need to support

native women who must leave their communities to enter the

shelter. They are faced with the dilemma of relocation it .rt

urban setting that, for the most part, reflects a racist,

attitude. This is somewhat of a double-edged sword--lack of

sensitivity to the basic survival issues faced by native
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people in an urban setting and the lack of av/areness and

concern towards fanily violence by 'society' in general.

In the publication, Vis-à-Vis (blinter 1988), the edition

is det¡oted to the issue of Farnily Violence in Native

Communities. In a brief staternent by Dianne Tanner, she

states that the rnajor difference between violence arnongst non-

natives and natives is that they are a very visible and very

much studied ninority. She further states that the studies

have often portrayed native people inu".urutely, prirnarily due

to a serious and regrettable lack of understanding of their
cultural values. In her opinion, the values have been eroded

by a'Éysternatic at.tempt at assimitation. As a result, there

has been tremendous psycho-social stress and trauma for the

native community.

The formula for effective and lasting renewaÌ is
not overly complex. Native leaders, communities
and people must resolve to research, rediscover and
reapply their own distinctive approaches to socio-
economic developrnent, health carè, education,
family support and self-governrnent. Many of the
traditional principfes are timeless and will never
lose their relevance--wholism and integration of
discipline, spiritual principl-e of relationships,
self-determination, co-operative and seLf-
sufficiency economics, natural approaches to
nutrition and health care, family-dominated
training and education of children, and community
co-operation. While such a system is being
created, preferably as part of the transition to
self-government, special life skills training wíII
be needed in such areas as marital relations, prê-
natal care, infant care, parenting, respectful care
of the elderly and home finances. (Obomsawim, Vis-
à-Vis, 1988, pp. t-2) .
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A concluding statement in this publication advocates for

the return of strong and valuable traditions whieh, in turn,

may create the opportunity for native communities to become

revitalized and put an end to what they state as the rnodern

tragedy of fanily violence.

3. Program Delivery/Service Provision

The ferninist literature is replete with references to the

necessity of involving abused v/omen in b--o_!þ the planning for

and delivery of services. The community agencies put this

forth as a strong recommendation when posed with the question

as to the most effective measure for determl.ning success of...-.:;
the program. The program staff htere quite '' open in

recommending the need for a discharge questionnaire to be

given t,o every v¡oman in order to solicit their input and

recommendations.

The researcher is of the opinion that further developnent

of the crisis intervention program is dependent upon the input

from the abused women utilizing this resource. As indicated

in Èhe literature review, there is not a great deal of

information available addressing the actual workings of a

shelter. This is due, in part, to a lack of involvement of

the abused women in reporting on the service they experienced

while a resident.
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Descriptive

Report of a Follow-Up Study of Abused Women Using a Shelter

(Snith, 1984), the concentration !,/as on completing a service

inpact/service outcome evaluation of the established houses in
Regina and Saskatoon. The prirnary source of information was

the responses of the residents and former residents. This

study v¡as one of a few that involved former residents.

In addition to these consultations, a search for
similar consultations r¡/as completed. This search
revealed that there had been no reported studies of
this type in Canada, except for one involving a
very lirnited number (14) of former clients in
British Colurnbia. In the U.S., the situation is
quite sinilar, although somewhat more promising.
Walker is reported to be preparing a follow up

. study involving sone 400 clients in thë U.S.; in
addition, another study is to.be released in 1994
which is based on interviews with 27O former
clients of federally funded Violence Demonstration
programs. (Snith, 1,984, pp. 4).

The report further addresses the irnportance of conducting

intervj-ews with former clÍents of shelters and/or vict,ims of
physical abuse in marriage or other close relationships. The

information that can be obtained from this approach will
assist in not only enhancing service delivery, but, in shaping

our understanding

investigation.

of critical areas which require

There are a number

augment, the program,s

attached to many of

economic conditions and

of further changes that can be made to

strength, There are limitations
the suggestions, given the present

l-ack of direct service personnel. The
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future direction of family vio.lence prograrnming is not clear

at this time

4. Anticipated Results:

The crisis intervention program at the shelter is only

one part of the overal-I spectrum of services to abused women.

The researcher supports the shelter program in their attempts

to outline the role that external agencies must assume in
continuing to dgvelop services based on Iinited funding.

5. Proposed/Suggested Directions

The interviews *ian the board members'revealed their
concern for a broader námbership to'assist in the continued

advocacy and developrnent of this program. Further, this will
facilitate the recruitment of potential board members who are

interested and sensitive to the issues surrounding family

violence. It will serve to augment the public education

efforts previously noted

Results of this practicum have suggested that the crisis

intervention service is effective in assisting women

victinized by farnily violence. However imperfect or linited
the success rat,e of the program, it is clear that the rnajority

of those involved in the research regard the crisis

intervention service as more effective than any other service.

I{omen who have accessed the service, within the shelter, and
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the staff involved, recognize and state that the elinination

of family violence requires other siniJ-arly positive .and

conmitted changes. (Smith, L984, p. L49) .

As indicated in the literature review, it is essential

that services work together in an effort to access linited
funding and work towards a uniform goal. The forum for
bringing professionals and grass roots feminists together must

continue to be nurtured. The fact is that those intervening

in any form of violence against ror"rl- urd children share

sinilar aims. They want to end-the harrnful effects on the

victins and have some impact on the lar$er. issues that
::"

contribute to violence. Such unity of purpose poilts to the

need for an integrated approach. (Allan, Autumn L99Or pp. 1-).

We know more than ever about family violence, and
we have the beginnings of a sound empirJ-cal base of
understanding. But the incidence of faniJ-y
viol-ence is not decreasing, and at the same time,
funding for programs is. Irfe must look closer at
the sinilarities of our goals, and learn t,o speak
with one voice. Given the gravity of the issues
and the prevailing tolerance for violence, wê must
begin to see that all forrns of family violence have
a common root. Only then can our two armies fight
a winning battle on behalf of abused hromen and
children. (A1lan, 1-990, p. 4) .

The staff that $/ere interviewed clearly recognize the

need for foLlow up services. Foll-ow up that can be provided

in a non-intrusive format that is acceptable to the women.

The necessity exists to establish a fo1low up service that

will assist in filling the evident gaps'on the spectrum.
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clarity must be provided as to where the responsibii-ity
centres are in respect to the provision of folrow up, i.e.:
justice system,

programs.

social services, health and religious

...ít should be noted that ,folIow_upr is anisleading. term; it impries that the crisiè is orr"iafter crisis interventlon. But the womanrs feelingof cris.is, and her need for support, rareÌy endwith crisi-s intervention. she r"äã= piogru*= whichfollow t-hrough. perhaps by creating 1,.r"ñ programs,we can break down the aistinctionã arnonf ";i"i;;folIow-up and prevention and realize that," id;;iit;they are al1 part of one support system. äifollowing through after.the criäir, "" ä, herp täprevent the next crisis. 'perhaps we can even bleakthe cycle of violence. (Vis-à--Vis, tsAl , p. l_).

'")
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6.3. 1 IJIST OF RECOI'ÍMENDATTONS

Stated Proqram Goals¡

That the variances in the understanding of the goals
amongst the key stakeholder be identified. This may
be done by way of a ,retreat' involving staff and
Board in order that they may share their

.-_ understanding and differences regarding the'' implementatiõn of the goaIs. It is fuither
recommended that a neutral facilitator be recruited
for this task

That the Board of Directors assume a more active
role in the overall management of the program in
order that the mandate given to the Executive
Director may be consistent with their understanding
of dervice áe1ivery. This will also ensure a .

consistent message to all staff within the program.

That the Director and Resident Counsellor monitor
the use of outside referrals vis à vis their
appropriaLeness. It is recognized that it is beyond
the scope of .,$his review to assess the quality of
the referral ''services without knowing more abòut
those agencies referred and the specifics of the
individual cases.

That a process be put in place that witl allow fo¡:
the regular evaluatÍon of the services provided.
This may be addressed by ensuring that a format is
developed to ensure that infornation is collected
from these abused women upon discharge, directly
related to the services provided.

Proqram Philosoohv:

5. That the Executive Director and Resident Counsellor,
in consultation with the Board and staff, develop an
ongoing orientation for Board and community agencies
(interacting with the shelter) and a list of
materials (books, videos, etc. ) which they could use
to enhance their av/areness of viol-ence against women
and the underlying feminist phitosophy. It is
recommended that orientation of Board members take
place at Board rneetings and during Fanily Violence
Network rneetings for communÍty agencies.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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6.3.1 LIST OF RECOMMENDÀTIONS (CoNI,d)

6.

7.

8.

o

That staff provide constructive feedback to their
co-workers in order to continue to encourage then to
present a non-proselytizing philosophy, i.e. :
assist abused $tomen to problem solve and arrive at
her own decisions.

That the Executive Director, Resident Counsellor and
representatives of the Board rneet to develop an
orientation package for both internal and external
use addressing the overall operation of the program.

That the Board and staff consider the option of
meeting together over a two-day period (retreat) in
an atternpt to re-address the underlying phiJ-osophy
and goals of the program. During this process, the
inforrnation gathered can be used to assist in th'e
undertaking of a more detailed program evaluation.

That a further training package be developed that
will outline the cycle of violence theory in respect
to service provision and a forum be created that
will allow for the opportunity to discuss why some
of the conventional social work theories are not
appropriate within the shelter, i.e.: referral to
outside agencies is not necessarily a bad thing, the
referral is dependent on the service the agency
provides (appropriate is the key word). It is not
appropriate to refer a v/omen to rnarital and farnily
counselling if she is living in an abusive
relationship.

Antícipated Results

l_0.

1t-.

L2.

That the key stakeholders withín the shelter engage
in a process of pubtic education that will serve to
provide those community agencies and individuals
interacting with the service, a clearer
understanding of the crisis intervention program
provided within the shelter.

That a process be put in place that will facilitate
the continued advocacy for cul-turally approprj-ate
services to other cultural groups, particularly
native $romen.

That future evaluations must include input frorn the
abused v/omen who have accessed the service and who
agree to foIIoI¡¡ up in order to ensure services are
reflective of needs.
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6 . 3 . 1 LIST OF RECOTûÍENDATI ONS ( cont'd )

l-3. that community agencies/services be given the
mandate to advocate for services for abused women
that cannot be provided by the shelter.

J4. That the program Board of Directors continue to have
annual public meetings and incorporate a process for
recruiting persons who are both sensitive to and
cognizant of the issues of farnily violence.

15. That the Board and staff review what the irnmediate
and long term public education needs are in the
community and look at whaL resources they have
available to address these in the short term and
develop an appropriate strategy

Proposed Sugqested Directions: ,

L6. That a staf f Board cornrnittee be struck as outlineã
above

17. That there be a workshop for staff, Boârd and, if
" deemed appropriate, volunteers. It is recornmended

that the staff and Board review the O.A.I.T.H.rrstandards and Ethics" docurnent individually prior
to this workshop to provide a framework. The
primary purpose of the workshop would be to provide
an open and friendly forum to stimulate discussion
and sharing regrading the findings of this report.

1-8. That using the information gleaned from the above
workshop, a draft rrGoals and Objectives Statementrl
and ttPhilosophy of Service Provision and Frameworkll
be devel-oped. Upon review and acceptance by the
Board, it can form the basis of an in-depth
evaluation. L.
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q.3.1. LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS (contrd)

19. That a training program be developed that will
address the needs of present staff and that can bemodified for Board particÍpation. rt should includethe following:

overview of wife assault, (causation, conmunity
response, services) and its inpact on women añdchildren (lecture style, fi1ms, discussions,
etc. )
related issues (safety, legal, poverty, sexual
abuse, housi-ng, medical, culturally sãnsitive
services) .
role of Resident Counse11or, house counsellor
and C. C.I^f .
crisis intervention and crisis counselling
techniques - practical application througñ roleplaying, observation/discussion
empowerment model versus rnedical rnodel versustraditional. social service model.
role of abused women in defining their needs
and goals .

services in community referra_] sources
stress management

20. That continued attempts be made to work in concertwith other agencies, particularly rnernbers of thefanily violence network and the ãducation system.
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TER¡,ÍS OF REFERENCE

OVERVIEW

The Kenora Fanily Resource Centre does not profess to
offer anything beyond a shelter program and imnediate crisis
intervention. They are aware of their limited resources and

their mandate. Along with representatives of the agencies

interviewed, they recognize the need for enhanced services and

developments that will address the gaps within the farnily

violence spectrum. Further, there is a need to clarify to
external agencies and services, as well as Board members, the

functioning of the shelter and the necessity for privacy and

security.

The researcher recommends that the Terms of Reference

addressing a more in-depth eval-uation be one that will also

capture the needs that can be identified by the abused women

in respect to enhanced crisis intervention and counselling
programs. The literature is replete with references that
support and identify the value of the contribution of abused

women in the enhancement of existing services and the

development of future programs. (Schechter).

Concentration should be placed on Terms of Reference Lhat

wilI ensure appropriate information is collected from abused

v/omen and more in-depth questions are asked of the staff/board
and community agencies. The person or persons that may
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undertake a further evaluation wirl utirize the Terms of
Reference in respect to the development of an instrument that
will allow for the sensitive collection of data from minority
groups. This is particularly reÌevant in Northwestern Ontario
where there is a perceived high ratio of native women who

access the sherter. The instrument must be designed in such

a way that it will capture the necessary informat.ion and, at
the same tirne, be ,culturally appropriater.

The format for the Terms of Reference is based on a

review of information contained in the document entitled
Breaking silence: Descriptive Report of a Follow-up study of
Abused lrlomen using a shelter (smith, Lgg4), further reference
is made to Application for supprementary Research Assj-stance -
colrege of Graduate studies and Research university of

saskatcherÀran, subrnitted by Ms. Gerardine Dickson, Assistant,

Professor, college of Nursing, university of saskatchewan

(1988) and the Terrns of Reference deveroped joint,ry by the
researcher and a revj-ew team to address a program review of
the Atikokan shelter

Permission T¡ras obtained from the persons involved prior
to referencing the respective documents.

Further reference is made to Figure 8, in the findings,
in order to identify the points of entry requiring further
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revievr--identification of issues problems, i.e.: major
tbreakdown of communication, appears to exist when vJoman

enters the shelter and aII contact with external agencies and

services is tcut offt unless vtomen elect contact with tthe

outside world.'. This is somewhat difficult for the external

agencies to accept and understand. Similar1y, for

representatives of the Board of Directors. They state they

understand the philosophy of service delivery--the quest,ions

to pursue are: Do they understand the application of same

within the shelter, and is the service received by Èhe hromen

who access the service, reflect.ive of what is stated to be

deli.vered.

The primary source of the data that will address the

above questions are the abused wonen who have accessed the

service and agree to participate.

TER¡{S OF REFERENCE RE: .À PROGR,À}Í EVAIJUATION TO ADDRESS
ENHÀNCED SERVICE DELIVERY TO ABUSED WO!,IEN

Background

The Kenora Family Resource Centre has been i-n operation

since 1985 and no formal evaluation has been complet.ed of the

total program. During the summer and late faII of 1-990, a

practicum vras completed by a student of the University of

Manitoba regarding the Crisis fntervention Program provided by

the shelter ut,ilizing Formative Research.
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one of the goals of the practicum was to identify Terms

of Reference in order that a more in-depth evaluation could be

routineJ-y put in prace either by the staff or an external
eval-uator in order to conduct a more in-depth review of the
program. A further goal of the practicum T¡ras to determine if
the service delivered (crisis intervention) mirrors that, which

is stated to Ue åefivered in the agency. Upon completion of
the practicum report, a number of recommendations were put

forth that require further action on the parÈ of the program's

Board of Directors and staff

Purpose

The evaluation will determine the future d.irection of
this program in respect to neeting the needs of abused vromen

within the shelter. A secondary outcorne will be to provide

information and/or recommendations that, can be discussed by

the Farnily viorence Network in the community in onder to
advocate for enhanced services to address the issue of
violence against vromen.

This will be undertaken by utilizing the design entitled
Forrnative Research.

Siqnificance

The problerns encountered by abused v/omen and their
children do not end after the crisis phase of the abuse cycle.
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The cycles are usually repeated many times in the lives of

these r¡/omen after they leave the shelter. Even though there

has been an increased awareness among agency and comnunity

resources, who are concerned with family violence, that it is

tine to move beyond the crisis phase of physical fanily

violence, this ahrareness does not appear to be reflected in

their understandíng of what happens within the shelter
program, re: services provided to v¡omen. A key

recommendation of the practícum report stressed the need for

foIlow up. The term 'foIIow up' can be somewhat rnisleading;

it inplies the crisis is over once there has been crisis

intervention. The r¡roman's feeling of crisis and her need for
support, rarely end with the crisis intervention. ft is
proposed that follow through support wilt help to prevent the

nexÈ crisis, and may assist in breaking the cycle of violence

for the women.

An article in Vis-à-Vis (L957) addresses the problem

faced by rnany abused r¡/omen and their children. This is at, the

hands of well meaning but iII informed and overworked service

providers. The article entitled |tAfter the Crisis--Fo1low Up

Programs for Survivors of Family Violencerr, has dubbed this
problem as 'double victinization' to connote that these hromen

suffer from abuse at home and from lack of support within the

social structure that is established to hetp them.
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Further, a number of these r^¡omen, particularry native
vromen, return to communities where there is no support network

for thern and they are forced to return to a viotent and

abusive relationship. This is further cornpricated by the

shelter staffs' acknowledgement of their own lack of awareness

of First Nations communities, which adversely affects the

developnent of useful safety plans for the native women.

Program

The program offered within the shel-ter is outlined in the
practicum report. rn essence, it is a residential setting
that provides a safe and secure environment for v/omen

attenpting to leave a viorent rerat,ionship. rmmediate crisis
intervention services are provided which arlow the woman the
opportunity to review her options, becone more cognizant. of
the cycle of violence and the critical stages, develop a

safety plan for herseLf upon discharge and referrar to
external resources if she elects to access thern.

of paramount Ímportance is that the woman is adnitted to
a safe and secure environmenÈ where her reason for being there

is clear and her story is accepted and believed.
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Methodolog.y

a) Sample:

The suggest,ed sarnple for this evaluation will be drawn

from those ï¡omen who have accessed the services of the

shelter. AtI those women who agreed to have foì-low up from

the shelter wiII be invit,ed to participate. The process of

recruitment wÍ11 be sensitive to the highly confidential
nature of the progran.

It is recommended that the researcher(s) consult with the

Executive Director of the program to ensure an ethical
procedure ís in place to select the participants. This is
critical for a number of reasons with the prirnary one being

that residents within shelters have never agreed to perrnit

disclosure of their names to a third party, it is inpenative

that Resource Centre Staff be responsible for developing a

list of all former residents, within a defined period, and for
contacting them to obtain their permission to participate.

The processes and procedures used for this stage are avaitable

upon request from the student researcher.

It is anticipated that there is a high number of women of

native ancestry who have utilized the shelter. ItA study of

spousal assaul-t in the Northwest Territories has suggested

that one in four Dene women have been victims of spousal

viol-ence (Jamieson, 1987, p. 6). A survey of 300 MicMac r^/omen
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in Nova scotia found that seven in ten rnarried native
respondents had been victimized by their husbands (Nova scotia

Native Women,s Association: 1-985, Sectíon VII). This

contrasts with the proportion of one abused T¡/oman in t,en for
the general Canadian population.rr (Dickson, 1988, p. 4').

b) 'Instruments

It is recommended that the prirnary instrument for this
research project be the interview format. The format should

be comprised of a mixture of open and crose-ended questions

and, if possible, contain sheets of self-completing questions

that the rn¡oman can complete on her own and place in a sealed

envelope.

Since the infornation to be collected is largely
qualitative, the interviev¡ format is recornmended. The student.

researchei experienced some problerns with questionnaires and

a very low return rate. consultation with Ms. Gerri Dickson,

University of Saskatchehran, CoJ-lege of Nursing, revealed that
the use of predesigned instruments with abused women is
somewhat intrusive and that participat.ory research rnay be more

beneficial. The student researcher interpreted this to mean

that interviews wourd prove to be more beneficial and ress

threatening to the women. The informal conversation revealed

that the use of predesigned instruments with abused hromen was

not beneficial, i.e.: Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, L}TB) ,
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Tennesse Self-Concept ScaLe (Fitts, L97g) , and Rotterrs

rnternal-External Locus of control scale (Robinson and shaver,

r.e80).

Although somewhat cumbersome and tirne consuming the

interview format has proven to be successful in a number of
studies. Reference is made to ttre follow-up study of the

Regina Transition House entitled Breaking Silence:

Descriptive Report of a Fo1low-Up Study of Abused lrtomen Using

a Shel-ter (Snith, L984).

c) Procedure

It is recomrnended that a review of existing interview
formats be undertaken. Further, that a review of the

practicum report finding and consurtation with the Board and

staff should be undertaken once sample interviews have been

drafted

previously indicated, it woutd be appropriate for the

researcher(s) to ensule that the interview format contains

questions that may be deemed cul-turally appropriate. This nay

be done by consulting with representatives of Native [rlomenrs

organizations located in the community.

The researcher(s), it is reconmended, complete a series

of pre-test interviews with selected respondents. Necessary
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revisions can be made to the format upon compretion of the
pre-test and in consuLtation with the Executive Direct.or and

representat,ives of the Board of Directors. The number of
interviews to be compreted wilr be dictated by the number of
hromen who have confirmed their participation.

The data from the interview fornats v¡irr be largely
quaritative and shourd be analyzed descriptively. This
provides a systernatic Ì^/ay for ongoing program ptanning and

evaruation. As this is a Formative Research project based on

an analysís of quaritative data no statistical analysis wiII
be undertaken.

d) Data Analysis

The information coll-ected will be l-argery qualitative and

a descriptive analysis wirl be undertaken. The report to be

cornpleted will be viewed by a number of general audiences;

accordingly, it wii-l be largely descriptive.

The areas of analysis wilr be determined by the
researcher(s) and it wirl be dependent upon the inherent
sections of the final intervi-ew format.

rn concrusion, this proposed evaluation framework is to
document and recommend the enhancement of existing programs

and recommend future deveropnents for one of canadian
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society's most disadvantaged populations, abused women. There

is the cont,inued need for further extensive work to break this
cycle of viorence that dominates the lives of so many women

and children.
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KENORÀ FAI.fII¡Y RESOURCE CENTRE - A CONCISE HISTORY

In May l-985 the Town of Kenora entered into an agreement

with the Ministry of Comrnunity and Socj-aI Services regarding

construction of a Family Resource Centre. An FRC steering

committee was appointed by the town. the consensus \,¡as that
the FRC should provide services to battered v/omen only and

operate on the =ur" basis as a transition house.

hlhen the town called for operation proposals, four local-

groups subrnitted proposals for consideration. The Kenora

Fellowship Centre Board lr¡as chosen as the successful

candidate. This body then struck a separate Board

incorporated as the KFC-Kenora Family Resource Centre Inc.

The Kenora Farnily Resource Centre opened its doors March 14,

1986.

The Family Resource Centre provides safe and secure

sheLter for abused v/omen and their children. During their
stay, v/omen are able to explore all options available to then

and make decisions they feel best meet the needs of themselves

and their children.

The Farnily Resource Centre experiences high occupancy

rates of over 1-l-0? (average nonthly) . In addition to
providing shelter, the Family Resource Centre offers a support

group, transportation, crisis 1ine, advocacy, counselling,

child care and follow up

In addition to operating the Shelter, the Kenora FamÍly

Resource Centre v/as one of the founding members of a local
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housing project. A lengthy and onerous process of over tr¡o
years ensued, resulting in the construction of forty housing

units, twenty-two of which are allocated excl-usively for v¡omen

leaving abusive relationships and estabrishing independently

in the community. The support program women rn Transition,
attached to the housing project, is supervised by the Resource

centre. Tenant Àssociations have been formed, and. the women

are very actively involyed in their neighbourhood

associations,

The centre was al-so one of the founding mernbers of the
locar Fanily víol-ence Team which is committed to improving

initial porice/shelter relations and responses to assaulted
hromen. the Team has done several- public education activities,
and has also been active in encouraging programrning into the
curricul-urn of the local school boards

ïn 1989, the Kenora Farnily Resource centre severed its
organizational ties with the municipality and novr receives
direct funding from the Ministry of cornrnunity and social
Services. The Centre serves women from the imrnediate trading
area surrounding Kenora. (Karlstedt, untinen , Lggg, p. 31) .

iì
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KENORA FA}ÍILY RESOURCE CENTRE
PROGRÀM PROFIIJE

PROGRA}I! KENORA FAMTLY REsouRcE CENTRE

STÃRT ÐATE: MARCH 1.986

CONTACT: MS. SARETTÀ ROGERS

BOARD CHATR}ÍAN: MR. BERT FARÀGHER

PHTLOSOPHY

Every v/oman has the right to live without fear or threat of
abusive behaviour. The abusive behaviour can be eitherphysical, emotional or sexual. Results of this behaviour can
r?nge from physical scars to long-lasting emotional
difficulties; to death.

once violence has started it will not stop spontaneously.
Active intervention is required.

OBJECTIVES

To provÍde a healthy secure environment wherein the woman can
receive support, information and assistance, in reviewing herlife situation and evaluating the options avairable to her.
This will be done by:

o provision of a safe/secure sherter for abused women and
their children in order to provide non-judgemental
counselling service as werl as support and ádvocacy
services to wornen (resident/non-resident) of the Kenorã
Family Resource Centre.

o provision of an environment that is comfortable and will
facilitate the opportunity to review options and allov¡
women to make choices that are acceptable to them and to
assist in the forrnulation of plans and philosophies that
will assist women in gaining control oi tneir lives.

o provision of a supportÍve, hearing, anrr non-judgemental-
environment to assist, women to work thrôugh their
victimization and realize that as victims of crime, they
are not, responsible.

)



provision of an irnnediatery accessible counsellor
assist women in time of crisis and to assist !{omen
identify their needs and desires.

referral to other resources if appropriate and required.

SERVTCES/ACTIVITIES

c average occupancy rate of l_l_OZ per month.

e prgvision of shelter, safety, support, transportation,
crisis 1ine, advocacy, counselling, child caré.

e follow-up via support services/personal contact.
c community development and advocacy for community services

for abused women.

PARTICIPÀTION/DTRECTTON OF COUI.ÍUNTTY PROGRÀI,TS FOR ABUSED WOUEN

1-. IÍomen in Transition!
o provides community developnent services in respect,

to support and assi-stance to the women and children
living in the housing units.

c continued advocacy for further housing units, i.e.:
second-stage housing

2. Fanily Violence Team

Kenora Fanily Resource centre plays both a leadership
role and functions as a member of a team represented bythe foll-owing agencies: Kenora police, Ontarió
Provincial PoIice, Assist Cro\¡rn Attorney, Victim
.Assistance courtworker, women's prace -sexuãl Assault
centre, Education systern, Native Representation, other
lVays Now (O.Vr.N. ) .

primary function is to irnpJ_ernent a uniform policy
and protocol for responding to assaul-t cases(family violence).

outcome goal is to conduct/promote a public
education carnpaign, re: farnily viol_ence.

3. Treatment Group for Violent Men¡

o continued support to the ongoing development, of
this program.

1-8L

to
to
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support croup for women (neets at Resource centre):
community sunpSr! group for lvornen who are livingin/ leavi ng / or Ief t ãUrr=^irrã- relationships .
provision of an, educational/informational componentbased on the directio"- år- tn" participants of thegroup.

5. EducatiCIn projects:

continued development, in co-operation with otherservice providerê =r"ú as- eaucaii;;-;;' specializedprojects to be aaarãssão- to both specific andg'eneral audiences.

i'e': syrnposiurns ir high schoors and elernentary
;i:ï:*:":o addressjiaentirv-i=r,ås of farnily
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Ontario

Ministry of
Community and
Social Services

Ministère des
Services sociaux
et communautaires

t_83

2O Main Street South
Kenora, Ontario
PgN tS7

tele: (807) 468-240O
Zenith: 2-4LO0

June 26, 1990

1-

Dear 2-z

The Kenora Family Resource Centre has been in operation since thelatter part of March i-986 and has been providing, as one of its
services r counselling f or abused râ/omen, both i; a residentialsetting and through individual and group sessions.

I am presently undertaking a review of the counselling program and
one of the primary objectives of this review is to ascàrtain if tfre
counselling services provided to abused women actually mirrors that
which the program states is being delivered.
In consultation with staff of the Kenora Farnily Resource Centre, iti: *y intent to contact designated agencies in tne community thateither use the services provided by the program or make ãirectreferrars. r would appreciate an opportunity to meet with you tosolicit your views. I will contact you to request an intãrview
appointment in the next few weeks. I estimate that v/e will need
approxirnately 3/4 Eo L hour. If further information is required, f
nay be contacted at 469-2400 from 8:l_5 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

r have enclosed, for your information, an infornation sheetcontaining general statements re: assault/abuse and a programprofile of the Kenora FamiJ-y Resource Centre. Thank you tor fouranticipated co-operation.

Sincerely,

Rory McMillan
Evaluator

RM/slk

cc: Bert Faragher,
Saretta Rogers,

Board Chairman
Executive Director

0320 (o1 '88)
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GENERJAIJ STATEUENTS

The sheltersr âs primary services for abused hromen in ourcommunity, do not serve arl kinds of $/omen equarJ.y, eventhough v/omen in different life situations are abused dqually.
women who stay in shelters are often poorer, younger andless educated than the national average. wo¡nãn of upperor niddle income or other ,!üomen of status' from ourcommunity are less likely to use the shelter. Native
women use the shelter but are articul_ating the need foradaptable programs in their home cornmunitles.

l{omen who are abused require a range of service options. Many
women may not need a shelter based service, but do neeãcounselling specific to the abuse they have encountered.

occupancy rates within the centre continue to be veryhigh with a monthry average of i.1oå. Many of the
admj-ssions are for one or two days only. rt is estimatedthat the demand for counserring-serviõesr orl an ongoingbasis, will increase significanlty as putríic ahrareness ofthe j-ssue and service requiremenis increase. The demandfor increased community development and planning isevident.

As hre recognize. an intergenerationar cycle to wife assault,early intervention becomes key to prevdntion.

The experience of the Kenora Famiry Resource centresuggests that an easily accessible cõunselling service
may provide an opportunity for early interventioi. A malechild whose mother is abused is veiy likery to abuse hispartner. Early service to her and prevention programs forhim are ímportant in breaking the cycre. s-imi_1.rry, afemale child who witnesses her rnother being assaulteb'isalso more susceptible to abuse by her partner.

o
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lrlife assault is a social issue. A womanrs ability to obtain
appropriate service and the communityrs abirity to understandthe issue and deverop a respons€ to the nLeds of these
families depend greatry on a cornmunity inf ormat,Íon and
development process.

shelters have historicatry been key agencies in the
examination of wife assaurt as a social íssue. rn thepast few years the Kenora Resource centre has begun toplay a community developrnent, role, in concert with other
agencies. fn a community like ours, serving a defined
geographic area, a decentralized approach to service
information and referral development courd be aneffective intervention.

The above statements have been extracted from a Feasibility
study Report sponsored by The women's centre (Grey Bruce) tnc.
- Oct. 1989 and were adapted for this review.
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KENORÀ FAI,ÍILY RESOURCE CENTRE
PROGRÀM PROFILE

PROGRATIÍ: KENORA FAI,TLY RESOURCE CENTRE STÀRT DÀTE: MARCH ].986

CONTACT: MS. SARETTA ROGERS BOARD CHATRMÀN: ¡{R. BERT FÀRÀGHER

PHIIJOSOPHY

Ever.y þroman has the right to live without fear or threat of abusive
behaviour. The abusive behaviour can be either physical, emotional
or sexual. Results of this behaviour can range from physical scars
to long-lasting emotional difficulties; to death.

once violence has started it will not stop spontaneously. Active
intervention is required.

OBJECTIVES

To provide a healthy secure environment wherein the r¡¡oman can
receive support, information and assistance, in reviewing her lifesituation and evaluating the options available to her.

This will be done by:

provision of a safe/secure shelter for abused women and their
children in order to provide non-judgementaÌ counselling
service as well as support and advocacy services to womeñ
(resident/non-resident) of the Kenora Fanily Resource Centre.

provision of an environrnent that is comfortable and will
facilitate the opportunity to review options ancl allow women
to make choices that are acceptabJ-e to them and to assist in
the formulation of plans and philosophies that will assist,
rdomen in gaining control of their Iives.
provision of a supportive, healing, and non-judgemental
environrnent to assist wonen to work through their
victimization and realize that as victims of crime, they are
not responsible.

provision of an irnmediately accessible counsellor to assist
women in tirne of crisis and to assist women to identify their
needs and desires.

referrar to other resources if appropriate and required.
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SERVTCES /ACTMTTES

average occupancy rate of l-1_0å per nonth.

provision of shelter, safety, support, transportation, crisis
1ine, advocacy, counseì-Iing, child care.

foll-oqr-up via support services/personal contact.

community development and advocacy for cornmunity services for
abused women.

P¡TRTICIPATION/DIRECTION OF CO!,!!,ÍUNITY PROcRÀIrfS FoR ABUSED WOMEN

L. IÍomen in Transition:

provides community development services in respect. to
support and assistance to the r¡romen & children living in
the housing units.
continued advocacy for further housing units, i.e. second
stage housing.

2. FaniJ.y Violence Team:

Kenora Family Resource Centre plays both a leadership role and
functions as a member of a team represented by the following
agencies: Kenora Políce, Ontario Provincial police, Assist
cror¡¡n Attorney, Vict,im Assistance Courtworker, Women,s Place -Sexua1 Assault Centre, Education Systern, Native
Representation, Other Ways Now (O.!V.N. ) .

primary function is to implement a uniform policy and
protocol for responding to assault cases (family
violence) .

outcome goal is to conduct/promote a public education
campaign re: farnily violence.

3. Treatment Group for Violent Men:

continued support to the ongoing deveJ-opment of this
program
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4- Support croup for women (meets at Resource centrel:
for v/omen who are living
relationships.

provision of an educational/informational component basedon the direction of the participants of the group.
Education projects:

continued development, in co-operation with other service- providers such as education, ór speciarized projects tobe addressed to both specific and generar auãieices.
i:9. symposiur: il highschools and elementary schooLs toaddress/identify issues of fanily violence.

community supporÈ group
in/Ieavinq/ or left abusive

5.
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Ontario

Ministry of Ministère des
Community and Services sociaux
Social Services et communautaires

189

20 Main Street South
Second Floor
Kenora, Ontario
P9N 1,57

tele: (807) 468-24ao
Zenith z 2-4LOQ

August L5, l99O

(CoNTACT NAI,IE AND ÀDDRESS)

Dear (CONTACT):

Thank you for agreeing to meet with me as part of the revj-ew of thecounselling program provided by the Kenorã Family Resource centre.
I{hen we meet, f will ask for your views on three areas related tocounselling services rel-ative to these services in our cornmunity:

l-- Does the Kenora Family Resource Centre offer adequate serviceor do you see service gaps? i.e. what is the presentcounselÌing program?

2. what abuse-specific services does your agency provide toabused r^/omen and their chirdren and do you - see them as
adequate?

3. What are your views of the service spectrum for abused womenand their . children presently availabLe in our communj-ty?
Reference is made to the counsel_ling programs.

r look forward to our meeting on August 2j., 1990 at 1:00 p.m. inyour office
With best wishes,

Rory McMill-an
Evaluator

0320 (o1 88)
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!'fhat is your
intervention?
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COUNSELLOR INTERVIEW FORUAT:
(RESIDENT COUNSETJLOR) (1 STAFF)

understanding of the cycle of violence and method of

P1ease describe the program you are responsible for? what, is your
role in the program?

Please outline the target group served by the counselling program,
i.e. social status. fs the Program attracting the identified target
group?

What is the geographical catchrnent area served by the prograrn? Do
you feel the program actually covers the catchment area described?

What are the objectives of the counselling prograrn?

How do the overall program objectives link with the underlying
'Feminist Philosophy,? i.e. individual choice, emporÁ/erment.

Do you have specific AoaIs for your service/program?

How do your objectives and/or goars rerate to the purpose and
overall objectives of the orgranization?

Please outline the reception/intake process from when individual
enters program to development of case work plan and final
disposition. i.e. format for recording.

Are there any restrictions to admission to the program?

Who makes the final decision regarding services for the cÌient?
i. e. acceptance/re)ection.

How soon after client admission to the program is she seen at
intake?
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lilhat methods of intervention are used in your service/program? Vühat
are expected results? Are expectations attainable/met?

Please outlj-ne how you match identified client problems wiÈh
personnel and method of intervention.

[.lhat type of supervision is offered to direct practitioners? i.e.
How frequent?

Please outline the methods used to monitor the progress of cases
that are ongoing in the counselLing program.

-frequency of review of cases
-transfer of a case/closure of a case
-hov¡ are clients discharged from the program
-what is the recording process that. is used to monitor and
report on progrress of cases.

For statistical purposes (during the
describe number of applicants, intakes
ongoing service.

APPLÏCANTS TNTAKES COMPLETED

past fiscal year), please
cornpleted and cases open for

CASES FOR
ONGOING SERVTCE

Are you a member of the management group within your organization?
t'Ihat position? Level of decision-making?

How frequently is the counselling reviewed internally? In what
form? ff changes are required, how are they undertaken?

Do services/prograrns siinilar to yours exist within your catchment
area? what kind of contact do you have with them{ what kind of
conÈact does program have with network of services in the
cornmunity?

staff training and developrnent provided to staff to assist then
better meet the needs of the clients?

fs
to

,' )

General comments recommendations.
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B. COUNSETTJOR INTERVIE}I FORMAT
(HOUSE COUNSEIJLORS) (2 sTÀFF)

What is your understanding of the cycle of violence and methods of
intervention?

Please describe your role in the service detivery of Kenora Fanily
Resource Centre. I,rlhat is your understanding of the key functions of
the counselling program?

Please describe the target group served by the counselring program.
i.e. serial status. Is the program attracting the identified target
group?

What is your understanding of the objectives of the counselling
program and the organization? What is the underlying theory of the
counselling program and how does it link with the objectives?

Prease describe your present workload. i.e. number of cases. rs
your workload manageable?

I{hat are the tools used to measure the success of the purpose and
objectives of the counselling program?

Do you have specific goals for your service/program?

Please outline your role in the intake process from the initial
referrar to final disposition. (Refer to questions 23-37, pg. 33-
3e).

format for recordíng
decision-making re: case plan
when is contact made with Supervisor and/or director for
purpose of discussion
is a client ever rejected?

What method of intervention is used in your program area? lr7hat are
the expected results are they attainabLe?
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Idhat kind of .supervision do you receive? Are you sat,isfied withyour supervision? i.e. direction/frequency. oo you have a r,r¡rittenjob description? Are annual performarì"e alpraisåfs -onpreted? 
Howis your performance evaluated?

Dges the agency have a trainin_g and/or staff deveJ-opment program?
!{hat_ is _the,program? Vthat staff training/developm"r,f ftun" you beeninvolved in?

Do you have an opportunity
written policies/procedures
have? Arnount of contact
Director.

to participate in policy changes? Areavailable? lthat form oi input do you
with Resident CounsellorTExecutive

Are you involved
the program? fn
other comrnunity

P1ease descri_be
provided to the

with follow-up with crients who have been throughwhat form and under who's direction? Linkage wii.n
agencies.

General comments - recommendations.

your overall- opinion of the counselling servicesclients of the Kenora Farnily Resource Cántre.
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C. BOARD OF DIRECTORS TNTERVIETS FORI.Í¡IT

How long have you been a member of the Board? Did you receive a
formal orientation program when you joined?

Does the Board have formal policies and procedures (constitution) ?

Please outline the developments that have occurred since inception
in reference to affiliation with other Boards. What is present
direction? I¡Ihat is future direction?

How frequently does the Board meet? How many Board committees areoperating? Are professional staff members involved on Board
committees? fs this a good idea?

Does the Executive Director have a clear job description?

Does the Executive Director report regularly to the Board withrespect to Board policy decisions requiring follow-up, program
matters, financial issues, staff personnel mátters?

.Are you satisfied with the way the agency functions in respect tothe Board responsibilities, communication from Executive Director,
comrnunity relations, relationship with Government,?

How often does the Board revieru the organization's purpose and
objectives? Familiarity with purpose ana objectives? fnvolvement, inthe pranning of the organization's programs and directions?

Vühat is your understanding of the cycle of violence ín respect tointervention? rntervention used by program staff? undãrryingphilosophy of treatment provided? Expected results?

what rnethods of ongoing review of programs are forrowed?
Recomnendations you would make.

In your opinion, what are the most serious issues or questions that
you believe an evaluation of the counseJ-ling program should ansv;er
i. e. what components will- indicate to you -trral the program is
successful?

General comments recommendations.

"i
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D. EXECUTM DTRECTOR TNTERVIEW FOR¡,ÍÀT (r STAFF)

GENERAL

What is the stated purpose of your organization in reference to who
is served? !.Ihy and under what mandate? outline objectives
supporting this purpose. ?ühat tools are used to measure
purpose/objective? Are the objectives outlined j-n agency documents?

Do you feel that the purpose and objectives are understood by the
various stakeholders?

Very weÌl Fairly well Not well Nil
Clerica1 staff
blorkers
Supervisors
Board members
Referral agencies
Community agencies

Please outline
objectives. How

or
is

share the objectives of the agency. i.e. 4
the success of the objectives measured?

Please outline the programs/services offered by Kenora Farnily
Resource Centre. Have there been changes or nehr programs started"in
the past year? Who initiated change fundíng source? Are any new
programs being planned for the year?

fs there an ongoing formal planning process in the agency or linked
with other cornmunity services.

P1ease outline the source and percentage of referrals from the
:-.989/90 stats. i.e. self or agency.

Source Percentaqe Total Referrals

Does the program have a waiting list? Was there any referrals
refused? Is there a community referral network? Has there been
problens with referral sources?
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Is there positive co-ordination amonqst community agencies in
respect to FamíIy Violence programs. What comprises the cornmunity
service network? Role of the Kenora Family Resource Centre iñ
respect to service co-ordination and advocacy for new programs? fs
there a need for more resources in the community/geographic
catchment area?

BOARD ÀCTIVTTY

P1ease provide an overview of
Resource Centre from incepti-on

the history of the Kenora Fanily
!o- present.

what is the composition of the Board? Number of members?
Representation/selection? How selected? Are there annual meetings,
tra in ing/ orientat ion?

Is attendance consistent? Average attendance? What compromises a
quorum?

Please outline Board committees in respect to functions,
membership, rneeting times, participation of non-Board members.
Satisfaction with current Board and committee function.

If there is an executive committee, what is the composition? How
often does it meet,, quorum?

Please outline how a policy is developed/revised and process
undertaken to obtain approval? Are there any blockages? Has there
been a major policy passed recently?

Frequency of Board involvement in the day to day operation of the
program?

Are staff members involved with the Board or Board cornrnittees? Irfhat
capacity?

/
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representation each member bringsP1ease provide an
to the Board.

Name

overview of the

Occupation Agency/Community

UANÀGEI.Í ENT / DEC f S I ON-¡rfÀK ING

P1ease provide/outline the overal-I organization by listinE thepeople who hol-d administrative, supervisory line or clericalpositions within the organization.

Please list (separate sheet) the employees within the organization
their position, length of time with progran and
education/experience (qualifications) .

If .a managernent team exists, pÌease outline the compositj-on andmajgr responsibilities. rf no management team, how are majordecisions made?

Are staff encouraged to participate in major agency decision-
making? How do they participate? Are you saÈisrieá witn rever ofparticipation?

STAFF SUPERVISTON/TRÀTNING

Please outline how staff supervision is provided in your agency in
respect to frequency (policy/practice), number of staff assigneã to
one.supervisor. Is it a workable situation? Are job specifióations
avail-able for all positions?

Please outline the performance appraisal process undertaken inrespect to frequency/fornat.

Is there a staff training and development component in the agency?How cornpleted in respect to individuar staff? rs Èi
sat j- s f actory/workabl-e?
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COT'NSEIJTJTNG PROGRÀ¡'I

what is the underrying phirosophy of the counselling programoffered at the Kenora Family Resource Centre?

-goaJ-s/obj ectives
-ferninist philosophy
-cycIe of violence

Do
is

!{hat are the- expected results of the counselling program? Are theyattainable? How are they measured?

How are the expectations shared with staff? Do staff understand?

regular staff meetings take place where the program phirosophy
discussed?

In your opinion, are the expectations of referral sources clearlyarticulated? rs there a feeãback mechanism in prace?

How ís the overall objectives of the counsthe clients? 
raIl objectives of the counselling program related to

Please outline any barriers that are identified
counselling services to the clients, i.e. cultural

Take final 3 points from Consul-ting Supervisor Interview Format.

General conments recommendations.

in delivery of
groups
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E. CONSI'IJTTNG SUPERVTSOR TNTERVIEW FORIÍAT (1 STAFF)

fVhat is your understanding of the cycle of violence?

Please describe your role with this agency?

Please describe the treatment/counselling service provided to
cÌients.

-obj ectives/goaIs
-underlying philosophy
-understanding by staff

Are the expected results attainable in respect to intervention
provided, i.e. what measurement tools are used?

vthat method of supervision is provided to staff of this program?

method of supervision
frequency of supervision
ongoing apprai-sal of supervision in respect to impact

In your opinion, what are the most serious issues of questions that,
you believe an evaluation of the counselting program should answer?
$Ihat components will indicate to you that the counselling program
is successful?

!{hat are your views on required counselling programs for abused
women/children,' community development/public education, liaison
with other agenci-es?

fs present service adequate? What components would you propose to
meet this need?

General comments - recommendations.
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F. UTNISTRY PROGRA¡4 SUPERVISOR: INTERVIETÍ FOR}Í.AT
(1 STÀFF)

What is your understanding of the cycle of violence?

V{hat is your role as a Ministry Program Supervísor in respect to
this agency? Monitoring program delivery? Revj-ewing expenditures?
Crisis management?

What do you perceive as the role of the Resource Centres in
addressing the cycle of viol-ence?

GeneraJ-ly, what is the Ministry's Policy of program delivery in
respect to family viotence? General program direction? Expectations
of service providers?

What is your understanding of the counselling program provided by
the Kenora Farnily Resource Centre? Objectives/Goals? Underlying
philosophy?

In your opinion, does the service provided by the Kenora Farnily
Resource Centre address the expectations of the Ministry of
Community and Social Services? Are measurement tools used to
address the success of the program? Is a regular evaluation process
in place to review program expectations as it relates to actual
delivery? Are expectations reviewed?

fn your opinion, what are the most serious issues or questions that
you believe an eval-uation of the counselling program should answer?
What components will indicate to you that the counselling program
is successful?

What are your views on required counselling programs for abused
vomen/children, community development/public education, liaison
with other agencies?

In your opi-nion, is the present service adequate? What components
would you propose to meet this need?

General comments - recommendations.
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KENORA FA}ITLY RESOURCE CENTRE

EVALUÀTTON

The Board, Director and staff hope that your stay at the Resourcecentre has been as confortable for you and your children aspossible. Since we are very interested in your dpinions about theservices provided by the Resource centre, r"rre asking you and anumber of the other vtomen who have consented to follow--uf servicesto conplete one of these forms

We have consented to this research being done by a male studentassociated with the Universi-ty of Manito¡a. He is in the processof cornpleting his Masters of Social t{ork Degree. Neither the staffnor the Director witl see the individual completed. forms. Theoverall results will be shared with the Director verbally in theevent that you may wish to have an update. The results wirl beused to assist the student in.completinq his degree and to improvewhat is done for other familieé who stay hãre, it is ";E toquesÈion the Centre's existence.

Please ansvrer the following questions honestly and comoleteLv.There are no right or r¡rrong answers. If t onot want to answer, iust skip it and go on to the neit one. oo notput.vour name enfrwhere on the form. !,rhen you've f inished i[, æit in the enverope yourve Èeen given, ="af it and rnail ít to Lneaddress stated on the enveÌope.

Thanks.very much for helping make improvernents to the Centre and inassisting the researchei. Best wiihes and we hope that the bestdays of your life lie ahead.
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KENORÀ FA}TLY RESOURCE CENTRE

EVÀI,UATION

YOUR GENER¡\L OPINION OF THE RESOURCE CENTRE

We'd like to know your overall reaction to the Resource
Centre. Thinking about everything, in general, which of
the following statements best describes your opinion?
Please write its number in the box.

Awful, f disliked everything about it : 1
Pretty bad, f dislíked most things : 2
Pretty good, I liked most things : 3
Great, I liked everything about it = 4

YOUR REASONS:

YOUR CHIIJDREN AND THE RESOURCE CENTRE
(For those with children with them)

which of the forlowing statenents best describes how your
children reacted to the Centre? Vürite its number in the
box, please.

They were unhappy all of the time = L
They v/ere unhappy most of the time = 2
They v/ere happy most of the tine = 3
They hrere happy all of the time = 4

YOUR REASONS:

j2
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RESOURCE CENTRE AS A PLACE TO STÀY

Using the RATING SCALE, can you please rate each of the
physical features of the Centre listed. For EACH óne,
write in the box beside it the number on the scale that
best describes how satisfied or dissatisfied you v/ere
with that particular feature.

R.A,TÏNG SCALE: RATE THESE FEATURES:

very dissatisfied =l size of your room
somewhat dissatisfied =2 furniture in your room
somewhaÈ satisfied :l comfort of your room
very satisfied :Q size of living room

furniture in living room' comfort of living room
dining room
children,s play area
kitchen
laundry
bathrooms
food
amount of food
house rules
availability of medicine
bedding and towels
transport. for appointments
cleanl-iness and t,idiness

COMMENTS: Can you teIl us why you've rated these aspects
as you have? Is there anything else you'd like to add?

SAFETY AND SECURITY

?ühich of the following statements best describes how
PHYSïCALLY safe and secure you felt while you !üere here?
Please write its number in the box.

very unsafe and insecure =1 somev¡hat safe and secure =3
=) very safe and secure =Qa little unsafe

. i\il
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SAFETY ÀND SECURIIIY (cont'd)

Were you ever VERY worried about what your boyfriend or
husband might do while you T¡/ere here? 9'Irite number in
box.

Yes:l- No=2

!{hat about another l^Ioman's boyfriend or husband: v¡ere
you every VERY v¡orried about what he night do?

Yes=l- No=2
COMMENTS:

SATISFACTION WTTH STÀFF

lüe'd like to know your opinion about all of the staff
you've spent. time with during your stay. Using the
RATING SCALE, please rate each feature of the staff
listed below. Vlrite the number of the statement which
best describes how satisfied or dissatisfied you !,/ere
with each feature in the box beside it, please.

RÀTÏNG SCALE: RATE THESE FEATURES:

very di-ssatisfied :t availabil-ity to talk to me
somewhat di-ssatisfied =2 amount of time they had to
somewhat satisfied :J tal,k to me
very sat,isfied =Q their helpfulness to me

their friendliness to me
their frankness with rne
their supportiveness about

rny plans

ii
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SATISFACTION IIITH STAFF (cont'd)

Did you ever feel that the diseussions you had with staff
about your plans were pushing you in a direction you
didn't want to go?

Yes=1 No=2 Sometimes:3 FILLINBOX

Did you ever feel that the staff kept asking questions
that hrere too personal?

FILL IN BOX
No =l
Yes, but just at the beginning of mf stay = 2
Yes, most of the time = l

How honest do you think staff were in their discussions
with you? FILL IN BOX

all the tirne : 1 not very often = 3
most times = 2 hardly ever = Q

How comfortable I¡/ere you in tal-king with the staff?
FTLL TN BOX

all the time = L very often : l
most times : 2 hardly ever = 4

Did you ever feel intimidated or defensive in your
discussions with the staff?

No = 1 FILL IN BOX
Yes, but just at the beginning = 2
Yes, rnost of the time = 3

How honest were you when you were talking to the staff?
FILL ÏN BOX

all the tirne = l- not very often : 3
most times = 2 hardJ-y ever : Q

In general, do you think that the staff set goals that
v/ere unrealistic or unreachable for you?

No =L
Yes, but just at the beginning = 2 FILL IN BOX
Yes, most of the time = 3

'-\iì¡i
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SATISFÀeTION !ÍITH STAFF (cont'd)

How many of the staff did you feel really comfortable
talking to? FILL THE NUMBER oF STÀFF rN BoX

How many staff did you feel quite friendly with?
FÏLL THE NUMBER OF STAFF IN BOX

COMMENîS: Is there anything you'd like to add?

PRIVACY AND CROWDEDNESS

Vühil-e you vtere here, did you think

far too many people there : l-
too many people : I
a little too many people : 3
just enough people - 4

Did you think you had:

far too little privacy :
too litt1e privacy =just enough =
lots of privacy =

COMMENTS: What are your reasons:

the Centre had:

WRITE NUMBER IN BOX

WRTTE NUMBER IN BOXL
2
3
4



SATTSFACTION WTTH OTHER CTTENTS A¡¡D TTTEIR CHILDREN

One of the things that often affects a personts stay at
the Resource Centre is how many other $/omen and children
$/ere there, and how weLlr or not very well-, everyone was
able to get along. The questions in this section are
asked in order to find out what your experience v¡as.
Please ansvrer them as HONESTLY AND CAREFULLY as you can.

During your stay, the number of other adults staying at
the Centre probably varied. In the boxes provided,
write the highest number of other women who were here
with you in the first set of boxes, and the lowest
number in the second. If there hrere the same number of
other l¡/omen here with you throughout your stay, fill in
BOTH sets of boxes with that number.

And now do the same for the number of children. Write
the highest number of kids in the first set of boxes,
and the Ìowest in the second set of boxes. If there
were the same number throughout, write the same number
in both sets of boxes. Please put a zero in the left
hand box j-n each set, if there !'rere less than ten
chil-dren.

!{e know that everyone cannot POSSIBLY be expected to get
along with everyone else. But, IN GENERÀL, which of tne
phrases best describes how well you got along with the
other women? Write its number in the box, please.

very poorly - 1
somewhat well : 3

How many of the women
talking to?

somewhat poorly = 2
very well = Q

d.id you feel really comfortable

And how many women did you feel quite friendly with?

How many of the women really upset or bothered you?

How many of their children did you get along with?

How many of the children upset or bothered you?

207
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SATISFACTION WTTH OTHER CI¡IENTS AND

If any children upset you, do you
affected the .Centre's atmosphere,
the Centre? Yes = L; No = 2.

COMMENTS:

208

rnårn cHTLDREN (conr)

think they negatively
or your feelings about

FTLL IN BOX

REFERRATJS FROM RESOURCE CENTRE AND SATISFÀCTION

If you've bee.n referred by Resource Centre staff to any
of the following agencies or services, please write a 2
in the box beside it.. If you haven't been referred to
âhy, write a 1.

Department of Social Services - Municipal-
Legal Aid C1inic/Lawyer
Victim Witness Program
Doctor
Child Welfare Services
A.A. /A'1 Anon
Child Development Centre
Clarissa Manor
Women in Transition
Women's P1ace
Neechee Friendship Centre
Adu1t Community Mental Health
Police

i1
!{
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REFERRALS FROIT{ RESOURCE CENTRE A,ND SÀIIISFå,CTION (cont,'d)

If you've already used the referral, use the first rating
scale and put the nurnber that best describes your opinion
beside the appropriate box. If you havenrt used it yet,
use the second scaIe, and choose the statement which best
describes your plan.

SCALE TF YOU'VE USED TT SCALE TF YOU HAVEN/T USED IT
very dissatisfied =f I don,t think I,I1 use it =5- somewhat dissatisfied=2 Not sure if I,I1 use it :s
somewhat satisfied :l I will use it :J
very satisfied :Q

Department of Socia1 Services - Municipal
Lega1 Aid Clinic/Lawyer
Victirn Witness Program
Doctor
Child tllelfare Services
A.A. /41 Anon
Child Developrnent Centre
Clarissa Manor
!ùomen in Transition
Woments Place
Neechee Friendship Centre
Adult Community Mental Health
PoIice

YOUR COMMENTS ABOUT THE REFERRALS:
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RESOURCE CENTRE AND MEETING YOUR NEEDS

Now that you have been away from the Centre, are there
any things vre ought to have done for you, or services we
ought to have provided, but didn't? (Be as honest and
detailed as you can).

Are there any
appreciated?

things we did that you especially liked or
(Please be very detailed).

Do you intend to remain in touch with the Resource
Centre for a period of time?
No = 1-¡ Yes : 2¡ Not sure = 3.

If you every have to, would you stay at the Resource
Centre again? No = L¡ Yes = 2; Not sure = 3

Would you ever recommend the Resource Centre to anyone
else? No = L¡ Yes = 2; Not sure : 3 PLEASE FILL IN BOX

Would you feel comfortable if identified staff from the
Resource Centre continued to call you every once in a
while to chat? No = 1,; Yes = 2; Not sure = 3

Use the RATING SCALE to rate your overall experience at
the Resource Centre and please put its nurnber in the box.

RATING SCALE: very dissatisfied
somewhat dissatisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Very satisfied

=1-
-¿
-1

-!'
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RESOURCE CENTRE AND MEETTNG YOUR NEEDS

üfhich of the foll-owing statements bestleft the Resource Centre? pl_ease write
first box; if more than one applies
numbers in the extra boxes.

f didn/t like the staff
I didn't like the other children
I just wasnrt comfortable there
My chiJ-dren v¡eren't happy there
I couldnrt stay any longer
f just felt it was tine to 1eave
f have some good plans for future

. Other

SO!,ÍE INFORMATIO!¡ ABOUT YOURSELF

2LL

( cont'd)

describes why you
its number in the
to yor¡ put their

:l_
-¿
-1

=Q
-5
=6

-ö

Which of the
at Resource

less than 5
5 9 days
l-0 l-4 days
15 1-9 day

days :

=

following best descrj-bes how long you stayedCentre? please write its nunber-iñ the box.

If you had any children
many in the box.

20 24 days = g
25 29 days = 6
30 day or more = 7

with you, please write in how

1
2
3
4

In which month did MoST of your stay faIl?
January = 0L
February = oz
March = 03
ApriJ- = 04

less than 20 years
20 24 years
25 29 years
30 34 years

May
June
July
August

05
06
o7
o8

September : 09
October : 10
November = l_1
December = L2

rn which age category are you? pl-ease write the category
nurnber in the box.

=6
=J

ö

35 39 years
40 49 years
50 59 years
60 years or more

¡i
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SOME INFORMATION ABOUT YOURSELF (cont'd)

Íthich of the foltowing describes the education
completed?

Grade 8 or less = l- some unj-versity :
Grade 9 11 - I completed bachelor :
Grade L2 = 3 more university :

you have

blhen you h¡ere between 6 - 14 years o1d, how many other
children did you grov/ up with? please write thã number
in the box. If you v/ere an only child, pI-ease put a
zero in the box, and if you grew up in more thañ one
family, use the farniJ-y you like most.

Before you came to the Resource Centre, did you live in
Kenora or another community? Kenora = 1

Other community : 2.

4
5
6

Vlhere $rere you living?
fn Vermilion Bay : 1 In a town
In Sioux Narrows : 2 Tn a village
ïn Red Lake : 3 On a reserve
In Nestor Falls : 4 On a farm

Have you stayed at the Resource Centre
No = 1-; Yes = 2.

=6
=J
-8

before this?

Did you work outside the home before you came to theCentre? No = L¡ Yes = 2.

Which of the following best describes why you came tothe Resource Centre? please write its nurnber in the
first boxr' if more than one applies to you, write their
number in the extra boxes.

I was very much afraid of husband =ï wanted to get away frorn husband =I hoped leaving would make hirn change =I wanted tine to think, in general :
I wanted tine to think about specific

options :
I wanted to set up on my ohrn =I wanted to legally separate or divorce =Other reason =

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
.1

il

n
n

E
n
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